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LEGAL FEES PAID BY FDIC TO BROBECK, PHL EGER & HARRISON
Au!iit Report No. 99-015
March 12, 1999

Material has been redacted from this
document to protect personal privacy,
confidential or privileged information.

OFFICE OF AUDITS

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
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FDIC
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Office of Audits
Office of Inspector General

Washington. O.C. 20434

March 12, 1999
MEMORANDUM: TO:

James T. Lantelme
Assistant General Counsel
Legal Operations Section
Legal Division
,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1___ _ _ _<___.

(b)(6)

FROM:

David H. Loewenstein
Assistant Inspector General

SUBJECT:

Legal Fees Paid by FDIC ro Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
(Audit Report No. 99-015)

This report presents the results of an audit of Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, a law firm hired to
provide legal services to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). The Office of
Inspector General (OIG) has an ongoing program for auditing law firm billings to ensure that
such billings are adequately supported and comply with cost limitations set forth by .the FDIC and .
the fonner Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC). This report was prepared by the independent
public accounting finn (IPA) of Mitchen & Titus for the FDIC OIG.
The objectives of the audit we.re to ensure that fee bills were adequately supported and in
compliance with the cos~ limitations set by FDIC and RTC and that charges for legal services
provided were reasonable. The audit covered billings paid by RTC during the period January l,
1990, through December 31, 1993. The total fees paid to the law firm during the audit period

were $4,190,922. The audit sample covered_.$2,892,293, or 69 percent of the total.

The IPA identified net questioned costs of $2, 165, 277. However, subsequeni to the preparation
of the IPA 's draft report and based on additional documentation provided by the·f aw finn, the
OIG modified questioned costs to $2, 110, 119. A summary of the OIG revised draft report
questioned costs appears on pages 5 and 6.
The OIG made 12 recommendations to the Assistant General Counsel {AGC), Legal Operations
Section, Legal Division, to disallow the questioned costs. The General Counsel"(GC) provided a
written response dated March 4, 1999, to a draft of this report. The response from the GC is
included as an appendix to this report.
The Inspector General Act ·of 1978, as amended, requires the OIG to report on the status of
management decisions on its recommendations in its semiannual reports to the Congress. To
consider FDIC responses as management decisions in accordance with the act and related
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guidance, several conditions are necessary. First, the response must describe for each
recommendation
•

the specific corrective actions already taken, if applicable;

•

corrective actions to be taken together with the expected completion dates for their
implementation~ and

•

documentation that will confitm completion of corrective actions.

If any reconunendation identifies specific monetary benefits, management must state the amount
agreed or disagreed with and the reasons for any disagreement. In the case· of questioned costs.
the amount FDIC.plans to disallow must be included in management's response.

If management does not agree that a recommendation should be implemented, it must describe
why the recommendation is not considered valid.
·
Second, the OIG must.detenn1ne that management's descriptions of (1) the course of action
already taken or proposed and (2) the documentation confirming completion of corrective actions
are responsive to its recommendations . .
Subsequent to the issuance of the draft audit report, the OJG re-evaluated its decision to question .
$1,907 ,856 related to unsupported time charges. Specifically. the draft audit report, as revised,
questioned $1 ,907 ,856 for computer-generated time sheets that were not supported by original
time sheets. However , based on further examination of theIPA's audit working papers and the
law firm's response to the audit exit conference, the OIG concluded that theIPA 's audit
procedures did not fully address the reliability of the Jaw firm's computerized time-keeping
system. Therefore, because the OIG doe's not believe sufficient auditing procedures were
applied, we do not consider the scope of work sufficient to enable us to express an opinion on the ·
reasonableness of the $1,907 ,856 in fees. Accordingly, we reduced questioned costs related to
unsupported time charges to $0.
The GC's response to a draft of this report provided the requisites for a management decision on
each of the reconunendations : Therefore, no further response to 'these reconunendations is
required. Management disallowed a total of $40,340. Although management's corrective actions
sometimes differed from the reconunended corrective actions, we consider management's
response as providing the requisites for a management decision~ A summary of the GC's
response to recommendations 4 through 7, 9, and 11 and our analysis follows.

Disallow $8,592 for photocopying charges billed in excess of actual costs (questioned cost, an
of which is unsupported) (recommendation4). The GC's response allow~d $4,329 and
disallowed $4,263. The Legal Division allowed photocopying charges up to various maximum
allowable rates in effect throughout the period in question. The Legal Division disallowed :
amounts exceeding the maximum allowable rates. Because the law firm did not provide support
for its actual photocopying charges as required by FDIC guidelines, the IPA could not deterinine:
2
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. the reasonableness of the rate used. The Legal Division subsequently revised its guidelines to
allow finns to charge up to $.08 per page for photocopying. In view of the subsequent revision
to guidelines, management's position does not appear unreasonable. Moreover, the law finn
provided a cost study after the completion of audit work to support its photocopying charges.
Accordingly, the OIG reduced questioned costs to $4,263.
Disallow $41,699 for unalJowabJe professional fees (questioned cost) (recommendatfon5).
The GC's response a11owed $33,023 and disallowed $8,676. The Legal Division allowed
$27 ,490 questioned for excessive review of documents because the Legal Division conc1uded that
the questioned time w.as commensurate with the tasks perfonned . The Legal Division also ·
allowed $1,237 of the $2,013 questioned for inadequate task descriptions because the Legal
Division concluded the descriptions were adequate or otherwise allowable. Finally, the Legal
Division allowed $4,296 of the $12, 196 questioned for miscellaneous other categories. The OIG
accepts the GC's explanations and, acc.ordingly, reduced questioned costs to $8,676.
Disallow $44,540 for attorneys and paraJegals who performed secretarial and ·clerical tasks
(questioned cost) (recommendation 6). The.GC's response allowed all the questioned charges.

Specifically, the Legal Division allowed $36,165 paid to an expertwitness consulting firm that
provided litigadon support services that could not have been performed by secretaries. The
Legal Division also allowed $8,375 for services that the Legal Division concluded were not
secretarial functions. The OIG accepts the GC's explanation and, accordingly, reduced
questioned costs to $0.
Disallow $32,135 for unsupported expenses (questioned cost, all of which is unsupported)
(recommendation 7). The GC's response allowed $31,514 and disaJJowed $621. The Legal
Division allowed questioned charges based on expense receipts provided by the firtn that
correlated with the descriptions of the expenses on the invoices. The Legal Division disallowed
$621 that the firm could not substantiate. The OJG accepts the GC's explanation and,
accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $621 .

Disallow $4,637 for attorneys who performed paralegal tasks (questioned cost)
(recommendation9). The GC's response allowed all the questioned charges. Based on a
review of the questioned charges, the Legal Division concluded that the questioned tasks were
appropriately perfonned by an attorney rather than a paralegal. The OIG.accepts theGC's · ·
questioned costs to . $0.
explanation and, accordingly, reduced
.
Review Legal Division exception letters not addressed in recommendation 10, determine the
amount of funds inappropriately paid to the firm, and request a refund of those funds

(recommendation 11). This reconunendation resulted from the accelerated payment program
from the early 1990s. The RTC and· FDIC Legal Divisions issued exception letters to firms that
delineated disallowances of professional fees and expenses that were either unal1owable or
required additional infonnation be submitted by the firms to the Legal Divisions. In.
recommendation 10, the O~G recommended that FDIC disallow $1,068 related to 3of15
unresolved exception letters issued to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison. Brobeck agreed with the
recommendationand the Legal Division disallowed the charges.
,.
3
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. Nonetheless, the GC's response did not agree with the reconunendation to review all other
·exception letters to detennine whether other inappropriate payments were made to the firm. The
Legal Division concluded that such a review would not be cost-effective and any likely benefit
would be speculative. Because the scope of the audit covered payments made more than 6 years
ago and because of the re.JativeJy small amount of recoveries identified from the exception letters
addressed in reconunendation 10, the OIG accepts the GC's explana!ion.
As a result of the IPA's audit work, $2,110,119 was questioned in the draft report transmitted to
management. In addition to the recommendations previously discussed, in recommendation 2,
the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow or ratify $51,357 for work perfonned by unauthorized
personnel. The Legal Division ratified $43,880 and disallowed $7 ,477. The OIG accepts the
·action taken by management and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $7 ,477.
After considering $40,340 in disallowances taken by management and management's comments
on the IPA's find ings, we wilJ report qu es t~oned costs of $40,340 (including $4, 884 in
unsupported costs) in our. Sem~annual Report to the Congress.
.

.
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Legal Fees Pafd to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison.
.
.
by FDIC
.
From 1anuary. 1, 19QO :- December 31, 1993

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Resolutibn·Trust Corporation - .Office of Jnspector General (RTC-.OIG) . engaged·
. Mitchell ·& Titus, LLP (Mitchell & Titus) to audit legal bills paid by the Resofotion Trust :
Corporation (RTC) and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC} to cenain law · ·
·
finns providing legal services to the RTC and the FDIC.

Congress)o~al ·i~terest in Jeg~l services provided to FDIC is very ·high because of the
significant· amount of money paid by FDJC for such
FPJC. .
.

s~ivices

to suppon the workload o(
.. .

The purpose ·or our audit was to detennine whether the ·fees paid to .Brobeck, Phleger & ·
Harrison (Brobeck) were reas~nabJe and aJJowa~le . unde_r the.terms of the Legal Services
. Agreements ·(LSAs) between Btobeck and FDI<:; and other applicable p~licies, regulations.
·.and gu'idelines. ·
ugalgard, Inc. (Legalgard), a s~bcoritractor to . Mitchell & Titus; performed detailed
judgmental assessments of the reasonable"ness offees charged for.professfonal services by
Brobeck. on fiv~ _ of the ~atters reviewed du-ring the audit.
·
·
The pei:iod of the audit was from January l, 1990, to Decemb~r 31, 1993. During the
audit period, Brobeck was paid'.$4,190,922, for .various. .J_egaJ services provided,
. to:FDIC.
.
.
. .
'

.

.

Our audit was performed primarily . at · the offices of Brobeck in San Francisco·
·Newport Beach,
California from May. 1993 to JuJy l994.
.
.

and

'

This _report covers only fees paid for_Jegal sei:vices provided to. FDIC. ~TC payments ·
are covered in a separate report.
..
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger

&Harrison

by FDIC

From January 1, 1990 - December 31, 1993

II.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS

Questioned Costs
Professional
Fees
Computcriud Time Sheets

fapenses

Unsup!)9ned
Costs

Total

Pai:c
. Ref.

.

<?

SJ ,796,856

$1 ,796,856

Brobeck Bi lled FDIC fo r Profession1I Fees for
Individuals Withoul Prior Wri11cn ·Approval from
FDIC

112,01 9

112,019

.fJ

Professional Fees Billed in Excess of LSA and
approved tales ·
Approval Leners

.$74,458

574,458

10

S5 ,64S

11

$1,796,856

Pho1ocopyin2Charged in E~cess of Actual Costs
SS,645

. Attorneys and Panile)!als Billed for Secrelarial
Fun<:tioru Perfotmed ..

43,480

43,480

1 I)

Other Unallowable Professional Fus

35.297

35,297

12

·SupponinJ! Documentation Missing for Paid
E~~nseJ

·. 32,135

17

32,135

32;135

6,281

6,281

19

4,637

20

120

4,090

21

IS3

153

Rest.arch Billed Above lhe Acrual Cost
!

Anomevs Billed for Paralegal Functions
4,637

..
Brobeck Billed and Received Full Payment for
Protesslonal Fees and Exocnses That Were Partially .
Disallowcd·by FDIC

...

Other Unallowablc Expenses
Postage
Travel
Ovcrhc.ad

3 ,970

80
. .

Toial:

.$2,070,717

go·

146

146

S94,S60

$2,165 ,277

23
$1 , 82 8, 99.
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.Legal° Fees Paid 10 Bro.beck, PhJeger & Harrison
by FDIC
From. January l, 1990 ~December 31, ·1993

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE OF AUDJT'AND .METHODOLOG.Y

JU.

OBJECTIVES

The p;imary objectives .of lhe audit were ~o determine .whether.:
1.

~~Jaw fim's.supporting doc1:1mentation for the charges was proper and' ad.6quate,

2.

the fees charged by the Jaw firm are allow a tile under the tenns of ·the agreement
wilh -PDJC .a nd appJicahle poHde~. regulations ahd guideJines,
··

.3·.
4~

the Jaw .finn's usual houriy rates are reasonable, and
the hours charged ·to FDJC by the Jaw firni for professiqnal services were

reasonabJy expended.
SCOPE OF A UDJT
.

.

The audit was performed on a test basis. During the audit, we reviewed transactforu and
bjJ]ings.. from ianuary J, J990, t.hrnugh- December 31, . 1993 . .. To ensure ad~quat~
cover~ge ·~Or significant payments, we selected 45 FDJC invoices greater than .o r.equal ·
t0 $2.5,000. tot.a11ing $2,617,801. We also selected 32· FDlC invoices Jess than $25,000
tot.all.ing $274,492. Jn touiJ, we test~d· 77 FDIC invoices totalling ·$2,89:i;29.3 resulting
in a value coverage of approximately 69 percent'of the. total popu~ation 0~·$4,190,922.

METHODOLOGY .
Based on lhe sample· selected, we perfonned the foJJowing procedu.res tcr verify
compliance with the LSAs:
•

Reviewed"and evaluated the ~ternal control ~ystem over bi11ings ..

•

Re:viewed and evaluated ·the bHJing procedures .

.•

Reviewed.the LSAs and aJJ other agreements between FDIC and .the law rilm=, as·
weJJ as aJJ applicable guidelines, policies and re.g ulations.
.

-3-
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·Legal ·Fees Paid to Brobeck,· Phleger & Harrison
by FDIC .
From January 1, 1990 ~ December 3J, 1993

Conducted compliance and substantive tests of fees bill~d· to FDIC by·
· finn to detennine whether:

•

the law .

the law firm's documentation adequately supports ·the bills, a·nd ·
lhe fees charged by the law finn were allowable and reasonable 1lnder the .
agreed terms .. ·
·
Reviewed compliance with conflict of interest rules.

•
•

Reviewed professional piographical information of those professionals who ·biBed
time to FDlC and assessed whether the usual rates charged were coruistent with
each professional's background and experience and within the range of rates
. charged for
a compar~ble skill level
within the
relevant geographical
area.
.
.
.
.

•
.

Reviewed supporting billing detail to assess whether hours charged to FDIC were
reas~nabJy expended.

on the invoice had been approved to peTform

•

Verified that a1J professionals listed
work on· FDlC matters~

•

Revjewed background information and experience of all professionals listed to
ensure that their classification and titles were consistent with their background and
work.performed.

•

Verified that the billing rates had been approved

•

Ascertained that hours bilJed were support~d by qriginal time sbeet.S:.. ·

by fDlC.

•

. Ve.rifled the mat!Jematical accuracy of the invoices. ·

•

·obtained ~xplanations for professionals billing more than 12 .bourS a day. · ·.

•

Detenpined whether the FDIC was billed excessive hours by new professionals
assigned to FDIC maners for time spent familiarizing themselves with the matter.

•

Detennined and reviewed the systems in place to identify and. comc;t conflict of
interest situations.

-4-
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by FDIC
.
Fr6m January l , 1990 - December 3.1, 1993 ·

•

Vedfied that the finn has complied .with.conditions imposed by any c.onditional
·
·
waivers of conflicts of interest."

•

Verified that the law firm did .not bill FDIC for time spent researching jts
conflicts of interest. ·

11

o~n ·

•

A.scertained that professionals perforniing work on FDIC maners ·were not
perfonning services for other ·clie nts of the Jaw firm that may present a conflict
. of interest situation.
·
·

•

Determined and reviewed the systems in place to. ensure that research p'rojects
were· approved by FDJC prior to their commencement.
· ·

•

· Determined that research projects were approved by the FDlC prior to their

commencement.

•

•

Determined that the charges wen~ adequately supponed and relate to applicable
FDJC maner. ·
·
·
·
Determined and reviewed the system for proper contro~ and accounting
reimbur~able

of

expenses.

•

Determined that expenses charged were allowable under the LSA.s .

•

Ascertained that charges/reiinbursements· represented the iowcr :of actUal cost
.incurred or the contracted rates. .

•

Verified lhat .expenses were ·adequately supported by · original documentation, ·
invoices, etc.

•
•

· Detennined that travel time complied with LSAs and outside Legal. -Services ..

.Guidelines.

Performed an exit conference at Brobeck's offices in San

Francisco. ·

The .

panicipants were Brobeck, RTC-OIG, Mitchen & Titus, ·RTC Legal Division Newpon Beach and RTC Legal - Washlngton, D.C. representatives(via phone) ..
At the exit conference Mitchen & Titus presented the findings ·and .reviewed with
Brobec~ the appropriate ways to respond to ea~h finding and the .tiJ:netable for the
~esponse.

-5-
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Lega_l Fees Pai_d to Brobeck, PWeger & Harrison

by FDIC
From Ja~u ary 1 , 1990 - December 31 , 1993

fV.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATJONS

Computerized Time Sheets
As pan of the review of legal fees, we reviewed computer generated time sheets used from the ·
autom·ated time records systems maintained by the Jaw. finn. The purpose of this procedure was ·
..to enable us to verify that the computer-generated time records were supported by original time
sijeets or o ther )nput doc.uments. The odginal time entry documents could be used to verify the
accuracy .and v_aJidity of the automated time records.
·
· ·

l
l

I

l

Brobeck irtl"onned us that the system was one in which the original, uniform and v.erifiabkentcy
is an electronic entry. For any invoices where original time· sheets were requireq, Brobeck
would have had to produce pdntouts of those original ~ntries since they did ·
exist.

not

With the use of advanced data processing systems, potential risk is e~anced by two. factors_:·
manually prepared records being replaced by computer output. and audit trails b~ing elimiiIBted
or made more difficult to follow. The Jack of source input ·documentation prohibited us from
performing transaction testing to verify the following:
•

Jnput data were correc~y recorded.

•

Aii aul.horized transactjons were proce ssed without additions or omissions.

•

·Appropriate audit trails exist.

The absence of source documents to support time entries in lhe system and the elimination of
the input audit trail is considered a deficieJ?CY in the internal control structure.
.

.

.

Accordingly, our test of professional hours billed from January 1, 1990, to December 31, l993~ .
in the amount of $2, 031,450 was done using the computer-generated records. Brobeck extracted
records from the main time and biJling database and created a new dataset that i_n cluded time
entries for FDIC matters and redacted time entries for all non-FDIC ·matters .. These time entries
are considered an output data and not original input data that can be confirnied as accurate and
reJiable.
The FDJC Guide for Outside C ounsel states that tlOutside Counsel is required to retain copies

of all bills .and underlying supponing material, including o riginal time sheets and tin:ie .and
expense adjustment records
for at least four years after final payment"
.
..
.

We questioned all professional time biJled for the period noted above because the-. abs~nce of:
source .documents to support time entries is considered· a deficiency in the intepial c_o ntrol
.
.
-6-
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Legal ·Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by FDIC
.
From January l, 1990 - December 31, 1993

.

.

.

This amount includes costs questioned under other

crit~ria

within this report as

Total. paid to professionals without
original time sheets

follo~~: ·

$2,031,450

Less: Amount questkmed under other cri~eria
Employees without prior wrinen approval
(See Page #8)

(160,1 36)

Employees using rate·s in excess .of. LSA
(See· Page #10)

{ 7 4·, 4 5 8)

·

..Net amount questioned
Recommendation:
l.

We recorrunend that FDIC disallow the $1 ·,796,856 in billing not supported· by ?riginal
timesheets. · (Quesiioned cost, all of which is unsupported).

Auditee's Response
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit fmding as presented at the exit conference. and sta'ted
they would provide addjtional documentation supporting ·their positfon.
.
.

Auditor's Comments
.

·.

.

.

. .

Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors· additional information
to support its position. However, the documentation provided did not address the issue of the ··
absence of iriput documentation, or system internal controls to preclude changes to .input data· ·
without a record of such changes.
:
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & }:iarrison
.
by FDIC
From January l , 1990 ~ December 31, 1993

Professional Fees BilJed for Jndividu als 'Without ·Prior Written Approval ··
. .

.

.

During our test of professional fees paid frorri January 1, 1990, through December 31, 1993, ·
~e found that Brobeck billed FDJC for a number of professionals who worked o~ FDIC maners
without prior written approval from FDJC.
·
·
The LSAs incorporate Legal Division policies and procedures with which outside counsel must
· comply. Jn addition, the LSAs_identify the firm's staff who are authoriz_ed to work
FDIC's
legal maners and' the rates- au thorized for· those ·employees.

on

Section 3. of the LSA (Rate Structure) states the -following: ".... personnel may. b~ added ·10 the
list; but only .by wr.itten murual agreement of the finn and FDIC."
·
. Fonnal written approval of attorneys and paralegals authorized to work on FDIC rnaners is not
onJy requireq but is critical in facilitating FDJC's supervising attorneys' oversight role.
Th~ total amo_unt of fees paid for such professionals was $160, l 36.

Th.is amount includes costs questioned under other criteria within this report as follows: ·
·Total paid lo professionals without
wrinen prior approval

$ 160,136

Less: ·.Amount questioned under other criteria
· Anomeys and paralegals perforining
secretarial .functions (See Page #15)
Anorneys perfonning paralegal
. functions (See P~ge #20)
·Net amount questioned for professionals
biIJed without prior wrinen approval

(43,480)

(4,6 3 7)

t· . .112 -- 019

-=====~===

Recommendation:

2.

. We reconunend that FDJC request a refund of $112, 019 from
employees not included on.the ·firm's LSA.

-B-

Brobec~

for fees billed for

·

Page _1 6

Legal Fees Pai.d to Brobeck, Phleger & Harriso.n
.
. by FDIC.
.
From January l , 1990 - December 31, 1993

Au~Htee's

Response

Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference and stated' .
they :would provide additionaJ docu~entation· supporting their position.
··
Auditor's Comments
..

.

.

· Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional information
to support its position. The documentation was reviewed; and where appropriate, _the questjoned
costs. were reduced .

. ·..·

-9-
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Leg~!

Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by· FDIC
.
From January · l , 1.990 - December -31, _1993·

PrOfessionaJ Fees Billed in Excess Of the LSA Appr°'·ed Rates and Approval Le"tters
During our testing of professional fees paid from January l, 1990, through December 31, 1993·,
we found lhat Brobeck billed FDJC using professional hourly rates up_.to _
$60 per hour higperlhan prevailing contract races for IO professionals with total of 1,652 hours. .
.
.
Law firms must. charge for legal ser:vices in accordance with the fee or hourly rate structure· set
. forth oi:i the schedules attached to the Lega"l Services Agreements (LSAs) and any subsequent
· approvai letters.

A.dditionally, section 3 of the LSA states that "The hour1y rates for· each .attorney. and paraprofessional in the Firm who is to work on FDIC matters is set forth on· the Rate._- Structure?.
attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated herein t>y this reference."

of

As a re.suit
the condition noted,· Brobeck was not in c·ompliance with the LSAs and
incorporated guidance and overbj)Jed FDJC $74,458.
·
·

the

Recommendation:
3.

· We recommend that.FDJC disalJow 74 ,.~459
billed in excess. of the LSA's ·approved rates
.
.

(questioned cost).

Auditee's Respom;e
Brobeck officials disagreed with the". audit ·finding as presented at the exit conference·arid stated
th~y would provide additional documentation supporti~g their position.
Auditor's .Comments
.

.

.

.

.

Subsequen_t to.the audit exit conference, B~obeck provided the auditors additional information ·
to support its.position. The documentation
was reviewed, and where appropriate, the
questioned
.
.
costs were reduced.

-10-
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LegaJ Fees Paid .to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison

by FDIC
From January l, 1990 - December· 31, -1993

Pho1ocopyinE Chareed in Excess of Actual Costs
We· noted that Brobeck biJJed FDlC for photocopying using an higher rate per page than the
maximum 'allowed by FDJC ,guidance (e.g., $0.20 to $0.22 instead of $0.15, $0.15 instead. of·
$0.08).
Jn addition, Bro.beck provide~ us with a FacsimiJe ~nd Copy Cost Summary (cost sn.idy) to
support . the rare :charged for 'photocopying. · This cost stu d~ was prepared by Brobeck and
included apparentJy unaJJowabJe overhead items such as secret.aria] salaries and .space rental
costs. :we were unabJe rq verify the cost srudy data because we did not received it until.
November 1994, three months after the compJerion of audit field ·work. We requested Brobeck
t.o expJafo c~rtain items in the srudy and were provided with a revised· cost 'study that still·
incJuded simiJar, unaJJowable overhead items. The cost srudies prepared by Brobeck do not
suppon acrual, unburdened photocopying rates that are. required for FDIC bilJings.
·
Section 50., BiJJing of the LSA, effective Sep1ember 28, l 990 , states lhat " FDlC wil1 pay for
pbotocopying at acruaJ cosr , which wiJJ generally nor e.xcee~ $.15 per page." · ·
The LSA, effective Feb.ruary 1, J992, states that hour relarionsh.ip al so will be governed by and
subject to the policies, requirements, pra.c tices and procedures set forth in the FDlC',s "Guide
for outside Cpunsel" previously provided to you and focorporated herein by reference. ~ .. "
. The FDlC Guide for Outside Counsel states th.at "Charges fo r photocopying shall not execed
eight cents per page unJess supponed by a cost· study. "
· · ·

As a result of the condition noted, Brobeck was .not in ·compliance with the FDJC. guidance and
overbi1Jed FDIC $8,592 for photocopying. .

·

AdditionaJJy, since Brobeck cou]d not support its acrual cost for photocopying, we were unabie..
tO detennine the reasonableness Of the rate used for photocopying ·Charges in the amount of'

. $55,645.

Recommendation:
4.

We recommend that FDJC disaJJow$55, 6 4Sfor photocopying charges billed (questioned

cost, all of which is unsupported).

..·

..··

..:11-
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, PWeger & Harrison
l,)y FDIC
From January l , 1990 - December S l , 1993·

Auditee's Response
Brobeck officials disagreed with che audit finding as pr~sented at the e~it conference and stated ·
they woulo provide additional infonnation supponing their position. ·
·
Auditor's Comments
-: Subsequent to the audir exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional information
{a revised cost study) to support. its position .. The revised cost study did not support actual,
unburd ened photocopying rates that are required for FDIC billi ng. Therefore, the questioned
costs were not modified and the findings remains stated.
.

as

- 12-
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· Legal' Fees· Paid to Brobeck, PhJeger & Ha.rri$~n
by. FDIC

.

.·.·...

..

From January l, 1990.- December 3.1, 1993

Other UnaJJowabJe Professional Fees
.

.

We noted .that
Brobeck
billed .professional' s.iiJne to FDJC for the foJlowing
.
.
'

•
•
•
•
•

task~:....

excessive time expended in review and revision of documents
research Brobeck's own conflict of interest
preparation of bills ..
preparation of case budgets
preparatio.n of status re.ports

In addition, Brobeck bilied professio.nal"s time for excessive review and:"preparation of
.docum~rits. ·The review was done by an anorney with one year experience and was billed at th~
composite rate of .$200 per hour.
·
The FDIC Guide for Outside Cou nsel sta:tes that "We [FDIC] do not oth~rwise .pay .for outside·
counsel!s overhead. 'Overhead'.that we do not pay includes, .without limitation, time devoted
to the preparation. bf bills.
u

•.

11

· The. General Case. Manageme.~t section of tbe abo~e mentioned Guide states that .."We [FDIC]
also expect you to conti-ol time carefully and to avoid both unnecessary review of documents and
files and extensiv~ polishing of documents. " · .
· ·
·
As a result of the condition .TJoted; Br.obeck was not in compliance with the FDIC ·g\iidance.and
overbilled the FDl<;: $ 3 5, 2 9 7\>ased on the following computa~ion:
$

•

Inad~quate

•

Excessive review of .documents

•

Resea~ch of confl.ict/preparation ·
of biJJs, budget and status repons

task description

906
27,490

6,901

Total Disallowance:

Recommendation:

5.

We recommend that FDIC disaJlow: $ 3 5 , 2 9 7 for unallowable·

(questioned cost).

.

~13-
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
. by·FDIC
From Janu.ary l, 1990 - December 31; .1993

Auditee's Response ·
.

.

Br_obeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented a( the exit conference ·and stated.
they would provide additional documentation supporting their position:
·

Aud.i tor's Comments
Subsequent to the audit- exit conference, Brob~ck provided the auditors additional infonn.ation
-to.support its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the .questjoned
costs were reduced.
·
·· ·
·

;:

-14-
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· LegaJ Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harri.son
.
by FDIC
From January 1, 1990 - December 3_], 1993

Attorneys and Paralegals Billed for Corrunon s·ecretaria) Functions .

We noted .that Brobeck biJJed attorneys and _paralegal tiine to FDIC for the performance of

secretarialfun~tioils

such as:

·

photocopying documents
organizing documents ..
organize for storage
super\tismg file organization

•
•
•
.•

·

• file and refile
~ collate documents .
• process vendor bills

These are administrative and clerical tasks that are considered overhead · to . the Fiim and,
. accordingly', should not be bilJed to FDJC.
. .

do

The FDIC Guide ·fo r Legal Repre·sentation states that "We TFDJC]
not pay any overhead
expenses. .Additionally' it concluded that "We [FDIC] will not typically reimburse .for general
II

overhead· expenses."

·

·

·As a result of the condition noted, Brobeck \\las not ·in compliance with the ·FPIC Guidelines
(referenced in the FDJC·LSA) and overbiJ]ed the. FDIC $43 ,480 for time incurred on o·verhead
activities based
the fol1owing computaiion:

on

Actual overhead/administrative charged
by Brobeck
·
Actual overhea_d/administrative charged
by subcontractor

$

7 ,3 15

3 6 , !'6 5

TOTAL

Recommendation:
.

6.

.

We recommend that FDIC disallow ·$43 ;480 for uriallowable biJling for attoi:neys and
paralegals perfonning secretarial and clerical tasks (questioned cost).'

- 15 -
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Legal Fees Pa1d to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison.

·..

by FDIC

.

From January 11 19~0 - December 31, 1993·

Aoditee's Response

Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding

as presented at the exit conference and stated:_

. ~ey wou~d provide additional documentation-.sµpporting their._ position-:

·

·

Auditor's Comments
. Subsequ_ent to the audit. txit conference, 'Brobeck provided the auditors additional information
to support its positfon. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, _Qte·qu.esti()ned.
costs were reduced. ·

-16- .
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Legal ·Fees ·Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harriso.n
by FDIC
.
From January 1, 1990 - December ~.1, 1993 ·

Supporting Documentation Missing for Paid Expenses·

We selected a sample of 77 invoices paid by FDIC for tes·ting and asked Brobeck to provide us
with the source documentation, including original time sheets for professional fees; invoi~es ·.
from third parties and internal reports and expenses supporting ·all the items selected for testing. · ·
However, we wete unabJe to verify certain invoices for expenses because either Brobeck could
riot. Jocate the appropriate supponing documentation Of the 'Supporting documentation presented
to us w~s not appropriate (e .g_., photocopying amouni with no number of.copies made). The
total am.aunt of unsupported ·expenses is $32, 135.
·
·

the

Section 5 of
LSA st.ates that "The Firm shall keep all of its biJling records ·for at least three
·years from bj}]ing date. The Firm shall . permit FDIC to conduct an audit or ·review of th~ .
Finn's billing procedures. Fi.fID further agrees lO provide additi onal infonnation concerning its .
· billing procedures .and praccices and other reports which the FDJC may request without charge.".
The.·FDJC·Guide for Outside Counsel states that "Outside co~msel is reqwred to .retain <;:opfos
of aJJ biJJs and underlying supponing m.aterial, including original time sheets ..and time and
e:xpense adjustment records for at least four. years after final payment. The submission of
erron~ous bills _
o.r requ~sts for rei.mbursemei:it of inappropriate charges may resuh in serious
sanctions . ·~

All items biJled should be supported by adequate documentation, such as origfual invoices.· ';rhe.
documentation should be retained and available for review· to estab1ish the validity . and
reasonabJeness of amounts billed.
·
·
As a result of the conditions noted, Brobeck was not i.n compliance with· the LSAs and FDIC
Guidance.
Reconunendation:

. 7.

We recommend that unsupponed expenses of $32,135 that were billed to . FDIC be
disaJlowed. (que~tioned cost of $32,l35, all of which is unsupported)~

-17-
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Legal 'Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by FDIC
.
. ·.
· Fro~ January l, l 990 - December 31, 1993·

Auditee's Response
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the ex.it conferen~e and stated:
they would provide additional documentation su~porting theii: position ..
i
l

i

!

l
)

~

i

!

· Au.d itor 1s Comments

·Subsequent to the ~udit exit conference, Brobeck provided the ·auditors additional information
to support its position. '_fhe documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, ~e quest.ioned
costs were reduced.

I

-1.8-
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by FDIC
· From January 1, 1990 .- December 31, 1993

Legal Research · OVestlaw, Lexis) BiJJed Above the Actual Cost
. We noted -that Brobeck billed FDJC for research (computer time), at a rate that reflected a 50
perc~nt markup above the .actual cost to the firm during the period covered under· our review ·.
(1990 .through 1993).
·
·
·
The FDJC Guide for Outside Counsel states that: "Outside counsel must include in its fees and
rates · for Jegal services all "overhead" and .''profit." We do not otherwise .Pay' for outside
counsel's overhead. "Overhead" that we .do not pay includes, without liinitation.·... chargesJor
word processing or computer time (except actual charges for Westlaw or Lex.is) .... "
.

.

·.

As a result of the condition noted, Brobeck was not in compliance with the
overbil1ed FDJC $6,281 for research
.. charges mark-up..

PDIC guidance and
·

Rec.ommendation:
8.

We recorrunend that FDJC disalJow $6,281 for research charges mark-up (questioned
cost).

Auditee's Response .

Brobeck offidals ~isagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conferenc~ and stated
they would provide add.itional. documentation supporting their po.sition.
·

Auditor's Comments ·
Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck prov.ided the auditors additional information
to suppon its position; The documentation·was reviewc;d, and where appropriate, th~ question~d ·
costs were reduced.

. . · ·.

_., n_

·,
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.Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Ph1eger & Harrison
.
by"F.DJC
.
From January 1, 1990 - December '-31, .1993

ti

1

i.

Attorneys BiJJeg: Paralegal Functions
We noted that Brobeck billed atto~ey time

to FDIC for common paralegal tasks· such as: ·

• prepara.tion of exhibit list
• sutnmarization·o(depositions
• preparation of witness list
. . • preparation of records·request(s)
• preparation of interrogatories (Fonn)

These tasks are dassified as common paralegal functions by. our legal. expen (Legalgard)_ and,
accordingly, are billable to FDIC ~t the paralegal 's.rate structure and not at the. auo~efs ·rate
. structure. · ..
The FDIC Guides for Legal Representation states that ."In. connection. with ·bank IiquidatiOn
: maners, .the ·FDIC's LegaJ Division seeks to provide· iis client, the Division of' Liquidation
(DO~). with :high quality legal represent,ation a timely, efficient and cost-effective manner."
Additionally, Section 2 of the above mentioned Guide states that "Our [FDIC] overall objective
is io seek the' best possible resolution of JegaJ inaners at the lowest practicab]e cost"
. As a· resuit of the· condition noted, Brobeck was not in compliance whh FDIC guidance and.
overbilled FDJC$4,637 (the difference between attorney and paralegal rates) for time inCU:JTed
by attorneys: performing para~egal functio~.

Reconunendation: :

9.

We recommend that FDIC disallow $4,637 for unalJowable billing· for . attorneys
performing paniJegal tasks (questioned cost) . .

Auditee's Respo.i,se
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as present~d at the .exit conference and stated
they would provide additional documentation supporting their ·positio~.
·
·
·
Auditor's Comments
Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional informatjon
· to support its posit.i~n. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the questioned
costs were reduced:

·
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by FDIC
From January. 1, 1990 - December 3.J, 1993"·

Brobeck BiJJed and Received FulJ Payment :ror Professional Fees and Expenses that Were
·
·
·
Partially DisaJJowed by .FDIC
We reviewed 15 exception leners issued by FDIC, as a result of a review. ofcertain"-invoices .by ·.
Legal Divisions. These exception letiers delineated disalJo_wances of professional fees and
expenses that were eilher unallowabJe by the LSA aJJd the incorporated ~idance or -r~quired
additional inforination to be · submitted by Brobeck ·to the Legal Divisions.· AJI but three
exceptiqn leners. were resolved by Brobeck and FDJC. However, three _exception -letters that
· were unresolved (representing four invoices with questioned costs of $4,090) -were. paid in .full
by FDIC.
.
.

the

The FDIC Guide for Outside Counsel states th.at "In the e~ent the FDIC "disputes any "bill tha~.
has been paid, we (Law Firm] waive aJl dghts to retain _the disputed amount promptiy on request
of the FDIC pending resoJurion of the dispute."
·
Section .B-ilJing of the FDIC Guide for Outside Counsel states that "Outside Counsel is requrred
to retain copies of all FDIC and RTC-related bills an~ underlying supporting material~ including
original time sheets and other time and expense adjusunent records, for at least ·four ye.ars after
final payments. Ple~se note _that invoices aJready approved by the Legal Division may be
l..ncJuded. the audit. Also·; the submission of erroneous bills or requests for i:eimbursement of
inappropriate _charges may result in sanctions."

in

Brobeck received all payments in "fuJI when they submitted the ·original bills: . The~efore~ it is
within ·FDJC's interest to pursue and follow the disallowance letters immediately apd either
deduct the disaJJowed amounc from -.the next p~yment or reach ·a settlement with. Broi,eck as to.
the final disallowed amount.
·
As a result of the condition notedt Brobeck was paid in full by FDIC $4,090 that was originally ·
questioned and disalJowed.
·
· ·
·
·

Reconunendations:
10.

We recommend that FDIC request Brobeck to refund the FDIC$ 4 1 o9 b (questioned cost),

11.

We aJso recommend that FDIC review
other exception letters an~ determiiie .the
amount of funds inappropriately paid to the finn and request a re.fund of those funds .. .

all

-21-
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Paid· to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by FDIC
.
.
From January 1, 1990 - December 31, 1993

..
Auditee's Response
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference and stated. . ·
they would provide additional documentation-:s.upporting their position.

Auditor's· Comments
.
.
. .
· Subsequent to the audit exit c~nference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional information
to ·support its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, -~e quest_
f one(
. costs were reduced. .
.
.

-2.2-
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'Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison

by.FDIC
From January 1, 1990
. ~ n·ecember 31, 1993
.

Other UnaJlowabJe Expenses
We noted that Brobec.k billed FDIC for variou.s types of expenses that are .specifically prohibited .
iQ the FI?IC gu.i dance, such.as:
.
•·
•

•

poswge;
.
_
_
.
expenses that .are customarily included in the normal overhead
administrative
expense
running a law finn; such as office supplies (e-.g., binders,- stationary);
travel expenses such as meals and -~ntert.ainments while on travel. . .
. .

or

of

Secti.o n 5., Billing of the FDIC L.SA, effective September 28, 1990, and expired on September
·
·

27, 1992_, st.ates that "FDIC will not pay for ordinary postage charges. "

Section l .B.5 of the FDIC Guide for Legal Representation states that "We [FDIC] do not pay
any over~e-ad expenses. II Additionally, Section l.B.5 .condude .this section as follows: nwe .
[FDIC] will not typically reimburse for ge~eral overhead expenses. " · ·
.
.
.
.
The FDIC Guide for Outside CounseJ .states that "Hotel accommodations must :be moderately
priced, and expenses for luxury hotels or special services are not to be charged to the FDIC and
are not reimbursable ."·
.
.
.
.

the

As a result of
co~dition noted, Brobeck was not in c~mpliance with the. FDIC ~idanee and
overbilled the FDIC $37_9 based on the folJowipg .computation:·
Postage charges
Overhead charges
Travel charges _·
T otal

. $ 153
146 .

~

$ 379.

. Recomrne~dation:
12.

We recomp1end ·that FDIC disallow $379 for other unalJowable

cost), .

-2 3-
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Ph1eger & Harrison

.

by FDIC

From January l , 1990 - December· 31 ,. 1993

Auditee's Response
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference and stated
they would provide additional documentation supporting their position ..

Auditor's Comments
Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional infonnation
to support its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate,. .the questioned
·
·
·
costs wer~ reduced.

-24-
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APPENDIX
LEGAL DIVISION COMMENTS'

FDIC

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
550 17th S1reel, NW. H· 10070, Washinglon, OC

Legal Division

20~29

Legal Operations Seclil>l\/Ou1side Counsel Unit

Mai::ch 4, 1999

MEMORANDUM TO:

r-------...

William F. ·Kroener, Ill
General Counsel

THROUGH:
(b)(6)

. ·------- ---------:._
(b)(6)

-----rnoM'·.~

:·:.: :.~: .
;'

..

'

..

: ..i

~.

· liam S. Jones
~~~s~uwp~
erv
~is~
o~
~~C~o=u~n~.d....

_ ___ _ _

SUBJECT:

=·

David H. Loewenstein
Assistant Inspector General

__,,ndre-~Doue

Counsel

-

...._.....__ _ _ _ _ ___,

Audit of Legal Fees Paid by the FDIC to
The Law Firm of Brobeck Phleger & Harrison
(San Francisco, California)
·

This memorandum constitutes the Legal Division's response to both the Office of
Inspector General's C'OIG'') dra~ audit report dated July 30, 1998 (Exhibit A) and the
law firm's response dated November 2, 1998 (Exhibit B). The audit report pertains to
invoices paid for work performed on behalf of the Federal Deposit Insurance
·eorporation (FDIC) by the /aw firm of Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison ("BP&H"). 1 Owing to
their voluminous nature, the supporting schedules to the audit report are not Included
in the Exhibits.
The Inspector General's audit report included an examination of 77 FDIC invoices
totaling $2,892,293 which corresponds to approximately 70% of the $4,190,922 paid to
the firm from Janua~ 1, 1990 through December 31, 1993. Of the 77 invoices, the
auditors selected 45 FDIC invoices greater than or equal to $25,000 totaling $2,617,801
· and 32 invoices less than $25,000 totaling $274,492. After adjustment by the OIG, the
draft audit report identified 11 general areas of questioned costs totaling $2,ti0,029
and broken down as follows: $2,062,5?2 in professional fees and $47,507.ln exp~nses •.
1
It should be noted that the audit of Brobeck Phleger & Harrison was done by Mitchel! & ntus, lLP
("MT'?, public acc0UJ1ting.firm contracted by the RTC OIG. MT, in turn, su~ntracted the assessments
of the reasonableness of the fees charged for professional services to Legalgard, Inc.

a

1The

appendix.

attachments referred to in the Legal Division's response are not included in this

(b)(6)
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APPENDIX

In response to the audit report, the law firm submitted a comprehensive and detailed
letter with supporting documentation addressing each questioned cost and the OIG's
recommendations and conclusions. The firm also criticized the timing of the audit
report, noting the exit conference with Mitchell & Titus occurred in July, 1995, but the
draft audit report was not received until three years later.
In conducting the audit, the auditors performed certain procedures to verify
compliance with the firm's LSA. They also examined original documentation ·a·nd
invoices for accuracy and to determine whether they were properly reimbursable. In
, addition, the auditors ·undertook an examination of, among other things, a review of the
internal conttpl system over billings, a review and an evaluation of the billing
procedures, a review of the LSA, and compliance and substantive testing to determine
whether the law firm's documentation adequately supported the bills, and whether the
fees charged by the firm were allowable and reasonable under the agreed terms. A~er
weighing the merits of the·arguments presented by both sides, the Legal Division
determined that it will seek reimbursement from the law firm for the disallowed
amounts indicated below totaling $40,340 and will pursue collection activities as
appropriate.
With this background in mind, our conclusions regarding each finding and
recommendation and the law firm's response are set forth below.
Condition 1: Computerized Time Sheets

The OIG questioned $1,907,856 In billings because the firm did not have original
time sheets to back Its computer-generated time records. The auditors Indicated that
the firm had informed them that the record-keeping system was one "In which t~e
original, uniform and verifiable entry is an electronic entry" rather than a hard-copy
entry on an original time sheet
The auditors indicated that the risk of relying on computer-generated time
records was increased by two factors: "manually prepared records being replaced by
computer output and audit trails being eliminated o~ made more difficult ta follow."
The auditors cautioned that the "lack of source input documentation''. preyented them
from ascertaining whether the data was transmitted correctly, whether all authorized
transactions were processed without additions or omissions, and whether ''appropriate
audit trails'' existed. The auditors concluded that the absence of original source
material to support the time entries and the elimination of an "appropriate audirtrail"
created a deficiency in the internal control structure of the firm. Accordingly, they .
questioned all professional time tiilled during the audit period and recommended that

,.
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APPENDIX

- 3.

the Legal Divisfon disallow $1,796,856 net of amounts questioned under other criteria.
(That figure was later revised by the OlG to reflect a net amount of questioned costs
under this Condition totalin9 $·1,907,856.)
·
For Its part, the firm explained that the original time sheets as "required by the
contracts have been retained by the firm -they are in electronic form- and appropriate
time adjustment records have also been maintained. The firm operates on a
computerized billing system with all necessary and appropriate safeguards to insure .
integrity and reliability. There is not even a hint or suggestion in the MT draft report
that th~ Corporations were billed inappropriately or erroneously as a consequence of ·
the Firm's use of its computerized billing system."
,.
In support of its position, the law firm argued that case law held that
computerized records are "originals." The firm pointed out that FDIC and RTC
guidelines did not require fee counsel to use and retain original handwritten time
sheets; and because the Corporation received value for the services rend ered, it cannot
now raise a technicality as justification for disallowing those fees. Moreover, the firm
argued that under the legal principle of quantum meruit, it is entitled to the fair value ·of ·
the benefit conferred on the RTC.
The FDIC guidelines in effect during the audit period did not require that the .firm
use and retain handwritten time sheet entries, nor did they describe what records must· · · ·
be generated and maintained or require that the firm establish a particular kind of
record-keeping system. On December 31, 1997, the Legal Division published its
electronic billing guidelines to address the types of concerns raised by the auditors.
These guidelines became effective for legal fees incurred on or after February 15, 1998.
Since the Legal Division's own pollcles during the audit period did not require the law
maintain handwritten time sheets, nor did they specify internal controls for .
firm
electronic billing systems, we cannot impose on the firm requirements that were not
present when the legal services were rendered. Accordingly, the Legal Divisi~!'I ·

to

wfll not disallow any questioned costs under this recommendation. ·
Condition 2: Profession al Fees Billed for Individuals Without Prior Written

Approval
The OJG questioned $51,357 of costs for professional fees that were billed ~'for a
number of professionals who worked on FDIC m atters without prior written approval
from FDIC. " 2 l n,its report, the auditors quoted from the September 28,. 1990 LSA
which pr1;wides the follc.wing under Section 3 (Rate Structure):

2 MT assessed the questioned costs under this Condition at $112-,019 but the OJG reduced that amount to
. $~l,3S7.
.
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The hourly rates for each attorney and paraprofessional in the Firm who is to
work on FDlC matters is set forth on the Rate structure, attached her~o as
Exhibit C and incorporated herein by this reference. Personnel may be added to
the list, but only by written mutual agreement of the ~i_rm and the FDIC.
l

i

I

I

Jn addition, the oiG indicated that the LSA rate schedules can only be amended
with the written consent of the Legal 'Division. The auditors pointed out that, "Formal
written approval of attorneys ·and paralegals authorized to work on FDIC matters is not
only required but is critical in facilitating FDlC's supervising attorneys' oversight role. "
The underlying basis for questioning these fees is the auditors' concern for quality
control to ensure that all employees working for outside covnsel firms are qualified and
have been properly evaluated by the supervising attorney and by Legal .Division
management.
The December, 1991 FDlC Guide for Outside Counsel also provides the following:
Complete the matrix form to identify as to each attorney or paraprofessional in
the firm who may provide services to us: state licenses; area(s) of expertise; ·
years in practice; time with the firm; status within the firm as partner or
shareholder, senior associate, associate, paraprofessional, etc.; billable rate
under the firm's usual rate structure; hourly rates to the Legal Division; lowest
billable rate currently in effect with public sector or non-profit clients; and
minority and women attorney status or information.
Furthermore, the February 1, 1992 LSA which the firm entered into with the

FDIC provides as follows concerning this Issue:
You represent, warrant and covenant that...(iii) each of the attorneys and
paraprofessionals in your firm who provides services to the FDIC has reviewed,
understanqs and agrees to act strictly In compliance with all provisions,
requirements and policies (including statutory and regulatory provisions)
identified in the Guide.
This LSA is also clear on the issue that changes must be made only with the written
consent of the Legal Division.
Your firm agrees to provide leg;il services in accordance with the fee or hourly
rate structure (for each attorney and paraprofessional assigned to work on FDIC ·
matters) ·set forth on the attached schedule(s), which may be amended only by
written consent of the Legal Division.
·

=·
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In its response the law firm admitted that "(S]ome work was done by the Firm
with less than complete technical compliance with timekeeper 'pre-approval'
requirements (such as .the requirement that timekeepers be listed in an addendum to
an LSA). " However, it also pointed out that this work was performed "with no objection
by the dients," and added the following comment:
·
We worked for years under circumstances in which our people pitched In as
needed to help the RTC with oo comolaint or objection by those at the
Corporation supervising our work ....A blanket position that nothing should be
paid-even though valuable services were provided-ls unfair, wrong, and ..
contrary to law, including principles of quantum meruit.
The Guide for Outside Counsel was developed to ensure that the FDIC obtained
"the very best legal advice.possible in a professional and cost-effective manner."
General Counsel Alfred J.T. Byrne explained in his introduction to the~ that the
Gulde "sets forth the policies and procedures governing the Legal Division's relationship
with outside counsel, including our expectations of counsel engaged to assist us." The
General Counsel concluded his message to outside counsel with the following comment:
Our outside counsel is obligated to conform to the requirements set forth in this
Guide. Every attorney we employ is expected to read and retain a copy of this
Guide.
·
Jn addition, the Guide itself reinforces the General Counsel's position that the
Guide is an i(ltegral component of the contract for legal services entered into between
the firm and the FDIC by expressing th_e foliowing policy:
This Guide is an integral part of the terms under which attorneys are engaged to
represent the FDIC and governs all such engagements. Every attorney and
·
paraprofessional who works on FDIC matters must read and maintain familiarity
with this Guide.
· ·
Moreover, the December, 1991 ~provides the following:
Outside counsel is required to charge the same rates for all matters it handles
on behalf of the FDIC. Such matters include all work done for. entities In
conservatorship oneceivership, and all matters the legal fees for which are
reimbursed by the FDIC. The rates charged by outside counsel shall be the
lowest of (a) the fee schedules attached to the LSA, (b) the rates negotiated
with any FDIC office for any matter, or (c) the rates charged by_outside
counsel for similar work performed on behalf of clients other than the FDIC. ·
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The firm was under a contractual obligation to obtain written approval from the
FDIC before it engaged any additional personnel to work on FDIC matters. As pointed
out above, the policies of the Legal Division are clear on this issue. The Legal Division
examined all of the questionable invoices where individuals billed for their" services
without being listed on the LSA and without prior written approval from the Division. In
the absence of Information required by the ~ such as years In practice and usual
hourly billing rates, the Legal Division has determined that it will ratify the rates of the
affected individuals at the lowest approved rate for a professional in their category
(e.g., attorneys, case assistants, legal assistants, summer associates, and paralegals) ..
Jn determining the _allowable rate for each category of employee, we approved the rate
for that professional at the lowest agreed billing rate as it appears on the various
agreements signed with the firm, the 01/24/90 FDIC letter to Brobeck, the 09/18/90
LSA, or the 02/01/92 LSA, depending on the -date of the invoice where unauthorized
billers appear (please see atta_~hed Exhibit C).
·
For example, where it appears that an unauthorized billing attorney billed at
$130 per hour during the month of January, 1991, we ratified that attorney's rate at the
lowest agreed billing rate for attorneys on the 09/28/90 LSA and as specified in the
01/24/90 FDIC letter to the firm. The lowest rate in that case is $105 per hour for
attorneys as indicated in those agreements. Consequently, the Legal Division ratified
this particular attorney's rate at $105 per hour and disallowed the $25 per hour which
was not approved or agreed to by the FDIC. Jn addition, the fees of categories of
employees such as summer associates or employees whose title was "others" who were
not listed as a category of employee in the agreements during the period in question
were not ratified, and their billable hours were disallowed entirely.3
Similarly, where it appeared that the employee in question billed at a rate equal
to the lowest agreed billing rate for that category of employee, the employee's rate was
ratified and no amount from his or her billable hours was disallowed. For example,
where a case assistant billed at a rate of $50 per hour, that rate was ratified and
approved for payment since it .equaled the agreed billing rate. for case assistants as
listed on the agreements during the period of services in questlon.4
·
·

3 Those amounts totaled $2,548.50 and consisted of the billings or four different individuals whose
category of work-was not Included in any agreement during the period of services under review. ·.

• The rate for paraiegals also was ratified at $85 per hour because this was the agreed upon billing rate
for paralegals as listed on the fee matrix of the lSA dated 02/01/92. Since aH of the unauthorized
paralegals billed at the same rate as the authorized paralegals identified on the LSA, no amount from the
billable fees of the unautborized billers was disallowed.
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Accordingly, the Leg;:il Division will disallow the amounts in excess of
the lowest LSA rate for those cate9ories of employees listed on the attached
Exhibit C. Those amounts total $7,477.25. The remaining questioned
amounts are tatified:s
Condition 3: Professional Fees Billed in f}(cess of the LSA Approved Rates
and Approval Letters
l

The OIG questioned $11,575 for professi6nal fees paid from January 1, 1990,
through December 31, 1993, that were billed "up to $60 per hour higher than prevailing
contract rates for 10 professionals with a total of 1,652 hours." The OIG argued that
law firms must charge for legal servicesjn accordance with the fee or hourly rate
structure set forth on the schedules found in the LSA and any subsequent approval
letters. The OJG cited the LSA as a basis for questioning these fees. The pertinent
parts of the September 28, 1990 I.SA provide as follows:

i

i
i

I
l

!'

I

The hourly rates for each attorney and paraprofessional in the Firm who is to
work on FDIC matters is set forth on the Rate Structure, attached hereto as
Exhibit C and incorporated herein by this reference. Personnel may be added .to
the list, but only by written mutu<!I agreement of the Firm and the FDIC.

The February 1, 1992 LSA cqnfirms this position and allows .that:
Your firm agrees to provide legal services in accordance with the fee and hourly
rate structure (for each attorney and paraprofessional assigned to work on· FDIC
matters) set forth on the attached schedule(s), which may be ar:nended only by
written consent of. the Legal Division. .
In addition, the December, 1991; FDIC Guide for Outside Counsel provides that:

If rates, abilities, areas of expertise, conflicts of interest and other factors used in
evaluating outside counsel on a competitive basis are acceptable, the Division
will contact you to negotiate the proposed fee schedule attached to the LSA that
you executed and submitted with your application materials. The Division
generally enters into a two-year LSA. Absent compelling reasons, no increase In
the fee or rate schedule attached to the LSA will be permitted during its ~erm.

5

SJrx:e the General Counsel has complete delegated authority regarding the hiring and paying of outside
counsel with respect to issues raised by the rep0rt, his signing of this memorandum should be deemed a
· ·
ratifkatlon or approital of billing rates to the extent indicated herein.
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The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, published in February, 1992, takes a similar
position:
The Legal Division generally enters into a two-year LSA. Absent compelling
reasons, no increase in the fee or rate schedule Wiii be permitted during the term
of the LSA.
The law firm responded to the auditors' retommendaMns by indicating that for a
period of time from July 1991 through January 1992, "a firmwide rate adjustment was
reflected in FDIC billings with no corresponding change in the LSA. But, some portion
of this gross amount has already been refunded by the Firm." However, the firm did
not provide any evidence that it refunded the amounts overbilled. . lt cited various
reasons, such as the passage of time and the expense involved in researching these
matters, as mitigating reasons for not submitting the necessary back-up documentation.

As indicated above, the contractual agreements entered into between the firm
and the FDIC make it clear that no Increase in the rate structure would be permitted,
unless by wri tten mutual agreement or because of compelling reasons. The firm did
not provide any letter granting it authorization to increase its rates, nor did It provide
any explanation that would justify an increase in the rates beyond what was
contractually agreed to in the LSA .matrix. Accordingly, the Legal Division will
disallow the entire amount under this Cond ition totaling $11,575, but will
reconsider its decis ion if the firm provides adequate documentation showing

FDIC approval of an increase in the approved rates.
Condition 4: Photocopying Cha med in E:xcess of Actual Cost
The OIG questioned $8,592 (reduced from $55,645 originally questioned .by the
auditors) for photocopying costs charged to the FDIC at a higher rate per page than the
maximum rate allowable by the FDIC . The auditors reference the FDIC LSA dated
September 28, 1990 whlch provides .that, "FDIC will pay for photocopying at actual
cost, which will generally not exceed $.15 per page."

Jn its response, the firm indicated the following:
Our various contracts with FDIC and RTC employed sever.al different
standards for photocopy expense.... Before September 28, 1990, there was no
overarching written fee agreement on FDIC or RTC work. Cases and matters
were assigned to the Firm on an ad hoc basis. Our normal billing rates were
applied, as modified bY specific agreements between the oartles. ··As to
photocopy expense, our August 8, 1989 letter from;
.
. .
explained that our photocopy rates were $.20 and $.22·cents
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per page, depending upon which Firm office was involved. These were the rates
charged until we entered into an LSA on September 28, 1990. That LSA covered
both FDIC and RTC work.
fact, exist in Legal Di_vlsion files. That

le~er

.. dated August 8, 1989 did, ·1n
provided the following regarding copying:

The firm charges W cents per page (22 cents per page in Los Angeles) for
copying, which represents our cost and does not inClude a profit mark-up or
administrative surcharge. The firm provides copying as a necessary sef'Vice to its
clients but It does not view copying as a profit creating activity.
On September 28, 1990, the firm signed an LSA with the FDIC which also
covered the RTC. This agreement provided the following in connection with
photocopying:

FDIC will pay for photocopying at actual cost, which will generally not exceed
$.15 per page,. When economically feasible, large copying projects should be
sent out to a copying service. Clerical time for photocopying will not be paid.
Thereafter, the FDIC signed an LSA with the firm on February 1, 1992 which
incorporated the FDIC's position vis-a-vis photocopying set forth in the December,
1991, FDJC Guide for Outside Counsel which provided that "Ic)harges for photocopying
shall not exceed eight cents per page unless supported by a cost study. "
Accordingly, the law firm's photocopying charges for the audit period were
governed by thre~ . different agreeme~ts. Prior to the first LSA, the Legal Division
allowed the firm to bill for photocopying at $.20 per page (or $.22 per page if the Los
Angeles office was used): This agreement remained in effect for a period of nine
months during the audit period at which time the first LSA took effect on September 28,
1990• .As indicated earlier, the first LSA reduced the photocopying charge to actual
cost, generally not to exceed ·$.15 per page. The Legal Division customarily allowed
firms to bill at this maximum rate untll publication of the Guide in December, 1991,
which further reduced t~e photocopying charges to $.08 per page.

In addition, the firm indicated that it provided the auditors with a cost study to
support the rate charged for photocopying. ln its letter, however, the· firm included a
spreadsheet titled "Analysi~ of FDIC Copying Expenses," which showed all the charges
for photocopying by the firm on all invoices audited by MT. In the "Comments" section
of that spreadsheet, the firm made several notations to explain its charges for
photocopying and any excess charges the firm made above the authorized rate. In .Its
analysis of these expenses the firm made the following four (4) points:.
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1. "Through 9/28/90, the firm's contract with RTC/FDIC provided for 20 cents or

22 cents per page, depending on the firm office involved .... Although the se.lected
invoices before 10/31/90 generally did not state the number of pages copied, it is clear
that the charges before 10/31/90 (i.e., the invoice dated 10/31/90 which covered fees
billed from 10/01/90) were at those rates."

2. "As is apparent from the data displayed (in the spreadsheet), there was a
brief period of time a~er the RTC/FDIC LSA took effect In which photocopy charges
were made at the 'old' rates. It is also.apparent that the rates were reduced to $.15
per page beginning April 30, 1991. The total 'excess' above 15 cents per page from
10/31/90 through 3/31/91 is $3,189.29. The firm billed at $.15 per page thereafter
through the 06/30/92 invoice."

3. "It appears that there was a brief period after the new RTC LSA (the lSA
dated 02/01/92) became effective during which some copying was charged at the 'old'
rate of $.15 per page. The total 'excess' above 8 cents per page Is $1,001.28."
4. . "Virtually all per page charges calculated from the face of the Invoices were at
8 cents beginning July 31, 1992 and it is therefore apparent that the per page charge

was almost certainly 8 cents in those instances where the invoice did not state the
number of pages copied. The total of post-July 31, 1992 charges in 'excess' of $.08 per
page was $72.00."
Based on the foregoing, it appears that the law firm overcharg ed the FDIC
$4,262.57 in photocopying expenses. The firm's cost study was made available to the
auditors, but was not included in the firm's· response to the draft audit report. We
· agree with tl}e firm as to charges prior tQ 09/28/90, the date of the first LSA.
Thereafter; the firm was permitted to charge $.1 5 per page until December 31, 1991
(publication of the FDIC ~) when a rate of $.08 per page beca.me effective. ·
Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow $4,262.57 under this
C()ndit ion and will demand r eimbursement from the firm for this amount.
Cond ition 5: Other Unallowable Professional Fees

The OJG questioned $41,699 that the firm billed for professional time for various ·
reason s such as excessive time expended in review and revision of documents, ·
researching the firm's own conflict of interest, ·and preparing bills, case budgets and
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status reports. 6 Jn addition, the auditors indicated that the firm billed excessively for
professional time by reviewing and preparing documents when the attorney in question
had only one year experience and billed at a composit~ rate of $200 per hour.7
The auditors identified three (3) separate areas of questioned costs under the
general rubric of "Unallowable Professional Fees." The questioned costs determined by
the 01G are: inadequate task description $2,013 (originally $906 per MT); excessive
review of documents $27,490; and research of conflict/preparation of bills, budget and
status r:eports $12,196 (originally $6,901 per MT).
The OIG bases its position on the following provision which is found in the FDIC
Guide for Outside <;ounsel: .
Outside counsel must indude in its fees and rates for legal services all
"overhead" and "profit." We do not otherwise pay for outside counsel's
overhead. "Overhead" that we do not pay includes, without limitation,
secretarial or clerical overtime (unless such overtime is requested by us or
occasioned by an emergency situation created by the FDJC), charges for word
processing or computer time (except actual charges for Westla.w or Lexis), and
time devoted to the preparation of bills.
In addition, the OIG references the following paragraph in the Gulde to support
its position that the FDIC does not authorize spending excessive time reviewing and
revising documents.
We also expect you to control time carefully and to avoid both unnecessary
review of documents and files and extensive polishing.of documents. We expect
timely, cost-effective solutions.
Fc:ir Its part,

the law firm made the following argument·:

6 There are two figures reflected under this category of questioned costs as the amount for total
recommended disallowances. The workpapers indicate that this figure is $41,699, while the draft aud~
report lists the total recommended disallowance as $35,297. But the draft audit report was. corrected
subsequently with a handwritten notation that read, "See revised summary of questioned costs" to reflect
u ditors' workpapers of $41,699.
·
the figure arrived at in the a_
7 The LSA dated February 1, 1992 contained the following statement which appeared on the fee matrix:
"The firm has decided to offer a 'blended rate' of $200.00 for all attorneys listed (which includes partner5
and associates). The $85 paralegal hourly rate remains the same." This is consistent with provisions of
the~ which state that "[t]he Division also welcomes off~rs Involving alternative rate structures such
as blended, flat, contingent and other innovative rate proposals. "
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We believe the descriptions comport with practice in the profession and with the
requirements of our contracts. So far as we can tell, MT retained legal
"consultants" who profess to apply judgmental standards to time descriptions.
The "consultant" had no substantive understanding of the legal \~sues involved in
. the many cases involved in the audit. Neither was .the consultant able, long after
the bills had been sent and approved for payment, to step into the shoes of the
supervising attorney who reviewed and approved those bills when they were ·
received {i.e., when the circumstances allowed a person familiar with the facts of
the case and the Firm's work to understand the de.si:riptions of the services
provided). This resulted in an exercise of judgment that was not informed by
any of the facts necessary to make a good judgment.
Jnadeauate Task Description
Under the category "inadequate task description," the audit workpapers
identified three entrJes totaling $906. MT control number 1 of invoice number 1015476
for $180 appears to be a duplicate entry generated on the same day by the same
attorney and describing the same activity. On March 1, 1993, attorney · ·
hours for the following activity: "Read and analyze requests for documents received
from defendant.'' This identical entry appears again on the same page In invoice
number 1015476. This does not appear to be an "inadequate task description."
However, since this is an apparent duplicate entry, it will be disallowed.
MT control number 21 of invoice number 741607 questions $596 for travel time
that was not discounted at 50% as required by the Guide. On November 16, 20, and
28, 1990, case assistant.
traveled to the FDIC offices lrvine, California "to review
documents in preparation of upcoming document production." On all three entries, the
time was billed at the full rate of the case assistant rather than.at the discounted rate of
50% of her hourly rate of $50. Again, this does not appear to be an "inadequate task
description." However, since this is violation of the Guide which provides
that 01,1tside counsel will reduce its hourly rate by 50% while on travel
status, the entire amount of $596, which represents the 50% overcharge,
. w~ll be disallowed .

in

a

. MT control number 23 of invoice number 754092 for ·$130 was questioned by the
auditors for. not being specific in describing what was researched. On J\:lnuary 9, 1991,
attorney
charging an hourly rate of $130, billed for the following activity:
"Ownership of director's qualifying shares and permissibility of a pledge~ research 12
use Section 72." The description of the research is specific and requires no additional ·
explanation. No other questioned entries for "inadequate task description_''. were
identified in the audit workpapers. Accordingly, only $776 will be disallowed
under this category {$180 plus $596).
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f)(cessjve Review of Documents
Under-the category titled "excessive review of documents," the auditors
questioned $27,490. MT control number 42 of invoice number 943442 lists 290
separate transactions over a period of time from November 5, 1992 to November 25,
1992 for a total of 113.20 hours bille.d at an hourly rate of $200 for a total of $22,640~
The number of transactions identified range from 7 per day to a high of 47 where the
auditors determined that an excessive ·amount of time was spent reviewing documents.
The auditors noted in the workpaoers that this was the first nionth that attorney
was assigned to
case." They added the following comment:
"(g]etting familiarize rsic) with the case, not contribute to the case." In short, the
auditors argued that since the attorney was new to the case, he should not have billed
113.20 hours for the purpose of "reviewing documents." However, an examination of
some of the individual entries under this subcategory provides a different perspective . .
billed 12.50 hours in 47 separate invoice
On November 6, 1992 attorney
entries. These entries range from .10 hours in duration each to .75 hours and describe
specific work which the attorney in ques.tion performed. A representative sampling of
this work reads as follows: "review documents for use
deposition to s~lect
trial exhibits" for
hours; "review file regarding assignment restrictions in leases to · ·
.select trial exhibits" for .25 hours; "review memorandum regarding exhibit list
provisions to select trial exhibits" for .25 hours; "review file regarding capital restructure
workpapers - file l, to select trial exhibits" for .SO hours; "review file regarding capital
restructure workpapers - tile 2. to select trial exhibits" for .25 hours; "review file
restructure proposal" for .25 hours; "review file
reqarding September 1987
modifications" for .so hours; "review file regarding
·for .20 hours;. and "review file regarding Insurance" for .25 hours. None of
the entries is duplicated. Each entry reviews a different aspect of trial exhibits, ·
documents used In depositions, and files related to a plan of restructuring. These are
legitimate entries ir:i preparation for trial, and the amount of time expended on each
entry does not appear excessive by any means. Spending fi~een or twenty minutes to
review documents contained in a file is not unusual and is consistent with the amount
of time other attorneys under similar circumstances would spend. Accordingly, none
of these charges will be disallowed.

.so

Under another subcategory of " excessive review of documents," the auditors
questioned the use of a legal assistant for a task the auditors believed should have
been performed by a secretary for a to.ta! of $3,310. For example, in one entry dated
11/11/92, the auditors questioned $212.50 billed for the preparation of documents .for
production because they concluded th at this was a "common secretarial function." In
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another entry, the auditors questioned $2,200 for ~'common secretarial function"
performed by a legal assistant over 11 hours on 11/05/92.8 However the task
description for this entry makes clear that this task could not have been performed by a
secretary. The entry reads as: "document production, r:-eading and selecting documents
for preference ·backups. (Deadline required 11 hours)." Accordingly, none of these

charges will be disallowed,

·

Another entry und€r this subcategory is fourid in MT control number 43 of
invoice number 980570 for $2,050. The explanation put forth by the auditors for
questioning these ch.arges is the same ·as the explanation advanced above, namely, that
. is an "associate with 1 year experience. Excessive review of file and
documents - Getting familiarize [sic) with the case, not contribute to the case." ·
However, as was the case above_
spent a reasonable amount of time reviewing
documents in preparation for trial. On December 1, 1992, for example, on 4 different
time~
spent between _.25 hours and .SO hours reviewing files, exhibit liSts,
indemnity agreements, bond interest payments and extension agreements. Spending
1.25 hours on 4 different occasions is not excessive given the types of documents being
reviewed and the complexity of those documents. Accordingly, no charges wilf be
disallowed under this category.
Research of Confiict. Preoaration of Bills. Budgets and Status Reoorts
The auditors also questioned $12, 196 as charges that should have been
absorbed _by the firm and which relate to the research of the firm's conflict of interest,
the preparation of bills, budgets and status reports.

As indicated above, the OIG references the provision in the Guide which
indicates that the FDIC will not pay for outside counsel's overhead. The Guide goes on
to make clear that "overhead" includes the time devoted to the preparation of bills.
Generally, time spent in researching the firm's own conflict of interest questions and in
the preparation of bills, budgets and routine status reports is not separately'
compensable, but is to be absorbed in the hourly rates billed for substantive legal work.
For its part, the firm indicated that "a fair resolution of these items would be
$7,9001 and we would ask that the dra~ report be revised so as to make the total for
this category no more than $7,900." Due to the difficulty of tracing all the questioned
costs back to the audit workpa·pers, the Legal Division concurs with the firm's position,
and concludes that disallowing $7,900 under this catego_ry of questioned costs is·a fair
8
Although the auditors' workpapers indicate that the questioned amount Is $2,200, the invoice reflects
only $935 (11 hours times the billable hourly·rate of $85 for this particular legal assistant). This is the
only entry by legal aS.Sistent
on 11/05/92.
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and reasonable resolution of the differences between both parties on this issue insofar
as research of conflict, preparation of bills, budgets, etc. are concerned.
Since this total amount ($7,900) covers the individual transactions that have
been identified above for disall()wance, those amounts will be incorporated here as part
of this total amount to realize a disallowance under this subcategory for research of
conmct/preparation of bills, budget, and status reports only totaling $7,900.
Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow $7,900 under. this subcategory of

questioned costs •

.The total disallowed amount under Condition 5.is $8,676 ($7,900 plus
$776 disallowed above.)
·
Condition 6; Attorneys and Paralegals Billed for Common SecretariaJ
Functions

'

The OIG questioned $44,450 in fees for work that should have been performed
by secretaries. The common secretarial functions identified by the OIG includes the
following : photocopying documents, organizi ng documents, organizing for storage,
supervising file organization, filing and refiling, collating documents, and processing
vendor bills. The OIG argued that these activities are administrative or clerical in ·
nature and are considered overhead to the firm, and therefore, are not billable to the
FDIC. In addition, the draft audit report broke down these questioned costs into two
categories: actual overhead/administrative charged by Brobeck ($8,375), and actual
overhead/administrative charged by the subcontractor ($36,165). The OIG quoted
from the FDIC Guide for Legal Reoresentation whh::h provides that the FDIC will "not
pay any overhead expenses," nor will it "typically reimburse for general overhead
·
expenses."
For its part, the firm indicated the following:
The dra~ recommends disallowance of $44,450, said to be attributable to the
performance of "secretaria I" functions by professional timekeepers. Of this .
an expert
amount, $36,165 is attributable to charges by
witness consulting firm which provided forensic accounting services in the
matter.
We have reviewed the Brobeck, PhJeger & Harrison charges which the draft
report questions. These charges, which total $8,375, refl ect two j udgment
calls-first by the attorney performing and recording time for the service (rather
than delegating to a secretary) and second by the oversight attorney (employed.
by the client) who reviewed and approved the bllls. That review and approval
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process occurred in a context-rich setting, and there is no substantial basis for
.second guessing the charges years after they occurred. This is especially true
when, as is the case here, the persons involved at the FDIC and at Brobeck are
no longer readily available for comment or explanatfon. (In a separate footnote,
· the firm indicated that the auditors had made a mathematical error on $1,265 in
connection with invoice number 943422 (MT control no; 42).]

... Brobeck engaged and paid
with the express approval of the FDIC.
provided complex litigation support services and necessarily devoted a
lar!=je staff of professional and skilled temporary employees to the project.
; made professional judgments about staffing. Brobeck reviewed,
approved, and paid for the services, and billed FDIC for reimbursement. FDIC, in
turn, reviewed
· invoices and paid the charges. Indeed, Brobeck was
no more than a conduit for the charges ....The
. charges were well within
the norm for complex litigation support billings. The correspondence between
Brobeck and FDIC makes it clear that FDIC was well aware of and approved
. billings....
A representative sample of the questioned charges was reviewed. MT control
number 40 of invoice number 927991 identified $2,000 in questionable costs that
occurred on 4 different occasions in October, 1992. None of these entries described
work typically done by secretaries. For example, on October 19, 1992, attorney
billing at an hourly rate of $200 for 4.7 hours performed the following work: "[r)eview
and collate documents to be produced·to
to determine relevance." Since this was a
defensive litigation, the attorney was reviewing documents that had to be produced to
the plaintiffs In the action. This work does not encompass the type of work normally
do~e by.secretaries: . It is work that should be performed by a. lawyer.
On October 13, 1992, attorney
Dilled 2.20 hours for the following work:
"[r)eview and collate all documents located at Stockton office of .
are responsive
requests." This too is not secretarial · work. It is .not a
'.'secretarial function'' to review documents pursuant to a document production request.
If this were a secretarial function, the FDIC would have hired secretaries to represent ·
its legal interests at a fraction of the cost it paid to fee counsel.
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On November 5, 1992, legal assistant
, billing
an hourly rate of $85 for a
total of 11 hours for $935, performed the following work:9 "[d]ocument production,
reading and selecting documents for preference backups. (Deadline required 11
hours)." This also does not appear to be work normally done by secretaries.

Accordin£,JIV, none of these charges will be disallowed.
The expenses related to the subcontractor's invoices involve two separate
invoices totaling $36,165. The Legal Division examined invoice number 917267 With
questioned costs totaling $17,194. The actual bill from
totaled
$32,394, and of that amount $6,644 was for "out-of-pocket expenses." The bill was for
professional services rendered in connection wlth
: on the
··
-. case during the month of September, 1992. The firm provided
forensic accounting services In support of the litiqation. Much of this work totaling
$5,040 was undertaken by various consultants .
to train and supervise seven
(7) temporary personnel who were then asked "to recognize various types·of
documents and to interpret the documents which were more difficult to understand."
on another entry totaling $4,550
: consultants trained and supervised 8 to ·
11 temporary personnel to sort documents in different categories by date. This work ·
could not have been done by a secretary. It required seasoned professionals with the
requisite background and experience to enable them to train and supervise individuals
to perform a specific job function. These responsibilities are better lettto Individuals
who possess the necessary skills to allow them to train others to perform routine tasks.
Accordingly, none of the charges by the subcontractor will be disallowed, and

none of the questioned costs under this Condition will be disallowed.
Condition 7; Supporting Documentation Missing for Paid Expenses
The OIG questioned $32,135 in expenses where the law firm did not provide the
appropriate supporting documentation as back-up for the billings it submitted to the ·
FDlC. The draft audit report indicated that the auditors had selected a sample .of 77
invoices paid by the FDIC for testing and asked the law firm to provide "source ·
documentation," including original time sheets for professional fees, invoices from third
parties and internal reports and expenses supporting all the items selected for testing.
The auditors added that, " [a]ll items billed should be supported by adequate
documentation, such as original invoices. The documentation should be retained and
available for review to establish the validity and reasonableness of amount billed."

9 The

firm's daim or a mathematical error on the auditors' review of this biU is correct. The total billed by
this legal assistant was $935, but the auditors calculated $2,200 for this entry and consequently . ,
overstated the questioned costs by $1,265.
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The law firm responded by indicating the following:
T he issue here is "backup" documentation for expenses paid by the firm and ·
billed to FDIC. We are unable to ascertain how MT generated the "questioned
amount." Nothing in the draft report or in the reams of documentation that
preceded it allows us to deduce the standards applied or the assumptions made
in.order fo ''question" $32,135. ..The auditors examined 77 lrivolces. 'The draft
report asserts that documentation for the questioned items could not be located
Qr was "not appropriate." Only one example of "inappropriate" documentation is
listed-charges for photocopying with no listing on the invoice of the numb~r of
copies made. [In a separate footnote, the firm implied that the auditors may be
"double-dipping" since the photocopying expenses are dealt with separately in
another part of the draft audit report.] The d ra ~ report takes the position that
only "original" backup is acceptable. Otherwise, it is impossible to ascertain what
documentation was deemed by MT to be "inappropriate."
Whether documentation is "appropriate" depends first of all on contractual
requirements. In this regard, the draft report shows on its face that MT applied
a standard c~mtrary to the terms of our contracts. The Guide for Outside
Counsel cited by MT requires counsel to retain "copies of all bills and supporting
material." Nonetheless, the draft report states (with no support or citation) that . .
expense bills should be "supported by adequate documentation, such as QtlgloQJ
invoices." There is no legitimate basis for MT to rewrite our FDIC contracts so as
to impose a requirement for maintaining "original" vendor bills when the contract
explicitly approves reten tion of copfes of those bllls.
We painstakingly pulled documentation on the thousands of expense charges on
the 77 invoices that form the basis for MT's draft report on this category. ·Later, ·
in response to MT's initial presentation, we further tested and reviewed I Q
invoices. This documentation was supplied to MT. It was returned to us w ith
annotations and cellophane flags that are, literally, Incomprehensible. Our
testing confirmed that there was no significant missing documentation as fo any
of the expense Items in the 10 test Invoices.
The FDlC Guide for Outside Counsel provides that, "fo)utslde counsel is required
to retain copies of all bills and underlying supporting material, Including· original .time
sheets and time and expense adjustment records for at least four years after final
payment." The LSA, dated September 28, 1990 states the followlng ·regarding t his
issue, "[t]he Firm shall keep all of its billing records for at least three years from billing
date. The Firm shall permif FDIC to conduct an audit or review of the Firm's bllllng
procedures. Firm further agrees to provide addit ional information conc~rning its billing·
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procedures and practices and other reports which the FDIC may request without
charge."
·
As pointed out by the firm, the firm's position Is that what is considered .
"appropriate" is not necessarily an "original" invoice. The requirement imposed on
firms was.to retain copies of all bills and.supporting material, which the firm appears.to
have d~re.
The Legal Division reviewed the auditors' workpapers to determine If, in fact, the
firm submitted receipts for the expenses for which they claimed reimbursement. The
following are representative samples of the expenses questioned by the auditors 'for
which copies of receipts were submitted as proof of payment.
MT control number 39 of FDIC invoice number 924407, dated October 31, 1992
references the following expense: date billed 09/04/92, $319.71, Nightrider Overnite
Copy (2,495 copies). A copy of a receipt in that amount appears in the voluminous
documentation considered by the auditors under this Condition. The date on the
receipt is March 30, l 992 and is made out to Brobeck. Jn addition, the firm submitted a
copy of the firm's check to Nightrider for $1,598.41 which references the $319.71 from
Nightrider invoice number.113657.
FDlC Invoice Number 92q407, elated October 31, 1992, references the f~ilowing
expense: date billed 8/26/92, $950.36, Ameriscribe Management Services, Inc., and
describes copying and Bates stamping charges for Brobeck. Ameriscribe invoice
number 83·11785 identifies the correct law firm and the client matter number. As was
the case with the previous example, the firm submitted a copy of the firm's check
evidencing payment to Ameriscribe for this amount. Brobeck check number SF154034
for $1,237.95 references Ameriscribe invoice number 83-11785 for $950.36.
Si_
milarly, MT control number 3 of FDIC invoice number 1067125 dated June 30,
1993 questioned $2,130.39 of expenses tor which the firm did not submi~ the original
Invoice. The invoice identified a charge by a courier.service for $47. Among the
documentation the firm submitted is a copy of an invoice from United Process Servers
for $47. The invoice is made out to Brobeck partner
and it references
the financial institution that gave rise to the matters the firm was
representing as part of its work on this billing. As with the previous examples, the firm
submitted a copy of its check evidencing payment for this service. Brobeck check
number SF009803 for $928 and dated 05/19/ 93 references United Process Server:s
invoice number 9339661 for $47.
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The Legal Division's position vis-a-vis this Condition is that copies of receipts
are acceptable substitutes for the original. Absent evidence of fraud or · ·
misrepresentation, a copy is valid proof of the payment of this expense. The auditors'
concern stems from the fact that copies are not considered "adequate" documentation
to prove payment of the expense. However, the Legal Division's position has been that
copies of originals are sufficient to demonst~te payment t.he underlying expense.

o!

The firm Identified, however, certain items for which it did not provide any
documentation, either because they could not be .located or because the time
constraints in responding to the audit prevented the firm from addressing this matter.
As a result, the firm uncovered several items (totaling $621) for which documentation
could not be located. As the Guide makes clear, all reimbursable expenses must be
backed up by sufficient evidence of payment to j ustify reimbursement In this case, by
the firm's own admission~ no receipts of any kind existed that would explain the
payment of these expenses. Accordingly, the legal Division will disallow the
amount corresponding to the e)(pe nses having no back-up documentation.
That amount totals $621.
Condition 8: Lega l Research (Westlaw, Lexis) Billed Above the Actual Cost

The OJG questioned $6,281 in legal research expenses billed ·at a rate that
reflected a 50% markup above the actual cost to the firm during the period covered
under the audit period. The FDIC Gulde for Outside Counsel ls clear on this Issue. The
Guide provides that the Legal Division will not pay for "charges for word processing or
computer time (except actual charaes for Westlaw .o r Lexis)" (emphasis added).

In its response, the Jaw firm accepted.the OIG's recommendation to disallow
$6,281 "subject only to confirmation that these charges fall withln the pertinent statute ·
of limitati.ons." Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow these charges and
will demand r eimbursement for the full amount totaling $6,281 under this
" Condition.
Condition 9: Attorneys Billed for Paralegal Functions

The OJG questioned $4,637 "for unallowable billing for attorneys performing
paralegal tasks." The auditors indicated that Brobeck billed attorney time for tasks
normally done by paralegals. These tasks include the following: preparation of exhibit .
list, preparation of witness list, preparation of interrogatories (Form),. summarization of
depositions, and preparation of records requests. The auditors' legal experts
(Legalgard) class.ifled these functions as common jobs performed by paralegals and
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recommended ttiat the Legal Division disallow the difference between attorney and
paralegal rates.
The law firm, in turn, objected to the subjective.judgments underlying the
questioned items in this Condition. ln its response, the firm pointed to the following:
Each of the questioned items reflects decision making, by experts who were
·closely involved with the problem at the time, abouf appropriate staffing and
allocation of resources; An after-the-fact review by an auditor not famlliar with
the exigencies existing when the work was done is an especially poor vehicle for
review. Great deference should be given to the fact that the bills were reviewed
· and approved by a client representative who was fully familiar with both the
requirement that the representation be efficient and with the facts and
circumstances of the particular matter now under review.
The Legal Division reviewed in general the entries identified under this Condition
and concludes that the tasks identified by the auditors were performed properly by an
attorney. Not only was it more cost-effective for an attorney to have performed this
work, but it was necessary for an experienced litigator to perform the work in question.
Consider the example highlighted below.
MT control number 11 of FDIC invoke number 682085 questioned $806.50 In
fees for tasks which the auditors concluded should have been performed ·by paralegals
rather than by attorneys. The auditors identified nine (9) separate entries from this
invoice, such as "organize deposition exhibits,"10 "prepare docum~nt requests to
and "prepare document requests attached to subpoena of
" These ·
activities are normally performed by attorneys in most firms, especially when the
lltlgation is complex.and requires the guidance and management of an experienced
legal hand.
Furthermore, it is not improper for fee counsel to engage in these activities 'if his
involvement in this work would be more cost-effective than If performed by a lower.billing individual who might not complete the tasks as quickly. Consequently, it Is not
necessarily improper for an attorney to have engaged in this work instead of delegating
it to a paralegal. In fact, the auditors seem to endorse this point of view In their report.·
The draft audit report quotes the following from the FDIC Guide for Outside Counsel,
"(o]ur (FOIC] overall objective is to seek the best pcssible resolution of legal matters at
the lowest pra_cticable cost."
··

10 The attorney who performed this work billed .JS hours on this task for a total of $39. Arguably, if a
paralegal had performed this work, the final cost could have exceeded this amount.
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Based on the foregoing, the Legal Division will not disa.llow any amount
questioned under this Con~ition.
Condition 10: Brobeck Billed and Received FuU payment for Professional
Fees and Expenses that Were Partially Disallowed by FDIC
i:11e OJG questioned $1,068 (originally $4,090 per MT) in professional fees and
expenses "that were either uriallowab!e by the L.SA and the incorporated guidance or
required additional information to be submitted by Brobeck to the Legal Divisions [sic]."
That amount is broken down as follows: $948 in' professional fees and $120 in
expenses. The questioned costs were identified through the review of 15 exception
letters Issued by the FDIC. The law firm addressed all but 3 of these letters and
resolved any residua! Jssue remaining. However, the 3 exception letters representing 4
invoices that were paid in full by the FDIC had not been resolved. Consequently, the
OJG recommended that the FDIC obtain a refund of the amount tha t had previously
been disallowed for fees and expenses totaling $1,068.

The law firm did not contest this finding and agreed to accept the
recommendation to disallow $1,068 under this Condition. Accordingly, the Legal
Division will disallow $1,068 and will de mand reimbursement from the firm

for this amount.
Condition 11: Review All Other E:xceptlon Letters As They Relate to
Condition 10
The auditors also recommended that the Legal Division review all other
exception letters that were not examined under Condition 5. The auditors
recommended that the Legal Division determine the amount of funds inappropriately
paid to the firm and request a refund of those funds.
The Legal Division· does not agree that a review of all exception letters is called
. . . for at this time. Such a review would not be cost-effective and any likely benefit would
be purely speculative. It should be pointed out also that the auditors were In the best
position to examine any other outstanding exception letters at the tini.~ of the audit.
furthermore, the OJG reduced the amount originally questioned. by MT under ....
Condition 5 from $4,090 to $1,068. It appears that this reduction was effectuated
because, as indicated In the draft audit rep ort, " (s]ubsequent to the audlfexit ·
conference, Brobeck provided the auditors addltional information to support its position.
[Brobeck's) documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the questioned costs
were reduced. " Because of this significant reduction in the questioned amount~ rt
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appears that the OJG did not consider an expansion of this inquiry beyond the 15
exception letters sampled by the auditors to be cost-effective•
... Accordingly, the Legal Division does not believe that a review of all
other exception letters would result in a credible determination of over..,.
payment and, therefore, will not undertake such a review.
Condition 1:2: Oth er Unallowable Expenses
The OIG identified 3 categories of charges totaling $379 that are specifically
prohibited In FDIC guidelines. These ·charges are: postage ($153); overhead ($.~ 46);
and travel ($80). The OJG recommended that the Legal Division disallow $379
unallowable expenses.

as

The law firm did not contest this recommendation and agreed to pay the full
amount. Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow $3~9 under th ls

category.
Jn summary, the Legal Division will disallow the following amounts (questioned
costs are in parentheses):

Disallowance

Recom mendat ion

1. Computerized Time Sheets ($1,907,856)

0

2. Professional Fees Billed for Individuals Without
Prior Written Approval ($51,357)

$ 7,477 (rounded)

3. Professional Fees Billed l.n Excess of LSA ($11,575)

$ 11,575

4. Photocopying Charged in Excess of Actual Cost
($8,592)

$ 4,263 (rounded)

5. Other Un?llowable Professional Fees ($4 1,699)

$ 8,676

· · 6. Attorneys and Paralegals Billed Fees for Secretarial
Functions ($44,450)
7. Supporting Documentation Missing for Paid Expenses
($32,135) . .

0

$

621
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8. Legal Research (West/aw/Lexis) Billed Above
Actual Cost ($6,281)

$ 6,281

9. Attorneys Billed for Paralegal Functions ($4,637)
10. Payment for Professional Fees and Expenses That
were Partially Disallowed by FDlC($1,068}

0

$ 1,068

11. Review AU Other Exception Letters as they Relate
to Condition 1O {·0-)
12. Other Unallowable Expenses ($379)
TOTAL:

0
$

379

~40.~40

The Assistant General Counsel Is authorized to make such minor accounting
corrections as may be requested by the OJG,·but which do not affect the substantive
positions stated in this memorandum, Collection of disallowed.amounts will be initiated
within thirty (30) days of issuance of the final audit report. The Legal Division expects
to complete the collection process within ninety (90) days after receipt of the final
re po~
.

Attachments:
Tab A • OIG Draft Audit Report
Tab 8 - Firm Response to the Dra~ Audit Report
Tab C - Analysis of Unauthorized Billers
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FDIC
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Office of Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20434

March 16, 1999

MEMORANDUM TO:
(b)(6) .

--

Board of Directors
Audit Committee

- -+

FROM:

L--....,G
....a_s...,..to_n_L_.-a-ia-mu-,-1-r-. _______,

Inspector General
SUBJECT:

Final RTC and FDIC Audit Reports on the Law Finn Brobeck, Phleger
& Harrison (Audit Report Numbers 99-014 and 99-015)

Attached for your information are copies of two audit reports the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
recently issued. Also attached are summaries of the reports.
These reports present the results of an audit of Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, a law firm hired to
provide legal services to the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC). The reports were prepared by the independent public accounting finn of
Mitchell & Titus on behalf of the OIG. Management's responses to the draft reports provided the
requisites for a management decision on each of the reconunendations. In total, we questioned
costs in the amount of $133,629, all of which management disallowed.

If you have any questions, please call me at (202) 416-2026 or Steven A. Switzer, Deputy
Inspector General for Audits, at (202) 416-2543.
Attachments
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Legal Fees Paid by RTC to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
(Audit Report No. 99-014, March 12, 1999)
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) has completed an audit of Brobeck, Phleger &
Harrison, a law finn hired to provide legal services to the Resolution Trust Corporation
(RTC). The audit was conducted by the independent public accounting finn (IPA) of
Mitchell & Titus through a contract with the OIG and covered billings paid by RTC
during the period January 1, 1990, through December 31, 1993. The total fees paid to
the law firm during the audit period were $12,110,847. The audit sample covered
$6,142,377, or 51 percent of the total. The audit identified $5,104,264 in net
questioned costs.

Recommendations
The OIG reconunended that the Assistant General Counsel (AGC), Legal Operations
Section, Legal Division, disallow $5,104,264 for unallowable, excessive, or
unsupported fees and expenses. Specifically, the OIG recommended that the AGC
disallow $4,619,956 for computer-generated time sheets not supported by original time
sheets. In addition, the OIG recommended that the AOC disallow or ratify $201,183
for unauthorized personnel and disallow $29,824 for fees billed in excess of authorized
rates. Also, the OIG recommended that the AGC disallow $131,267 for photocopying
and research charges billed in excess of actual costs, $22, 729 for unallowable fees, and
$92,080 for unallowable or unsupported expenses. Finally, the OIG reconunended that
the AGC disallow $7 ,225 related to three other categories of questionable charges.
Subsequent to the issuance of the draft audit report, the OIG re-evaluated its decision to
question $4,619,956 related to computer-generated time sheets. Based on further
examination of the IPA's working papers and law firm response, the OIG concluded
that the IPA's audit procedures did not fully address the reliability of the law firm's
computerized time-keeping system. Therefore, because the OIG does not believe
sufficient auditing procedures were applied, we do not consider the scope of work
sufficient to enable us to express an opinion on the reasonableness of the $4,619,956 in
fees. Accordingly, we reduced questioned costs for unsupported time charges to $0.

Management Response
The General Counsel's response to a draft of this report provided the requisites for a
management decision on each of the recommendations. Management disallowed a total
of $93,289. Although management's corrective actions sometimes differed from the
recommended corrective actions, we consider management's response as providing the
requisites for a management decision. After considering the $93 ,289 in disallowances
taken by management and management's comments on the IPA's find ings, we will
report questioned costs of $93,289 (including $19,313 in unsupported costs) in our

Semiannual Report to the Congress.

~
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LEGAL FEES PAID BY RTC TO BROBECK, PHLEGER & HARRISON
,

·~ ;r~

Audit Report No. 99-014
March 12, 1999 .

OFFICE OF AUDITS
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
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FDIC
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Office of Audits
Office of Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20434

March 12, 1999

MEMORANDUM TO:

,

(b)(6)

James T. Lantelme
Assistant General Counsel
Legal Operations Section
Legal DivisiQI).,

........... ....................

FROM:

David H. Loewenstein
Assistant Inspector General

SUBJECT:

Legal Fees Paid by RTC to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
(Audit Report No. 99-014)

This report presents the results of an audit of Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, a law firm hired to
provide legal services to the Resolution Trust Corporation(RTC). The Office of Inspector
General (OIG) has an ongoing program for auditing law firm billings to ensure that such billings
are adequately supported and comply with cost limitations set forth by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the former RTC. This report was prepared by the
independent public accounting firm (IPA) of Mitchell & Titus for the FDIC OIG.
The objectives of the audit were to ensure that fee bills were adequately supported and in
compliance with the cost limitations set by FDIC and RTC and that charges for legal services
provided were reasonable. The audit covered billings paid by RTC during the period January 1,
1990, through December 31, 1993. The total fees paid to the law firm during the audit period
were $12, 110,847. The audit sample covered $6,142,377, or 51 percent of the total.
The IPA identified net questioned costs of $5, 147 ,537. However , subsequent to the preparation
of the IPA 's dr"aft report and based on additional documentation provided by the law firm, the
OIG modified draft report questioned costs to $5,104,264. A summary of the OIG revised draft
report questioned costs appears on pages 5 and 6.
The OIG made 13 reconunendations to the Assistant General Counsel (AGC), Legal Operations
Section, Legal D·ivision, to disallow the revised questioned costs. The General Counsel (GC)
provided a written response dated March 4, 1999, to a draft of this report. The response from
the GC is included as an appendix to this report.
The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, requires the OIG to report on the starus of
· management decisions on its recommendations in its semiannual reports to the Congress. To ·
consider FDIC responses as management decisions in accordance with the act and related
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guidance, several conditions are necessary. First, the response must describe for ·each
recommendation
•

the specific corrective actions already taken, if applicable;

•

corrective actions to be taken together with the expected completion dates for their
implementation; and
·

•

documentation that will confirm completion of corrective actions.

If any recommendation identifies specific monetary benefits, management must state the amount
agreed or disagreed with and the reasons for any disagreement. In the case of questioned costs,
the amount FDIC plans to disallow must be included in management's response.
If management does not agree that a reconunendation should be implemented, it must describe
why the recommendation is not considered valid.

Second, the OIG must determine that management's descriptions of (1) the course of action
already taken or proposed and (2) the documentation confirming completion of corrective actions
are responsive to its recommendations.
Subsequent to the issuance of the draft audit report, the OIG re-evaluated its decision to question
$4,619,956 related to unsupported time charges. Specifically, the draft audit report, as revised , ·
questioned $4,619,956 for computer-generated time sheets that were not supported by original
time sheets. However, based on further examination of the IPA's audit working papers and the
law firm's response to the audit exit conference, the OIG concluded that the IPA 's audit
procedures did not fully address the reliability of the law firm's computerized time-keeping
system. Therefore, because the OIG does not believe sufficient auditing procedures were
applied, we do not consider the scope of work sufficient to enable us to express an opinion on the
reasonableness of the $4,619,956 in fees . Accordingly , we reduced questioned costs related to
unsupported time charges to $0.
The GC's response to a draft of this report provided the requisites for a management decision on
each of the recommendations. Therefore, no further response to these recommendations is
required. Management disallowed a total of $93 ,289. Although management's corrective actions
sometimes differed from the recommended corrective actions, we consider management's
response as providing the requisites for a management decision. A summary of the GC's
response to recommendations 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13 and our analysis follows.
Disallow $124,070 for photocopying charges billed in excess of actual costs (questioned cost,
all of which is unsupported) (recommendation3). The GC's response allowed $110,216 and
disallowed $13,854. The Legal Division allowed photocopying charges up to various maximum
allowable rates in effect throughout the period in question. The Legal Division disallowed
amounts exceeding the maximum allowable rates. RTC guidelines provided that photocopying be
billed at actual documented costs or at a standard cost based on a documented cost study;

2
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therefore, photocopying costs not supported by a cost study were questioned by the IPA. The
Legal Division subsequently revised its guidelines to allow firms to charge up to $.08 per page
for photocopying. In view of the subsequent revision to guidelines, management's position does
not appear unreasonable. Moreover, the law firm provided a cost study after the completion of
audit work to support its photocopying charges. Accordingly, the OIG reduced questioned costs
to $13,854.
Disallow $74,277 for unsupported expenses (questioned cost, all of which is unsupported)
(recommendation4). The GC's response allowed $68,818 and disallowed $5,459. The Legal
Division allowed questioned charges based on expense receipts provided by the firm that
correlated with the descriptions of the expenses on the invoices. However, the Legal Division
disallowed $5,459 for expenses that the firm could not substantiate. The OIG accepts theGC's
explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned charges to $5,459.
Review Legal Division exception letters not addressed in recommendation 5, determine the
amount of funds inappropriately paid to the firm, and request a refun_d of those funds
(recommendation 6). This recommendation resulted from the RTC's accelerated payment
program from the early 1990s .. The RTC and FDIC Legal Divisions issued exception letters to
firms that delineated disallowances of professional fees and expenses that were either unallowable
or required additional information be submitted by the firms to the Legal Divisions. In
recommendation 5, the OIG reconunended that FDIC disal~ow $2,913 related to 7 of 35
unresolved exception letters issued to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison. Brobeck agreed with the
recommendation and the Legal Division disallowed the charges.

Nonethel.ess, the GC's response did not agree with the recommendation to review all other
exception letters to determine whether other inappropriate payments were made to the firm . The
Legal Division concluded that such a review would not be cost-effective and any likely benefit
would be speculative. Because the scope of the audit covered payments made more than 6 years '
ago and because of the relatively small amount of recoveries identified from the exception letters
addressed in recommendation5, the OIG accepts theGC's explanation.
Disallow $22, 729 for unallowable professional fees (questioned cost) (recommendation 8).
The GC's response allowed $21,530 and disallowed $1,199. The Legal Division allowed
$21,530 questioned for excessive review and revision of documents related to an authority to sue
memorandum and analysis of loan files. Based on a review of the questioned charges, the Legal
Division concluded that the charges were acceptable given the complexity of the matter involved.
The Legal Division agreed that the remaining $1, 199 represented routine overhead charges that
should be disallowed. The OIG accepts the GC's explanation and, accordingly, reduced
questioned charges to $1, 199.

Disallow $17,803 for unallowable expenses (questioned cost) (recommendation 9). The GC's
response allowed $13,275 and disallowed $4,528. The Legal Division allowed $13,275
questioned for unallowable overhead charges. Specifically, based on a review of the questioned
entries, the Legal Division concluded that certain questioned charges, including an appraisal and
supplies used in the course of litigation, were not overhead. However, the Legal Division
3
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disallowed $4,341 for questioned travel expenses and $187 for ordinary postage charges. The
OIG accepts the GC 's explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned charges to $4,528.
Disallow $2,336 for attorneys and paralegals who performed secretarial and clerical tasks
(questioned cost) (recommendation 11). The GC's response allowed all the questioned charges.
Based on a review of the questioned entries, the Legal Div is ion cone luded that the questioned
tasks, which included the preparation of binders for depositions, were appropriately performed
by paralegals rather than secretaries. The OIG accepts theGC's explanation and , accordingly,
reduced questioned charges to $0.
Disallow $1,976 for attorneys who performed paralegal tasks (questioned cost)
(recommendation 12). The GC's response allowed all the questioned charges. Based on a
review of the questioned entries, the Legal Division concluded that the questioned tasks were so
narrow in scope that that the time invested by the attorneys to perform the tasks would have been
less time-consuming than the time devoted to the task by a paralegal. In effect, the questioning of
such charges is a judgment call that is difficult to assess years after the fact. The OIG accepts the
GC 's explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned charges to $0.
Refer a potential conflict of interest matter involving an RTC Legal Division employee and
the firm to the Outside Counsel Conflicts Committee so that a determination can be made as
to whether an actual conflict of interest existed. If a conflict of interest occurred, disallow
all fees paid to the fl-:m during the time period covered by the conflict of interest
(recommendation 13). The GC's response stated that the finn was terminated by the joint
FDIC/RTC Outside Counsel Conflicts Committee on June 2, 1994, for its continued failure to
adhere to. RTC conflicts policies. Therefore, any conflict of interest arising from the situation
described in the audit report is now moot. The Conflicts Committee did not order.any
disallowance of fees, consistent with prior dec isions of the Conflicts Committee and RTC
Executive Committee. The OIG accepts the GC 's explanation.
As a result of the IPA' s audit work, $5,104,264 was questioned in the draft report transmitted to
management. In addition to the recommendations previously discussed, in recornmendation2,
the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow or ratify $201, 183 for work performed by
unauthorized personnel . The Legal Division ratified $172, 868 and disallowed $28 ,315. The
OIG accepts the action taken by management and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to
$28,315.
After considering $93,289 in disa!Iowances taken by management and management's comments
on the IPA's findings, we will report questioned costs of $93,289 (including $19,313 in
unsupported costs) in our Semiannual Report to the Congress.
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REVISED SUMMARY OF QUESTIONED COSTS
LEGAL FEES PAID BY RTC TO BROBECK, PHLEGER AND HARRISON
QUESTIONED COSTS

FINDING

PROFESSIONAL FEES
1 COMPUTERIZED TIME SHEETS
2 PROFESSIONAL FEES BILLED FOR INDIVIDUALS
WITHOUT PRIOR WRITIEN APPROVAL

EXPENSES

4,619,956

201 ,183

3 PROFESSIONAL FEES BILLED IN EXCESS
OF LSA APPROVED RATES AND
APPROVAL LETTERS

29,824
-0
Q)

4 PHOTOCOPYING CHARGED IN EXCESS
OF ACTUAL COSTS

<O

(1)

124,070

5 ATTORNEYS AND PARALEGALS BILLED
FOR SECRETARIAL FUNCTIONS

en

(,.)

2,336

6 OTHER UNALLOWABLE PROFESSIONAL

FEES

22,729

7 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
MISSING FOR PAID EXPENSES

74 ,277

8 LEGAL RESEARCH BILLED ABOVE THE
ACTUAL COST

7 ,197

9 ATTORNEYS BILLED FOR PARALEGAL
FUNCTIONS

1,976

5
~·-·.·.-.- ~ '~-~-.--·.,,•,

•.• •
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10 BROBECK BILLED AND RECEIVED FULL
PAYMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL FEES
AND EXPENSES THAT WERE
PARTIALLY DISALLOWED BY RTC

2,913

11 OTHER UNALLOWABLE EXPENSES
POSTAGE
TRAVEL
OVERHEAD
TOTAL

187
4,341

13,275
$4,880,917

---------

$223,347

--------

-0
Q)

<O

(1)

en

"""
Note: This schedule of questioned costs supercedes the questioned costs in the attached audit report prepared by the OIG's
independent public accounting firm (IPA). The OIG revised questioned costs based on additional law firm documentation
provided subsequent to the preparation of the IPA's audit report.
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by RTC ·

From January 1, 1990 - December 31, ·1993

I.

INTRODUCTJON
. The Resolution Trust Corporation - Office of 1nspector General (RTC-OIG) engaged
Mitchell & Titus, LLP (Mitchell & Titus) to audit legal bills paid by the.Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) -to cer:t.ain law
·
finns providing legal services to RTC- and FDIC.
· Congre.ssionaJ interest in )ega' services .provided rn ·RTC is very high because Qf the
significant amount of money paid by RTC for such services to suppon the workload of
·. . RTC.

.

.

. The pUllJOSe of our audit v.:ras to determine whether the fees paid to Brobeck, Phleger &
Harrison (Brobeck) were reasonable and allowable under the tenns of the Legal Servit;es
Agreement (LSA) between Brobeck and RTC and other applicable policies, regulations
and guidelines.
·
Legalgard, Inc. (Legalgard), a subconrractor to Mitchell & Titus, performed detailed
. judgmental assessments of the reasonableness of.fees charged for professional services by
Brobeck for RTC during the audit period.
The period of the audit was January 1, 1990, to December 31, 1993. Bro~ck was paid
$12,110,847 for various legal services provided to RTC during the audit period.
Our audit was performed primarily at the offices of Brobeck in San Frandscp and
Newport Beach, California, from ~by 1993, to July 1994.

This report covers only fees paid fqr legal services provided to RTC. FDIC payments
are covered in a separate report.
·

.

~i-

I
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!

i
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
byRTC
From January 1, 1990 • December 31, 1993

Il.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
Questioned Costs
Professional
Fees

Computerized time sheets
Professional fees billed for individuals
without prior written approval

Expenses

Total

Unsupported
Costs

Page
Ref.

$4,647,385

$4,647,385

2·03,578

203,578

12

14

Photocopying charged in excess of acrual
costs

124,070

124,070

Supporting documentation missing for paid
expenses

75,500

75,500

$4,647,385

15,500

Profession.al fees billed in excess of LSA
approved ratts and approval letters

10

16

29,824

29,824

19

22,729

22,729

20

Oilier unalloweble professional fees
Oilier unallowable expense~
• Postage
• Travel
• Overhead Type Expenses

187
4,341
13,275

Brobeck billed and received a full payment
for professional fees and expen~es that were
partially disallowed by RTC

187
4,341
13,275

22

15,140

17

7,197

24

2,33.5

2,335

25

1,976

1,976

26

15.140

Legal Research billed above the Actual Cost
7,197

Attorneys and paralegals billed for common
secrei.arial functions
Anomeys billed for paralegal functions
Total:

$4 ,922,967.00

$224,570.00

$5,147,537.00 '

!4 I 7 22, BBS .

The audit also disclosed several matters which came to our attention that did not result in
questioned costs but did require corrective action by the legal firm. These matters are
included as "Other Matters" in Section VI of this report.

-2-
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Legal Fees· Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by RTC
From January 1, 1990 - December 31, 1993

III.

BACKGROUND
The Financia11nstitutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FJRREA).
established RTC to manage and resolve the savings and loan industzy crisis under the
management of FDIC. In its role as manager FDIC provided legal services t-0 RTC
through its own in-house Legal Division and outside counsel. FDIC served in this
capacity until September J0, 1992, when the Board of Directors approved the creation.
of a separate RTC 1..egaJ Division. Under both FDJC and RTC management. the Legal
Division used,· and continues to use, outside counsel extensively for most of its legal
· services.
· Outside counsel who provide legal services to RTC must subscribe to the legal
Divisjon's selection and retention process. As outlined in the RIC Guide for Outside.
Counsel, dated February 1992 1, lhe selection and retention pro.cess incJudes filing a
Contractor Registration Form, completing an interview with Legal .Division personnel,
and:execudng a Legal Services Agreement (LSA). The LSA incorporates Legal Division
policies and procedures wilh which outside counsel must CO,ilply. In addition, th_e LSA
identifies che firm's staff who are authorized to work on RTC 's legal matters and the
rates authorized for these employees. All law finns which have filed the Contractor
Registration Fonn are included in the List of Counsel Available (LCA); however, only
firms which have. an e>:ecmed LSA may be reta_ined to perform Legal Division work. 2
During 199_0 and 1991 , FD1CIRTC used two different pro grams to pay outside c~unsel-·
the Payment Authorization Voucher Program (PAV) and the Accelerated ·Payment
program (APP). Under bolh programs, FDIC's Division of Accounting and Corpc)rate
Services (DACS)3 issued checks to pay outside counsel. The ~AV required the Legal
Division to review and approve legal bills before outside counsel were paid. However,
because the PAV: review process produced a backlog of bills and delayed payment ·to
outside counsel,. FDIC introduced ·the APP.
The APP aJlowed outside counsel to receive payment before the Legal Division reviewed
the legal bills. In the APP., outside counsel submitted an "Unpaid lnvoice Confirmation..,
(UJC) directly to DACS at the same time they sent an itemized bill to -the responsible
Legal Division Office. DACS paid the finns whatever amount they claimed on the UlC.
The Legal Division required the finns to certify that the costs were correct and to agree
that the finn would reimburse FDJC/RTC for sub_sequent disalJowed charges.

2
3

This replaced the earlier FDIC publication A l.aw Finn's Guide : How to be considered for Rctenrion by the FDlC
-and .RTC, issued May 1990.
·
The LCA identifies the firms that have executed LSAs.
·DACS has since been renamed lhe Office of Corponce F~~ (OCF).

-3-
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
byRTC
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In January 1992, RTC discontinued the APP and iinplemented the ;RTC Le.gal
Information System (RL-iS). Under RLJS, Legal Division personnel were to review ~II
legal bi1ls exceeding $5,000 before payment was made. In addition, every 50th bill less
than $5 ,000 was to be reviewed and, in cenain instances, all invoic.es submitted ·by a
finn may be selected fo_r review.
Overview of Brobeck 's LSA

Brobeck provided legal services to RTC under one LSA dated May 5, 1992. . Before the
effective date of the LSA, Brobeck. was assigned cases by the RTC regional office on a
· case by case basis .
. Additionally, Brobeck was informed that the authorization extended to RTC matters since
FDIC Legal was responsible for RTC while the RTC was established. During the period
the LSA, the law finn handled maners ranging from relatively standard and routine
matters to complex issues .

· of

. During the audit, we reviewed transactions and billings from January t, 1990, through
December 31, 1993.
The LSA ·governing Brobeck' s services for the period of May 5, 1992, through May 4,
1994·, provided the. following contracted rates for services and reimbursable expenses:
•

Hourly rates for professional and paraprofessional staff:
Anomeys: bJended rate of $200 an hour
Paralegals: blended rate of $85 an hour

•

Travel time: 50 percent· of the firms' regular billing rate.

•

Telephone charges: AcruaJ cost.

•

Facsimile transmission: Actual cost of transmission.

•

Database research senrices: Actual cost.

•

Photocopying: Actual cost which

•

Delivery charges and overnight inail: Actual cost.

•

Postage: Not reimbursable.

-4-
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LegaJ Fees Paid to Brobeck, PhJeger & ·Harrison
by RTC
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The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, incorporated in the LSA by reference, includes
standarq guideJjnes for travel and other expenses.
Brobeck was paid $12, I J0,847 by RTC for services during the period preceding the LSA
and during the period of May 5, 1992, through December 31, 1993.

...
"'

,J.
'·
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by RTC
From January 1, 1990 ~ December 31, 1993

JV.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE OF AUDIT AND METHODOLOGY
OBJECTIVES

The primary

obje~tives

of the audit were to detennine whether:

1. the law fmn ,s supponing documentat ion for the charges was

pro~r

and ·adequ_ate,

2. the fees charged by the law finn are alJowable under the terms of the agreement with
RTC-and applicable policies, regulations and guidelines,

3. the Jaw fimi's usual hourly rates are reasonabJe, and
4. che hours charged to RTC by the law firm for professional services were reasonably
expended.
· SCOPE OF AUDIT

. The audit was perfonned on a ·test basis. To ensure adequate coverage for significant ·
payments, we selected· oO RTC invokes greater than or equa1 to $25,000 totalling
$5 ,803,871. We also selected 68 RTC invoices less than $25,000 totalling $338,506.
Jn total, we tested 1481:\TC invoices totaJJing $6,142,377 resulting i:n a value coverage
of ~pproximareJy 513 of the total popuJation of $12,110,847.
·
Jn addition to the above invoices selected, we identified the following matters and
selected invoices and other case documentation related to those matters .iri.- order to
perform judgmental. assessment on the billings in their entirety:

920029093

Home Capital

920002865

Gibrahar Financial Corporation

Cbap1cr 11

8,991.96

920002897

Imperial CoYporation of America

Chapter 11

234,963.49 .

30018368

Westpon Federal Saving and
Loan (PLS/Li(igation)

Mult. Categ. Laws

156,723.42

Bulk Sale - Real Property

Total:

-6-
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METHODOLOGY

Based on the sample selected', we perfonned the foll.owing procedures to verify
compliance with the LSA:
•

Reviewed and evaluated the internal control system over billings.

• Reviewed and evaluated the biJJing procedures.
• Reviewed the LSA and all other agreements between RTC and the law fllll1, as well
as alJ applicable guidelines, policies and regulations.
.·
•

Conducted compliance and substantive tests of fees billed to RTC by the law firm to
determine whether:
the law firm's documentation adequately suppons the bills, and

the fees charged by the Jaw finn were allowable and reasonable under the agreed

terms.
• Reviewed compHance with conflkt of interest rules.
• Reviewed professional biographical information of those professionals who billed time
to RTC and assessed whether the usual rates charged were consistent with each
. professional 's background and exper1ence and within the range of rates charged' for
a comp~rable skill level within ~e relevant geographical area.
• Revkwed supponing billing detail to assess whether hours charged to RTC were
.reasonably expended.
• Verified that aJJ professionals listed on the .invoice had been approved to perform
work on RTC matters.
• Reviewed background infonnation and experience of all professionals listed to ensure .
that their classification and titles were consistent with their background and ·work
perfonned.
• Verified that the billing rates had been approved by. RTC.
• Ascertained that hours bj}]ed were supported by original time sheets.·

-7-
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• Verified the mathematical accuracy of the invoices.
• Obtained explanations for professionals billing more .than 12 hours a day·.

I

f

• Determined whether RTC was billed excessive hours by new professionals assigned
to RTC matters for time ~pent familiarizing cherriselves with the matter.
·

1

~

7

!

• Determined and reviewed the systems in place to identify and correct conflict· of
interest sjruat ions.
• Verified that the finn has complied with conditions imposed. by any· "conditional
waivers of conflicts of interest. "
• Verified char rhe law finn did not bilJ RTC for time spent researching its· own
contJicts of interest.
•

Ascertained that professionals perfonning work on RTC matters were i1ot perforrning
services for other clients of the Jaw finn that may present a conflict of interest
situation.

• Determined anq reviewed the systems in place to ensure that research projects were
approved by ~TC prior to their c?mmencen_ient.
• Determined that research projects were approved by RTC prior to their
commencement.
• Determined that lhe charges were adequa tely supponed and related to applicable.RTC
matter.
• Determined and reviewed the system for proper control and · accounting · of
reimbursable expenses.
• Detennined that expenses charged were allowable under the LSA. ·
• Ascertained that char~es/reimbursements represented the lower of actual cost ·incurred
or the contracted rates.
• Verified that expenses were adequately supported by original documen~tion, invoices,
-etc.
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• Derennined that travel time complied with LSA and outside Legal Service.s
Guidelines.

• Performed an exit conference at Brobeck's offices in San Francisco. The panicipan~
were Brobeck, RTC-OJG, Mitchell & Titus, RTC Legal Division-Newport Beach and
RTC LeEal-Washiogron, D.C. representatives (via phone). At the exit conference,
Mitchell & Titus presented the findings and reviewed with Brobeck the appropriate.
ways to.responq to each finding and ·the tirnet2ble' for the response.

i
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V. · · FThTDINGS AND RECOMMENDATJONS
Computerized Time Sheets
As pan of the review of legal fees, we reviewed computer generated time sheets used from the.
automated time records systems maintained by the Jaw finn . . The purpose of thjs proeedure was ·
to enable us to verify that the computer-generated time records were supponed by original time
sheets or other input sheets. The original time sheets could be used to verify the accuracy and
vaJidity of the automated time records.
Brobeck infonned us that the system was one in which the original, uniform and verifiable entry
was an electronic entry. For any invoices where original time sheets were required, Brobeck
would have had to produce printouts of. those· original entries since they did not exist.
With the use of advanced data processing systems, potential risk is enhanced by .two factors:
manually prepared records being replaced by computer output and audit tr.ails being eliminated
or ma~:le' more difficult to follow. The Jack of sou rce input docu mentation prohibited us from
·
perfonning transaction testing to verify the following:
•

· 1nput data were correctly recorded.

•

All authoriz.ed transactions were processed without additions or omissions.

•

Appropriate audit trails exist.

The absence of source documents to support time entries in the system and the elimination of
the input audit trail is consi~ered a deficiency in the imernal control structure.
·
Accordingly, our test of professional hours bilJed from January I, 1990, to December 31, 1993; ·
in the amount of $4,885,098 was done using the computer-generated records. Brobeck extracted
records from the main time and billing databa se and created a new dataset that included time .
entries for RTC rnaueis and redacted time entries for alJ non-RTC matters. These time entries
are .considered an output data and not original input data that can be confinned as accurate and
reliable.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel states, "Outside Counsel is required to retain copies of all
biJJs and underlying documentation, including original time sheets and time and expe~e
adjustment records for four years after payment. "
We questioned aJl professional time billed for the period noted above because the ·abse.nce of
source documents to suppon time entries is considered a deficiency in the internal control
SU1JCture.

l
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· This am ount includes costs questioned under other criteria wit.ltin this report as folJows:
Total paid to professiona1s without

$4,885,098

original time sheets

Less: Amount questioned under other criteria

. Employees without prior written approval
(See Page #12)
Employees using rates in excess of the LSA
(See Page #19)

( 207 , 889)

C29.824)
~·~:!::g~,Z~J~~

Net amount questioned .
R ecommendation:
1.

We recommend that RTC disallow4, 64 7 ·, 38 s in billings not supponed by an adequate

rime keeping .system or original time sheets (questioned cost , all of which is
unsupported) .
Auditee's Response

Brobeck officiaJs disagreed with the audit f mding as presented at the exit conference and stated
they would provide additional documentation supponing their position.
·
Auditor;s Comments

Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors addhionai information
to suppon· its ·position. However, the documentation provided did not address the issue of the
absence
input documentation, or system internal contro)s to preclude changes to input data
without a record of such changes.

of
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Professional Fees Bi1Jed for lfidividuals 'Without Prior Written Approval

Dudng our test of professional fees paid from January-I, 1990 through December 31, 1993, we
found that Brobeck biIJed RTC $207, 889 for a number of professionals who worked on RTC
matters· without ·prior written approval from RTC.
The LSA incoxporates Legal Division policies and procedures with which outside counsel must
comply. Jn addition, the LSA identifies the firm 's st:aff who are authorized work ori RTC' s
legal matters and the races authorized for tho.se employees.

to

Section 2 of lhe LSA (Rate Structure) st.1tes, ".... The schedules are an . integral pan. of this .
Agreement and can only be amended wjth the wrinen consent of the RTC Division ·of Legal"
Services."
·
The RTC Gujde for Outside Counsel states, "... the · firm also must provide a . matrix that
identifies all attorneys and paralegals che fi.nn offers to provide service to the Corporation, and
which sets forth, for each attorney and paralegal, che following: (1) state licenses; ·(2) particular
area(s) of expertise; (3) years in practice; (4) time with the firm; (5) status within the firm as
partner or shareholder, seruor associate, associate or paraprofessional; (6) billable rates in
accordance with the firm's usual rate structure .... "
Fonnal written prior approval of anorneys and paralegals authorized to work on RTC matters ··
was not only requfred but is critical in facilitating RTC's supervising attorneys' oversight role.

The amount questioned for attorneys not on the LSA includes costs questioned under other
criteria within this· report as foJlows: .
Total paid to professionals without
written prior approval

$207,889 .

Less: A.mount questioned under other criteria
Attorneys and paralegals biJ1ed for conunon .
secretarfal fun~tions (See Page #25)
Attorneys · biHed for paralegal functions

(See Page #26)
Net amount questioned for. professionals
biIJed without prior written approval

-12-
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Recommendation:
2.

We recommend that RTC require resp6nsible personnel to analyze the qualifications f~r
employees working on RTC matter~ut not listed .on the LSA, or other approval letters-,
detennine how much of the$ 2 o3 , s7 ain questioned costs for these charges _should be
retroactively ratified, and disallow any of the charges not approved (questioned cost)..

·

Auditee's Response

~

!

Brob.eck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference_an( stated
they would provide additional documentation supponing their position.

t
t

~

~

(

I

Auditor's Comments
Subsequent .to the audit exit conference_. Brobeck provided the auditors ·additionaJ information
to suppon its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the questioned
costs were reduced.

..
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Photocopvin2 Chan:ed

in Excess of Actual Costs

We found that Brobeck billed RTC for photocopying eosrs using a higher rate per.pa·ge than the
wx.imum allowed by RTC Guidelines.
Jn addition, Brobeck provided us with a Facsimile and. Copy Cost Summary ·(cost study) to
suppon the rate charged for photocopying. This cosc study was prepared by Brobeck and
included apparently unalJowabJe overhead icems sueh as secretarial sa)aries and space rental
costs. We were unable to verify. the cost study data . because we did not receive it until
November 1994, 3 months after the completion of audit field work. We requested Brobeck to
explain cemin items in the study and were provided with a revised cost study that still included
similar, unaJlowabJe overhead items. The cost studies prepared by Brobeck do not suppon
acrual, unburdened photocopying rates that are required for RTC billings.
The LSA states, "Outside Counsel agrees to comply with general responsibilities as to ethics,
reporting requirements, bWing infmmacion ... set forth in the RTC guide for Outside
CounseL. incorporated herein by reference and made an integral part of this agreement."
Section 5D. , BiJJing of the FDJC LSA, effective September 28, 1990 states, "FDJC will pay for
photocopying at actual cost, which will generally not exceed $ .15 per page. This LSA covered
the. period for the biJJing . prior to rhe issue of the RTC Guide for Out~ide Counsel (February
1992).
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel states, "Charges for photocopying shall be at the fmn's
actual cost, nor to exceed eight cents per page unless supponed by a cost srudy."
Since Brobeck could not support its a·crual cost for photocopying, we were unable to determine
!.he reasonabJeness of the rate used for photocopying ·charges in the amount of $124·,070.
Recommendation:
3.

We recommend that RTC disaJiow $124,070 for phorocopying charges billed in excess
of actual costs (questioned cost, all of which is unsupported) .
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by RTC
From January 1, 1990 -. December 31, 1993

Auditee's Respo_nse
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference and stated
they wouJd provide additional documentation supporting their position.
Auditor's Comments

Subsequent to the audit exit confe_rence, Brobeck provided the auditors additional infonnation ·
(a revised cost .study) to suppon its position. The revised cost study prepared by Brobeck did
not suppon actual, unburdened photocopying rates that are required for RTC billings.
Therefore, lhe questioned costs were not modified and the finding remains as stated. · . ·
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by RTC
From January 1, 1990 • December 31, 1993

Supponin2 Document ation Missin2 for Paid Expenses
We selected a sample of 148 invoices paid by RTC for testing and asked Brobeck to provide us
with che source documentation, including original ti.me sheets for professional fees, invoices
from third panies and internal repons for expenses supporting an the items selected for testing.
However, we were unable to verify cenain invoices for expenses because either Brobeck. could
not locate supporting documentation or the supponing documentation presented to us was
inadequate (e.g., photocopying amount with no number of copies made). The total amount of
. unsupported expenses is $ 7 5 , 5 OO •
The RIC for Outside Counsel states, ''Outside· Counsel is required to retain copies of an bills
and underlying documentation, including original ti.me sheets and other time and expense
adjustment records for four years after payments."
Jn addition, for RTC billings prior to the issue of the above guide, the FDIC Guide for Outside
Counsel state, "Outside counsel is required to retain copies of all bills and underlying supporting
material," including ori gi nal time sheets and time and expense adjustments records for at Jeast
four years after final payment. The submission of errone ous bills or requests for ·reimbursement
of inappropriate charges may resuJt in serious sanctions."

All items billed should be supponed by adequate documentation, such as original invoices. The
documentation should be retained and available for review to establish the vaJi~ity and
reasonableness of amount bilJed.
As a result of the conditions noted, Brobeck was not in compliance with the LSA and RTC
guidance.
Recommendation:
4.

We recommend that' FDIC disallow$ 7 5 ~ 5 O0 in unsupported expenses (questioned cost.
aH of which.is unsupported).

Auditee's Response
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference an<l stated
they would provide additional documentation supporting their position.
Auditor's Comrnen.t s .

Subsequent to the audit exit conference. Brobeck provided the auditors additio.nal information
to suppon its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the questioned
costs were reduced.
:
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by RTC
From January 1, 1990 - .December 31 , l 993

Brobeck Billed :and ·Receh>ed aFulJ Payment for Professional Fees and Expenses that were
. Questioned and Partially Disallowed by RTC
We rev]ewed 35 exceprion lerters issued by RTC and FDIC, as a result of a review of certain
invoices by the Legal Divisions. These exception letters delineated disallowances of professional
fees and· expenses that were either unallowable by the LSA and the incorporated guidance or
required additional information to be submjned by Brobeck to the Legal Divisions. Under the .
payment program (accelerated paymenl program) the outside" counsel received payment before
the Legal division reviewed the legal bins. All but 7 exception leners were resolved by Brobeck
and RTC. However, we noced !.hat 7 exception Jerters that were~ unresolved (representing 13
invoices with questioned cost of $15, 140) were paid ]n full by RTC.
·
·
Appendix F\ Required Bill Cenification, of the FDIC Guide for Outside Counsel states, "In the
event the FDIC dispuc.es any biJl that has been paid, we [Law Finn] waive .all rights to retain
· the disputed amount promptly on reqilest of the FDJC pending resolution of the dispute."
The RTC Guide for Out.side Counsel states, "The Legal Division reserves the right to request
additionaJ information regard ing the services provided ·by Outside Counsel. Outside Counsel
must also permit represenLJ!tives from the RTC's Office of lnspector General and the General
Accounting Office to conduct audit reviews. Outside Counsel is required to retain copies of aJI
biJJs and underJyjng documentation, including original time sheets and other time and expense
adjusunent records for four years after payments. 11
As a result of !.he condition noted, Brobeck was paid in full by RTC $15, 140 that were originally
'
questioned and disallowed.
Reconunen d ations:
5.

6.

We recommend that RTC request Brobeck to refund RTC$15, 14ofor fees and expenses
previously disaJlowed (questioned cost).
·

We also recommend tha·t RTC Legal review all other exception ktters and determine the
amount of funds inappropriately paid to

th~

-11.:

finn and r equest a refund of those funds ..
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From January 1, J990 - December 31, 1993

Auditee's Response
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference and stated
they would provide additional documentation supponing their position.

Auditor's Comments
Subsequent lO .the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional· information
to suppon its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the questioned
costs were reduced.
·
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck 1 PhJeger & Harrison

. by RTC
From January· 1, 1990 ~December 31, 1993

Professional Fees Billed in Exress of LSA Appro,'ed Rates and Approval Letters

During our test of professional fees paid from January 1990 through December 31. 1993, we

up

found that Brobeck billed RTC using professional hourly rates
to $60 per hour higher than
allowed by prevailing contract rates for 20 professionals. Law firms must charge for legaf
services in accordance with the fee or hourly rate structure set forth on the schedules attached ·to
the LSA.
Section 2 of the LSA (Rate Structure) states, "Outside Counsel agrees to provide leg.al services
in ac.c ordance with the hourly rates ~r a·Jternative rate structures set forth in the anached
schedules. The schedules are an integral part of this Agreement and can only be amended with
the written consent of the RTC Division of Legal Services."
·

The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel states, "...the finn also must provide a matrix that identifies
alJ anorneys and paralegals the firm offers to provide service to the Corporation, and which sets
forth, for each attorney and paraJegaJ, the following: ... (6) billable rates in accordance with the
firm's usual rate structure.... "
·
As a result · of the condition ·noted, Brobeck was not in compliance with the LSA and the
incorporated guidance and overbiJled RTC $29,824.

Recommendatioo:
7.

We .recommend that RTC disa11ow$29, 824Ior professional fees paid in exceis of the
contractual rates (questioned cost) . .

A uditee's Respoose

Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference and stated
they would provide additional documentation supporting their position.
Auditor's Cc»mmeots
Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Br'obeck provided the auditors.additionaf information to ·
support its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appr~priate, the questioned

costs were reduced.
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!

i

II

!

1

i

Oth er UnaHowable Professional Fees

I

We noted that Brobeck billed professionaJ's time to RTC for the following tasks:

•
•
•

~

excessive time expended in review and revision of documents
research Brobeck's own Conflict of 1nterest
preparation of bills
preparation of case budgets
preparation of status repons

In addition, Brobeck bilJed professional's time for excessive review and preparation of
documents. These tasks are specifically disallowed by RTC Guidance.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel states, "The firm must include in its proposed rates for leg·~1
services all 'overhead' and 'profit'. The RTC does not pay for the following .... time devoted to
the preparation of bills or routine status reports.''
The RTC RLIS Forms and Procedures Deskbook for Outside Counsel states, ''You should be
aware that RTC reviews all JegaJ biIJs using the followin g general principles .... Substantial time
expended in 'review and revision' of documents prepared by the finn."
As a result of the condition noted, Brobeck was not in compJiance with ·the RTC guidance and
overbilled RTC $22,729 based on the following computation:
·

•

Excessive review/revision of documents
(e.g., ATS memo, Joan files regarding directors)
Researc_h of conflict/preparation
of bills, budget and status reports

$21 ,530

1, 199

$22,729

Total Disallowance:

·.

Recommendation:

8. We recomm end that RTC disallow the $22,729 in billing for unallowable professional fees
(questioned cost).
·
·
·
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I

t

I•

I
!

I

A uditee's

I
I

Resp~ose

Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit findi ng as presented at the exit conference and stated
they would prov ide additional documentation supporting their position.
Auditor's Comments

l•

I

~

I'
l

Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional information to
support its ·position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the questioned
costs ·were reduced.

~
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'
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I

I

l
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck; Phleger & Harrison

byRTC
From January ·l, 1990 - December 31, 1993

Other UnaJJowabJe E:xpeoses "by the RTC Guidelines
We noted that Brobeck billed RTC for various types of expenses that are specifically prohibited
in the RTC guidance, such as:
·

•
•
•

postage;
expenses that arc customarily included in the nomial overhead or administrative expense
of running .a law firm, such as office supplies. (e.g., binders, stationary);
·
travel expenses, such as: meals, health club, laundry and other entertainments whi.l e on
travel.

The RTC Forms and Procedures Deskbook for Outside Counsel states that ''RTC will not pay for
ordin air postage charges."
·
·
The RIC Guide for Outside Counsel states, ''The firm must inc.Jude in its proposed rates for legal
•
service all overhead .and profit. 11
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel states, "Hotel accommodations must be moderately priced,
11
as expenses for luxury hotels or special services are not reimbursable.
Jn addition, the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel states,_ "If business is conducted during a meal,
appropriate time charges. may be made at normal hourly rates. Charges for food, beverages and
the like will not be reimbursed by the RTC unJess an attorney is in travel status and is away. from
the home office overnight. Jn that instance, the RTC will reimburse all subsistence expenses at
RTC standard per diem rates."
·
·

i!

I
f.

l
l

As a resuit of the condition noted, Brobeck was not in compliance with RTC Guidance; and .
overbilled RTC $17,803 based on the foJlowing computation:

!

i
!
'·

~

i

Postage charges
Overhead charges
Travel charges

$187
13,275
4.341

l

t

i
~

Total

$17,803

Recommendation:
9. We recommend that RTC disallow th~ Wlallowable expenses totalling $17,803 (que~'loned
cost).

!

{

I

i!
::
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison ·
by RTC

.

From January 1, 1990 - December 31. 1993

A uditee' s Response

Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference
they would provide additional documentation supp.orting. their position.
··

and stated

Auditor's Comments

Subsequent to the audit exit conferenc_e, Brobeck provided the auditors additional infonnatio"n to
support its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the questioned
costs were reduced.
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
.

by RTC

From January 1, 1990 • December 3 l , l 993

LegaJ Research (WesHaw, Lens) BiJJed above the Actual Cost
We noted that Brobeck billed RTC for research (cqrriputer. time) at a rate that reflected a 50
percent markup above the actual cost to the firm during the period covered under the review
(1990 through 1993).
·
The RTC Guide for Outside. Counsel states, "The firm must include in its proposed rates for legal
services all 'overhead' and 'profit I . The RTC does not pay for the foJJowing: ...charges for word
processing or computer time (except actual charges for Westlaw or Lexis) ... !'
As a result of the condition noted, Brobeck was not in compliance with RTC guidance, and
overbiJJed RTC $7, 197 for· research mark·ups.
Recommendation: .
· JO.

We recommend that RTC disaJJow $7,197 for research mark·ups (questioned cost).

A uditee's Response

Brobeck offici~]s disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit
they would provide additional documentation supporting their position.

confe~ence and stated
·

Auditor's Comments
Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional information to
support its .position: The documentation was revjewed, and where appropriate, the.' questioned
costs were reduced.
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LegaJ Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
by RTC
From January l, 1990 - December 31, 1993

Attorneys and P a r alegals BiJJed Ft-es for Secretarial Functions
We noted that Brobeck billed at1orney and paralegal time to RTC for the performance of·
secretarial functions such as:

•

photocopying documents
organizing documents
organize for storage

•

sup~rvising

•
•

•
•

file and refile·
coJlate docwnents

•

process vendor bills

file organization

These· are administrative and cJericaJ tasks that are considered overhead to 'the firm. ·and,
accordingly, should not be biJJed to RTC.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel states, "The finn must include in its proposed rates for legal
service .all overhead and profit.'.'
The RLIS Fonns and Proced ures Desk Book for Outside Counsel under the section entitled
"criteria for allowable fees and expenses" specifically states, "the means or method of
accomplishing the work .Providing the service must be appropriate (e.g., generally an attorney
should not perform the service if a paraJegal or a secretary can perform it as efficiently and
effectively at Jess expense or no expense). Also, th!! 'fee or cost charged should not represent
a service that is customarily included in the normal overhead or administrative expense of running
11
the firm. '
As a result of the condition noted, Brobeck was not in compliance with RTC guidance and
overbi1led RTC $2,335 for time incurred -on overhead activities.
·
Recommendation:
11.

We recommend that RTC disallow$ 2, 3 35 in unaJlowable billings for attorneys and
paralegals perfonning secretarial and derical tasks (questioned cost).

Auditee's Response
Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the eXit conference and ·stated
they would provide additional documentation supporting their position.
·

Auditor's Comments
Subsequent to the audit exit conference, Brobeck provided the. auditors additio.r:iaf inform'ation to
support its position. The documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the. queStioned

costs were reduced.
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Attorneys BiJJed for Paraleg:rl Function.s
We noted that Brobeck bilJed anorney time to RTC for paralegal tasks such as:

•

•
•

preparation of exhibit list
•
preparation of witness Hst
•
preparation of interrogatories (Fonn)

summarization of depositions
preparation of records rcquest(s)

These. tasks are . classified as comnion paralegal functions by our legal expert (Legalgard) and,
accordingly, are billable to RTC at the paralegal's rate structure and not at the attorney's rate
structure.
The RTC Guide For Outside Counsel states, "The overall objective of the Legaf Division as to
·
Iitigat1on is to obtain the best and earliest resolution at the lowest practicable cost."

The RLJS ·fonns and Procedures Desk Book for Outside Counsel under. the section entitled
"criteria · for · aJlowabJe fees and expenses" specifically states, "...the means or method of
accomplishing the work providing the service must be appropriate (e.g., generally an anorney
should not perform the service if a paralegal or a secretary can perform it as efficiently and
effectiveJy at less expense or no expense). Also, the 'fee or cost charged should not represent
a service that is customariJy included in the normal overhead or administrative expense of running
the finn. '"
As a result of the condition noted, Brobeck was not in compliance with RTC guidanc~ and
overbilled RTC $1,976 for time incurred by attorneys perfonning paralegal functions.
Rtcommen datioo:
12.

We recommend that RTC disa1Jow $1,976 for unaJJowable bmings for· attorneys
performing paraJegaJ-tasks (questioned cost).

Auditee's ·Response
Brobeck offiCials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference and stated
they would provide additional doc~entation supporting their position.
·

Auditor's C(!_mments
Subsequent to the audit ex.it conference, Brobeck provided the auditors additional information to
support its position. The documentation was reviewed, and .where appropriate, the questioned

costs were reduced..

·
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, PhJeger & Harrison

by RTC
· From January I , 1990 - December 31 , 1993

A Conflict of Jn_terest During-the Puiod Covered Under the LSA

We noted that Brobeck represented an RTC Legal employee, formally Deputy Region I Co

(b)(6)
(b)(6) .

r

the I

--u~;-;b~ same time that l~~~~~k~e~~~~:~e:;~~r:i;,~;"!c =c ~~~
8

IC . 0
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The employee was involved in the decision-making process as to the firms RTC would use to
handle its cases. Brobeck's attorneys spent a total of_300 hours on this case.between 199land.

1993.
The Representations and Certifications section of the LSA states, "Outside Co\insel represents,

warrants, agrees and covenants that;

~

.

~

f

. (i) "it · has no conflict with the interest of the RTC or the Federal ·Deposit- lnsurance
Corporation (FDIC) that has not been disclosed in writing to the RTC ·Division of Legal
Service.
(ii) Ji will advise the RTC D;vision of Legal .Service immediately of all conflicts or potential
conflicts that develop in the future."
·

Jf:.
'f

.

i
l

t

::
i!

t
~
~

j;

!

The RTC Guide for Outsjde Counsel states, "At aU time of its initial submission, the firm. must
discJose and describe the nature of any existing _ or . potential conflicts of interest ... Any
subsequent, actuaJ or potential conflict of intcrest·rnust be disclosed as soon as the firm learns
of its existence. If, in the Legal Division ' s opinion, an actual or potentia.J conflict exists, the firm
wiJl not be permitted to go forward with any representation of the RTC until the coriflict has been
resolved by the firm or waived by the Legal Division.
11

The RTC Guide for Outside Cotmsel further states,. "The RTC expects the highest · ethical
standards of Outside Counsel. Neither Outside Counsel nor any person associated with Outside
Counsel, shall provide any gift, gratuity, favor, entertainment, Joan or _other· thing of mqnetary
vaJue to any employee of the RTC.
11

·

The FDIC-LSA states, "You [Brobeck] represent, warrant and covenant that (i) your firm has no
conflict of interest with the interests of the FDIC or the Resolution Trust Corporation· that -has
not been disclosed in writing to the FDJC; (ii) you will advise us immediately.of all conflicts that

develop in the future .... "

' ,• .

[

f

I
!
'
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Legal Fees Paid to Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison
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The EDJC Guide for Outside Counsel also states, "Outside counsel must be free of conflicting
interests wiless we waive those conflicts in writing.: .. At the time of your initial submission you
must provide the Division with a list of all potentially conflicting interests. Subsequently, any
actual or potential conflict must be discussed with us as soon as you learn of its existence. If in
oill opinion an actual or potential conflict e)cists, you wm not be permitted to go forward with
your representation until the situation has been resolved by the Outside Counsel . Conflicts
Conunittee (OCCC) in the Legal Division."
Brobeck was in violation of the RTC-LSA at the time it signed the agreements; Additionally,
Brobeck was not fo compliance with the RTC and the FDIC Guidelines in relation to· conflict of
interest. Per the LSA, Brobeck should have stopped working on the RTC ca5es until this
siruation was resolved.
·
Recommendations;

· 13.

We recommend that RTC turn this case over to the OCCC so that the OCCC can make
a det~rmination as to whether this i.s an actual conflict. Should this situation be deemed
an actual conflict of interest, we also recommend that all fees paid to Brobeck during this
time period be disaJlowed due to non-·compliance with the LSA.

Auditee's Response -

Brobeck officials disagreed with the audit finding as presented at the exit conference and stated
that invoice.s for representing the RTC official were never paid and Brobeck had no objection to
providing the invoices and additional documentation supporting their position.
Auditor's Comments
Brobeck did not provide the auditors the additional documentation as it stated would be made
available. · Therefore, the finding remains as stated.
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VJ.

OTHER

~A TIERS

-

Lark of Adequate Docum rntation to -Support Resolution of Conflict of Interest
As part of our test of conflicts, we obtained "Brobeck's Audit Conflict History from RTC-OlG:
The history included a summary of 25 letters requesting waivers for conflicts of interest. Options
available to RTC included the granting of either an unconditional or conditional waiver, a denial.
·of waiver, or a ·determination that no conflict existed.·
·
We ~ked Brobeck to provide us \yjth source.documents related to the above conflicthistory, such
as Brobeck's request for waiver and RTC/FDJC response. However, we were unable. to
adequately verify 18 of the conflict waiver letters since source documents were not provided by

Brobeck; ·

·

The FDIC Outside Guide for Counsel states, "Outside counsel must be free of conflicting interests
unless
(FDIC] waive those conflicts in writing."

we

As a result of the condition noted, Bro beck may have been worlcing on cases where actual or
potential conflicts of interest existed. At the same time, the FDIC opinion was that there is a
potential conflicts and therefore, Brobeck should not be perrnined to go forward with the
representation until the situation has been resolved.

~

~
J
~
~
i;
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1:-egal Fees Paid to Brobeck, PhJeger & Harrison
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Frorn January 1, 1990 -: December 31 , 1993

Lark ·of Adfguate Documentation and Jnformation to Suppor1 Proper Case· Plans

As part of our case plan test, we selected 4 7 cases and obtained from Brobeck the case ·mes. Out
of 4 7 cases tested, we noted that certain case plans did ·not outline required infonnation and
various items
documentation were missing. The fol1owing summarized the mis~ing.

of.

information and documentation:

Jnformation Outline·
~reposed course of litjgation

Cases
Missing
.10

21

32

68

· Proposed alternative plan for

set1Jement

Approval_by RTCIFDIC

45

Cases·
Documentation Missing

Missing

Estimate of the value of claims

23

49

Estimate of legal fees and expenses

22

47

The date judgement or dismissal
is expected

39

83

Estimates of the probability
of suc:cess and c_ollection (%)

36

77

-~

The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel states, "Promptly upon commencement of a litigation .
assignment, Outside Counsel shall prepare a case plan that sets forth ihe strategy propoScd for
the successful pursuit and conclusion of the Jitjgation. The .case plan should outline the proposed
course of the Htigation.. .includ~ an alternative plan for settlement...lt is the responsil:?ility of the .
Outside Counsel to make certain that each case plan is appropriate and promptly provided. to the
responsible RTC Anomey for review and approval."
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From January l, 1990 - December 31, 1993

· In addition, the above mentioned Section states, "Outside Counsel involved in litigation also will
be required to .submit significant case information to the Legal Division. Such requested
information wiIJ include estimates of th~ value of the daim (or liability, if defensive litigation);
estimates of legal fees and expenses through. various stages of the case; the date judgement or.
dismissal is expected; and eS1imates of the probabilities of success and ultimate collec~ion, s~ted
·as percentages."

As a resuJt of the condition noted, Brobeck had been working on cases without. proper case
planning and budgeting that may have led to overbilling RTC or performing services in a noneffident manner.
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FDIC
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Legal Division
legal Operations Sedion/Oulside Couns~I Un~

550 17tn Streel, NW, H-10070, Washington, DC 20429

March 4, 1999

----------

(b)(6)-..___

David H. Loewenstein
Assistant Inspector General

MEMORANDUM TO;

-:-=-·-·
. . ..
~

:

c.::

..........................................

THROUGH:

..

.William.F,,J<roener, III
General Counsel

FROM:

Andre M. Doue
Counsel

SUBJECT:

Audit of Legal Fees Paid by the RTC to
The Law Firm of Brobeck Phleger & Harrison
(San Francisco, California)

_,

L':

This memorandum constitutes the Legal Division's response to both the Office of
Inspector General's f'OIG') draft: auditreport dated July 30, .1998 (Exhibit A) and the
law firm's response dated November 2, 1998 {Exhibit B). The audit report pertains to
invoices paid for work performed on behalf of the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC)
by the law firm of Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison ("BP&H"). 1 Owing to their voluminous
nature, the supporting schedules to the audit report are not included in the Exhibits.
The Inspector General's audit report inc'luded an examination of 148 RTC .
invoices totaling $6,142,377 which corresponds to approximately 51 % of the
$12,110,847 paid to the firm from January 1, 1990 through December 31, 1993. Of the
148 invoices, the auditors selected 80 RTC invoices greater than or equal to $25,000
totaling $5,803,871 and 68 invoices less than $251 000 totaling $338,506. After
adjustment by the OIG, the draft audit report identified 11 general areas of questioned
costs totaling $5,104,264 and broken down as follows: $4,880,917 in professional fees
1
It should be noted that the audit of Brobeck Phleger & Harrison and the drart audit report were done by
Mitchell & Titus, lLP ("MT''), a public accounting firm contracted by the RTC OIG. MT, in turn,
subcontracted the assessments of the reasonableness of the tees charged for professional services to

Legalgard,

Inc.

'The attachments referred to in the Legal Division's response are not included in this
appendix.
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and $223,347 in expenses. In response to the audit report, the law firm submitted a
comprehensive and detailed letter with supporting documentation addressing each
questioned cost and the OIG's recommendations and conclusions. The firm also
criticized the timing of the audit report, noting that the exit conference with Mitchell &
Titus occurred in July, 1995, but the draft audit report was not received untll three
years later.
In conducting the audit, the auditors performed certain procedures to verify
compliance with the firm's LSA. They also examined original documentation and
invoices for accuracy and to determine whether they were properly reimbursable. In
addition, the auditors undertook an examination of, among other things, a review of the
internal control system over billings, a review and an evaluation of the billing
procedures, a review of the LSA, and compliance and substantive testing to determine
whether the law firm's documentation adequately supported the bills whether the fees
charged by the firm were allowable and reasonable under the agreed terms. After
weighing the merits of the arguments presented by both sides, the Legal Division
determined that it will seek reimbursement from the law firm for the disallowed
amounts indicated below which total $93,289 and will pursue collection activities as
appropriate.
With this·background in mind, our condusions regarding each fin.ding and
recommendation and the law firm's response are set forth below.
Condition 1: Comouterized Time Sheets
The OIG questioned $4,619,956 in billings because the firm did not have original
time sheets to back its computer-generated time records. The auditors indicated that
the firm had informed them that the record-keeping system was one "in which the
original, uniform and verifiable entry was an electronic entry" rather than a hard-copy
entry on an original time sheet. The auditors indicated that the risk. of relying on
computer-generated time records was increased by two factors: "manually prepared
records being replaced by computer output and audit trails being eliminated or made
more difficult to follow." The auditors cautioned that the "lack of source input
documentation" prevented them from ascertaining whether the data was transmitted
correctly, whether all authorized transactions were processed without additions or
omissions, and whether "appropriate audit trails" existed. The auditors concluded that
t he absence of original source material to support the time entries and the elimination
of an "appropriate audit trail" created a deficiency in the Internal control structure of the
firm. Accordingly, they questioned .a.H professional time billed during the audit period
and recommended that the Legal Division disallow $4,885,098 net of amounts
questioned under other criteria. (That figure was later revised by the OIG to reflect a
net amount of questioned costs under this Condition totaling $4,619,956.)
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For its part, the firm explained that the original time sheets as "required by the
contracts have been retained by the firm-they are in electronic form- and appropriate
time adjustment records have .also been maintained. The Firm operates on a
computerized billing system with all necessary and appropriate safeguards to Insure
integrity and reliability. There is not even a hint or suggestion in the ITT draft report ·
that the Corporations were billed inappropriately or erroneously as a consequence of
the Firm's use of its computerized billing system."
In support of its position, the law firm argued that case law held that'
computerized records are "originals.'' FDIC and RTC guidelines did not require fee
counsel to use and retain original handwritten time sheets; and because the
Corporation received value for the services rendered, it cannot now raise a technicality
as justification for disallowing those fees. The firm argued that under the legal principle
of quantum merult, it is entitled to the fair value of the benefit conferred on the RTC.
The RTC guidelines in effect during the audit period did not require that the firm
use and retain handwritten time sheet entries, nor did they describe what records must
be generated and maintained or require that the firm establish a particular kind of
record-keeping system. On December 31, 1997, the Legal Division published its
electronic billing guidelines to address the types of concerns raised by the auditors.
These guidelines became effective for legal fees incurred on or after February 15, 1998.
Since the Legal Division's own policies during the audit period did not require the law
firm to maintain handwritten time sheets, nor did they specify internal controls for
electronic billing systems, we cannot impose on the firm requirements that were not
present when the legal services were rendered. Accordingly, the Legal Division
will not disallow any questioned costs under this recommendation.
Condition 2: Professional Fees Billed tor Individuals Without Prior Written
Aooroval
The OIG questioned $201, 183 of costs for professional fees on RTC matters that
were billed for professionals who were not listed on the firm's LSA. 2 In its report, the
OIG quoted from the RTC Gulde for Outside counsel which states the following:
[T)he firm also must provide a matrix that identifies all attorneys and paraprofessionals the firm offers to provide services to the Corporation, and which
sets forth, for each attorney and paraprofessional, the following: (1) state
licenses; (2) particular area(s) of expertise; (3) years of practice; (4) time with

2

MT assessed the questioned costs under thiS Condition at $203,578, but the OIG reduced that amount
to $201,183.
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the firm; (5) status within the firm as partner or shareholder, senior associate,
associate or paraprofessional; (6) billable rates in accordance with the firm's
usual rate structure ....
Furthermore, the auditors pointed out that the firm's LSA with the FDIC and RTC
indicates that "The schedules [fee matrix of firm's employees which sets forth the
hourly rates for each attorney and para-professional in the Firm who is to work on FDIC
and RTC matters] are an integral part of this Agreement and can only be amended with
the written consent of the RTC Division of Legal Services." The auditors argued that
formal written approval was not only required under the LSA, but was "critical in
facilitating RTC's supervising attorneys' oversight role." The underlying basis for
questioning these fees is the auditors' concern for quality control to ensure that all
employees working for outside counsel firms.are qualified and have been properly
evaluated by the RTC.
In its response, the law firm admitted that "[s)ome work was done by the Firm
with less than complete technical compliance with timekeeper 'pre-approval'
requirements (such as the requirement that timekeepers be listed in an addendum to
an L.SA)." However, it also pointed out that this work was performed "with no objection
by the clients," and added the following comment:
We worked for years under circumstances in which our people pitched in
as needed to help the RTC with no complaint or objection by those at the
Corporation supervising our work. The draft report does not suggest or allege
that the time spent by these timekeepers was inappropriate, nor does it suggest
or allege that the rates charged for their services was inappropriate. The draft
report does not suggest that fair value was not delivered (judgments of this type
are beyond the expertise of financial auditors). There has been no claim or
showing that the fair value of the time spent by "unauthorized" timekeepers was
anything other than the face amount billed. There is no evidence or showing
that the charges for legal service covered by this recommendation were in any
way inflated. No part of this challenged ti~e should be disallowed ....
... Alternatively, OIG should state what it believes to be the fair and reasonable
.value of the time spent by the timekeepers in question. A blanket position that
nothing should be paid-even though valuable services were provided-is unfair,
wrong, and contrary to law, including principles of quantum meruit.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel was developed to ensure that the RTC
obtained "the very best quality legal services in a professional, timely, efficient and
cost-effective manner." General Counsel Gerald L. Jacobs explained in his Introduction
to the ~ that the Guide "sets forth the major policies and procedures governing the
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- 5Legal Division's relationship with Outside Counsel, as well as expresses what
expectations we have of all counsel engaged to assist us." The General Counsel
concluded his message to outside counsel with the following comment:
RTC's Outside Counsel are obligated to conform to the requirements set forth in
this Guide. It is an integral part of the RTC's Legal Services Agreement, and
every attorney we employ is expected to read and retain a copy of it for constant
reference.
ln addition, the Guide itself reinforces the General Counsel's position that the
is an integral component of the contract for legal services entered into between
the firm and the RTC by expressing the following policy:

~

It [the ~ is an integral part. of the agreement under which attorneys are
engaged to represent the RTC and governs all such engagements... .It also
outlines the procedures to be followed by Outside Counsel who seek to be
retained by the Legal Division, sets forth the major requirements for retention,
and describes the Legal Division's expectations of Outside Counsel once they are
retained.
Please circulate this Guide to every attorney, paraprofessional and technician in
your firm involved in providing services to the RTC, all of whom should read and
maintain familiarity with it
Moreover, the~ provides the following:
Outside Counsel is required to charge the same rates for all matters it handles on
behalf of the RTC within a particular geographical area. The rates charged by
Outside Counsel shall be the lowest of the fee schedules contained in the Legal
Services Agreement ("LSA") or of the rates negotiated with any RTC office for
any similar matter.
The September 28, 1990 LSA addresses the issue of unauthorized billers in th€
following manner under Section 3 (Rate Structure):
The hourly rates for each attorney and paraprofessional in the Firm who is to
work on FDIC matters is set forth on the Rate structure, attached hereto as
Exhibit C and incorporated herein by this reference. Personnel may be added to
the list, but only by written mutual agreement of the Firm and the FDIC.
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The May 5, 1992 LSA which the firm entered into with the RTC provides as
follows concerning this issue :
Outside Counsel represents, warrants, agrees and covenants that...(iii) each of
the attorneys and paraprofessionals it employs has reviewed, understands and
agrees to act strictly in compliance with all provisions, requirements and policies
(including statutory and regulatory provisions) identified in the~
Moreover, the February 1, 1992 FDIC LSA is also dear on the issue that changes
must be made only with the written consent of the Legal Division. Therefore, the firm
was on notice of this requirement, at least on the FDIC side. That LSA provided:
Your firm agrees to provide legal services in accordance with the fee and hourly
rate structure (for each attorney and paraprofessional assigned to work on FDIC
matters) set forth on the attached schedule(s), which may be amended only by
written consent of the Legal Division.
The firm was under a contractual obligation to obtain written approval from the
RTC before it engaged any additional personnel to work on RTC matters. As pointed
out above, the policies of the Legal Division are clear on this issue. The Legal Division
examined all of the questionable invoices where individuals billed for their services
without being listed on the LSA and without prior written approval from the Division. I n
the absence of information required by the Guide, such as years in practice and usual
hourly billing rates, the Legal Division has determined that it will ratify the rates of the
affected individuals at the lowest approved rate for a professional in their category
(e.g., attorneys, paralegals, etc.).
Jn reaching a fair and reasonable solution to the issues raised In this Condition,
the Legal Division reviewed the billable rate of all of the firm's employees who were not
authorized to work on RTC matters. These employees included attorneys billing at
various rates, case assistants, paralegals, and a separate category employee titled
"Other." ln determining the allowable rate for each category of employee, the Legal
Division approved the rate for that professional at the lowest agreed billlng rate as it
appears on the various agreements signed with the firm, the 1/24/90 FDIC letter to
Brobeck, the 9/ 18/90 I.SA, the 2/1/92 LSA, or the 5/ 5/ 92 LSA, depending on the date of
the invoice where unauthorized billers appea r (please see attached Exhibit "C" (matrix
of unauthorized billers)).

of

. For example, where it appears that an unauthorized billing attorney r=lbilledat
$195 per hour during the month of June, 1991, we ratified that attorney's #a'reit the
lowest agreed billing rate for attorneys on the 9/28/ 90 LSA .and as specified in the
1/24/90 FDI C letter to the firm. The lowest rate in that case is $105 per hour for

............J.~.H.?.L
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attorneys as indicated in those agreements. Consequently, the Legal Division ratified
this particular attorney's rate at $105 per hour and disallowed the additional $90 per
hour which was not approved or agreed to by the RTC. In addition, the fees of
categories of employees who were listed as "others" on the firm's bills, but who were
not listed as a category of employee in the agreements during the period in question,
were not ratified and their billable hours were disallowed in their entirety.3
Similarly, where it appeared that the employee in question billed at a rate equal
to the lowest agreed billing rate for that category of employee, the employee's rate was
ratified and no amount from his or her billable hours was disallowed. For example,
where an attorney billed at $200 per hour during the month of April, 1992, that rate
was equal to the agreed billing rate for attorneys on the fee matrix attached to the
5/5/92 LSA and, therefore, her rate was ratified and approved for payment4 since it
equaled the agreed billing rate for attorneys as listed on the agreements during the
period of services in question. s

(b )(6)

(b )(6)

3:pse amp~nts totaled $677.50 and consisted of the billings of four different individuall

-1--=-

rnHH-1

H

_tvhose category of work was not included in any agreement during the peri of seMces
un er review and whose names are not listed under any other category on the fee matrix. However,
where it appeared that an employee's name under the category of "Other" also appeared as a paralegal
on the fee matrix attached to the 5/5/92 LSA and where it could be ascertained that that individual billed
at an agreed paralegal rate, that employee's billable rate and billings at that rate were approved for
payment. For example, please see the billable rate of [MKS] who was listed as "Other" but who appears
as a paralegal on the fee matrix attached to the 5/5/92 LSA and who billed at an agreed paralegal rate.

4
fO.Le.:X:!ll.1JP.le,P.l~ase.see.. thebiUablerateGfr=-l.vho billed in April, 1992 for 55.10 hours but whose
rate of $200 per hour equaled the agreed billtrig'rate for attorneys on the fee matrix attached to the
5/5/92 LSA.
$ The rate for paralegals also was ratified at $85 per hour because this was the agreed billing rate for
paralegals as listed on the fee matrix of the LSA dated 5/5/92. Since rriost of the unauthorized paralegals
billed at the same rate as the authorized paralegals identified on the LSA, no amount from the billable
fees of the unauthorized billers was disallowed. We found two paralegals whose billed rate was less than
the agreed upon rate for paralegals on the fee matrix attached to the 5/5/92 LSA. We ratified their rate
at the rate billed to the RTC, in this case $50 rather than $85. We applied the same analysis to case
assistants whose billing rate was equal to the agreed billing rate for case assistants on the 9/28/90 LSA
and as specified in the 1/24/90 FDIC letter to the firm. The case assistant rate was ratified at the rate
billed to the RTC since It corresponded with the agreed billing rate of case assistants in general.

0
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Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow the amounts in excess of
the lowest LSA rate for those categories of employees listed on the attached
Exhibit "C". Those amounts total $28,315.25. The remaining questioned
costs are ratified. 6
Condition 3: Photocopying Charged in Excess of Actual Costs

The auditors questioned $124,070 for photocopying costs charged to the RTC at
a higher rate per page than the maximum rate allowable by the RTC. The auditors
reference the FDIC LSA dated September 28, 1990 which provides that "FDIC will pay
for photocopying at actual cost, which will generally not exceed $.15 per page."
In its response, the firm indicated the following:
Our various contracts with FDIC and RTC employed several different
standards for photocopy expense....
Before September 28, 1990, there was no overarching written fee
agreement on FDIC or RTC work. Cases and matters were assigned to the Firm
on an ad hoc basis. Our normal billing rates were applied, as modified by
specific agreements between the parties. As to photocopy expense, our August
8, 1989 letter from Mr. [BJ to [FLSJ, FDIC Deputy Regional Counsel, explained
that our photocopy rates were $.20 and $.22 cents per page, depending upon
which Firm office was involved. These were the rates charged until we entered
into an LSA on September 28, 1990. That LSA covered both FDIC and RTC
work.
A letter to FLS dated August 8, 1989 did, in fact, exist in Legal Division files.
That letter provided the following regarding copying:
The firm charges 20 cents per page (22 cents per page in Los Angeles) for
copying, which represents our cost and does not include a profit mark·up or
administrative surcharge. The firm provides copying as a necessary service to its
cHents but it does not view copying as a profit creating activity.
On September 28, 1990, the firm signed an LSA with the FDIC which also
covered the RTC. This agreement provided the following in connection with
photocopying:
~ Since the General Counsel has complete delegated authority regarding the hiring and paying of outside
counsel with respect to issues raised by the report, his signing of this memorandum should be deemed a
ratification or approval of billing rates to the extent indicated herein.
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FDIC will pay for photocopying at actual cost, which will generally not exceed
$.1 5 per page. When economically feasible, large copying projects should be
sent out to a copying service. Clerical time for photocopying will not be paid.
Thereafter, the RTC signed an LSA with the firm on May 5, 1992 which
incorporated the RTC's position vis-a-vis photocopying. The RTC's guidelines on this
issue were set forth in the February, 1992 RTC Guide for Outside Counsel and provide
the following:
Charges for photocopying shall be at the firm 's actual cost, not to exceed eight'
cents per page, unless supported by a cost study. Copying projects where
volume w!IJ generate substantial savings should be sent to outside vendors when
practicable. As with all costs for supplies and services, the Legal Division looks
to local commercial rates as .a benchmark.
Accordingly, the law firm 's photocopying charges for'the audit period were
governed by three different agreements. Prior to the first LSA, the Legal Division
allowed the firm to bill for photocopying at $.20 per page (or $.22 per page if the Los
Angeles office was used). This agreement remained in effect for a period of nine
months during the audit period at which time the first LSA took effect on September 28,
1990. As indicated earlier, the first LSA reduced the photocopying charge to actual
cost, generally not to exceed $.15 per page. The Legal Division customarily allowed
firms to bill at this maximum rate until publication of t he RTC Guide in February 1992,
which further reduced the photocopying charges to $.08 per page.
In addition, the firm provided the auditors with a cost study to support the rate
charged for photocopying. The cost study provided an· explanation from the firm as to
the amount it charged for photocopying. In its analysis of these expenses the firm
made the following ·four points:

1. "Through 9/20/90, the firm 's contract with RTC/FDIC provided for 20 cents or
22 cents per page, depending on the firm office involved ....Although the selected
invoices before 10/31/90 generally did not state the number of pages copied, It is clear
that the charges before 10/31/90 were at those rates'."
2. "As is apparent from the data displayed (in the cost study), there was a brief
period of time after the RTC/FDIC LSA took effect in which photocopy charges were
made at the 'old' ra tes. It is also apparent that the rates were reduced to $.15 per
page beginning April 30, 1991. The total 'excess' above 15 cents per page from
10/31/90 through 3/31/91 is $8,241.64."
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3. "It appears that there was a brief period after the new RTC LSA became
effective (on February 1, 1992) during which some copying was charged at the 'old'
rate of $.15 per page. The total 'excess' above 8 cents per page is $4,371.99."
4. " Virtually all per page charges calculated from the face of the invoices were at
8 cents beginning July 31, 1992 and it is therefore apparent that the per page charge
was almost certainly 8 cents in those instances where the invoice did not state the
number of pages copied. The total of post-July 31, 1992 charges in 'excess' of $.08 per
page was $139.72 ."

In addition, the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel which was published In February,
1992 became effective, for all practical purposes, on March 1, 1992. That~
reduced the rate for photocopying charges to $.08 per page, and since all LSAs are
subject to the bllfing information and changes as incorporated in the ~' the new
rate for photocopying would have taken effect on March 1, 1992. However, the firm
did not factor in this fact in its analysis, and as a result it improperly calculated the
photocopying rate at $.15 per page until May 5, 1992, the effective date of the RTC
LSA, rather than the correct rate of $.08 per page as of March 1, 1992. Consequently,
the firm overstated the amount calculated per page by $.07 for 15,719 copies or for a
total overbilled amount of $1,100.33.
We agree with the firm as to charges prior to 9/28/90, the date of the first LSA.
Thereafter, the firm was permitted to charge $.15 per page until March 1, 1992
(effective date of the RTC Guide) when a rate of $.08 per page became effective.

Based on the foregoing, it appears that the law firm overcharged the RTC
$13,853.68 in photocopying expenses.
Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow $13,853.68 under this
Condition and will demand reimbursement from the firm for this amount.
Condition 4: Supporting Documentation Missing for Paid Exoenses
The auditors questioned $74,277 in expenses where the Jaw firm did not provide
original documentation as back-up for the billings it submitted to the RTC. The draft
audit report Indicated that the auditors had selected a sample of 148 invoices paid by
the RTC for testing and asked the law firm to provide original "source documentation.''
The auditors added that, "[aJll items billed should be supported by adequate
documentation, such as original invoices. The documentation should be retained and
available for review to establish the validity and reasonableness of amount billed."
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The law firm responded by indicating the following:

1!

The draft report asserts that documentation for the questioned items could not
be located Qr was "not appropriate." Only one example of "inappropriate"
documentation is listed-charges for photocopying with no listing on the invoice
of the number of copies made [footnote omitted). The draft report takes the
position that only " original" backup is acceptable. Otherwise, it is impossible to
ascertain what documentation was deemed by MT to be "inappropriate."

\

~

~

The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel provides that, "Outside Counsel is required to
retain copies of all bills and underlying documentation, including original time sheets
and other time and expense adjustment records for four ye.ars after payment."· The
LSA dated September 28, 1990 states the following regarding this issue, "[T)h~ Firm
shall. keep all of its billing records for at least three years.from billing date. The Firm
shall permit FDIC to conduct an audit or review of the Firm's billing procedures. Firm
further agrees to provide additional Information concerning its billing procedures and
practices and other reports which the FDIC may request without charge."
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The firm also pointed out that what is considered "appropriate" is not necessarily
an "original" invoice. The requirement Imposed on firms was to retain copies of all bills
and supporting material, which the firm appears to have clone. The firm ·atso
maintained that, "[t]here is no legitimate basis for MT to rewrite our FDIC contracts so
as to impose a requirement for maintaining 'original' vendor bills when the contract
explicitly approves retention of copies of those bills."

(b)(4),(b)(6)

The Legal Division reviewed the auditors' workpapers to determine if, in fact, the
firm submitted receipts for the expenses for which they claimed reimbursement. RTC
invoice Number 917267, dated Septe~~er 30. 1992. references the following expense:
, ..__Jlatebilfed ..8/0.6/92,_$57,.N.O.W-Cour..ier-, _
date incurred
07/09/92. A copy of a receipt in that amount appears in the voluminous documentation
considered by the auditors under this Condition. The date and the pick-up instructions
appear identical to those referenced in the invoice. Similarly, RTC invoice Number
917267, dated September 30, 1992, references the following expense: date billed
8/28/92, $35, NOW Legal Systems, and described further as 1
- -l a..UJ.Jited
States District Court, 08/03/92." A copy of this receipt by NOW Legal Systems exists in
the workpapers for the exact amount and date in question.
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(b)(4),(b)(6)
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The Legal Division's position vis-a-vis this Condition is that copies of receipts

are acceptable substitutes for the original. Absent evidence of fraud or
misrepresentation a copy is valid proof of the payment of this expense. The auditors
combine both the unsupported expenses and the expenses that are backed by copies
under this category. However, the Legal Division's position has been that copies of
originals are sufficient to demonstrate payment of the underlying expense.
The firm identified, however, certain items for which it did not provide any
documentation, either becaus~ they could not be located or because the time
constraints in responding to the audit prevented the firm from addressing this matter.
As a result, the firm uncovered several items (totaling $5,459) for which documentation
could not be located. As indicated above, all reimbursable expenses must be backed up
by sufficient evidence of payment to justify reimbursement. In this case, by the firm's
own admission, no receipts of any kind existed that would explain the payment of these
expenses. Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow the amount
corresponding to the expenses having no back-up documentation. That
amount totals $5,459.
·

Condition 5: Payment for Professional Fees and Expenses That Were
Partially Disallowed by RTC
The OIG questioned $2,913 (originally $15,140 per MT) in professional fees and
expenses "that were either unallowable by the LSA and the incorporated guidance or
required additional information to be submitted by Brobeck to the Legal Divisions."
Those questioned costs were identified through the review of 35 exception letters
issued by the RTC and FDIC. The law firm addressed all but 7 of these letters and
resolved any residual issue remaining. However, the 7 exception letters representing
13 invoices that were paid in full by the RTC had not been resolved. Consequently, the
OIG recommended that the FDIC obtain a refund of the amount that had previously
been disallowed for fees and expenses totaling $2,913.
The law firm did not contest this finding and agreed to accept the
recommendation to disallow $2,913 under this Condition. Accordingly, the Legal
Division will disallow $2,913 and will demand reimbursement from the firm
for this amount.
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Condition 6; Review All Other Exception Letters As They Relate to Condition 5
The auditors also recommended.that the Legal Division review all other
exception letters that were not examined under Condition 5 and which came about as a
result of the accelerated payment program in place at the RTC in the early 1990s. The
auditors recommended that the Legal Division determine the amount of funds
inappropriately paid to the firm and request a refund of those funds.
The Legal Division does not agree that a review of all exception letters is called
for at thls time. Such a review would not be cost-effective and any likely benefit would
be purely speculative. It should be pointed out also that the auditors were in the best
position to examine any other outstanding exception letters at the time of the audit.
Furthermore, the OJG reduced the amount originally questioned per MT under
Condition 5 from $15,140 to $2,913. It appears that this reduction was effectu ated
because, as indicated in the workpapers, " [s]ubsequent to the audit exit conference,
Brobeck provided the auditors additional information to support its position. [Brobeck's]
documentation was reviewed, and where appropriate, the questioned costs were
reduced." Because of the significant reduction in the questioned amount, it appears
that the OIG did not consider an expansion of this inquiry beyond the 35 exception
letters sampled by the auditors to be cost-effective.

Accordingly, the Legal Division does not believe that a review of all
other exception letters would result in a credible determination of overpayment and, therefore, will not undertake such a review.
Condition 7: Professional Fees Billed in Excess of LSA Approved Rates and
Aooroval Letters
The auditors questioned $29,824 for professional fees that were ''up to $60 per
hour higher than allowed by prevailing contract rates for 20 professionals.'' The 01G
argued that law firms must charge for legal services in accordance w ith the schedule of
fees and the hourly rate structure found in the LSA. The OIG cites the LSA as a basis
for questioning these fees. The pertinent parts of the September 28, 1990 LSA provide
as follows:
The hourly rates for each attorney and paraprofessional in the Firm who is to
work on FDIC matters is set forth on the Rate Structure, attached hereto as
Exhibit C and incorporated herein by this reference. Personnel may be added to
the list, but only by written mutual agreement of the Firm and the FDIC.
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The May 5, 1992 LSA confirms this position and allows that:
Outside Counsel agrees to provide legal. services in accordance with the hourly
rates or alternative rate structures (for each attorney and paraprofessional
assigned to work on FDIC matters) set forth on the attached schedules. The
schedules are an integral part of this Agreement and can only be amended with
the written consent of the RTC Division of Legal Services.
In addition, the February, 1992 RTC Guide for Outside Counsel provides that :
i

The Legal Division generally enters into a two-year LSA. Absent compelling
reasons, no increase in the fee or rate schedule will be permitted during the term
of the LSA.
The FDIC Guide for Outside Counsel, published in December, 1991, takes a similar
position:

[T]he Division will contact you to negotiate the proposed fee schedule attached
to the LSA that you executed and submitted with your application materials. The
Division generally enters into a two·year LSA. Absent compelling reasons, no
increase in the fee or rate schedule attached to the LSA will be permitted during
·
its term.
The law firm responded to the auditors' recommendations by indicating that for a
period of time from July 1991 through January 1992, "a flrmwlde rate adjustment was
renected in RTC billings with no corresponding change In the LSA. But, some portion of
this gross amount has already been refunded by the Firm." However, the firm did not
provide any evidence that it refunded the amounts overbilled. It cited various reasons,
such as the passage of time and the expense involved In researching these matters, as
mitigating reasons for not submitting the necessary back-up documentation.
As indicated above, the contractual agreements entered into between the firm
. and the RTC make it clear that no increase in the rate structure would be permitted,
unless by written mutual agreement or because of compelling reasons. The firm did
not provide any letter granting it authorization to increase Its rates, nor did it provide
any explanation that would justify an increase in the rate beyond what was
contractually agreed to in the LSA matrix. Accordingly, the Legal Division will
disallow the entire amount under this Condition totaUng $29,824, but will
reconsider its decision if the firm provides adequate documentation showing
RTC approval of an increase in the approved rates.
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Condition 8: Other Unallowable Professional Fees

I

The auditors questioned $22,729 in unallowable professional fees billed for tasks
which the auditors considered either excessive or routine in nature and which should
have been absorbed by the firm. These costs are broken down as follows: $21,530 for
excessive review/revision of documents (e.g., ATS memo, loan flies regarding
directors), and $1,199 for research of conflict/preparation of bills, budget and status
reports.

MT control number 48 of invoice number 1006728 identifies fifteen (15) entries
that are circled in red by the auditors and that are marked either "DIS" or "Excessive".
Of the fifteen (15) entries, thirteen (13) are marked "Excessive". These entries refer to
a directors' and officers' liabllity case stemming out of the failure of Westport Federal
Savings Bank, which the firm worked on between August; 1992 and February, 1993.
The majority of these entries took place from January 7, 1993 to February 23, 1993 and
are described generally as "review and revise Authority to Sue Memorandum" and
"review and analyze loan files regarding officers. u Three attorneys appear to have
worked on and off on the memorandum throughout this period of time for a total of
. 141.25 hours at an hourly rate ranging from $85 per hour to $200 per hour. The Legal
· Division does not consider this an excessive number of hours to work on a major
document that weighs the merits of the case for the in-house lawyers to determine
whether or not filing suit is appropriate under the circumstances.
In general, preparing the groundwork for a suit against the directors and officers
requires an enormous investment in time and effort. As part of its analysis, the firm
needs to spend a considerable amount of time identifying the defendants, quantifying
the amount of damages sustained by the bank, and examining legal issues that could
be raised in a trial. Accordingly, spending 141.25 hours in the preparation of an
authority to sue memo, which becomes the linchpin in the filing of the complaint in a
complex case, does not appear inordinately high. Therefore, no disallowances will
be taken under this category of questioned costs.
The remaining questioned costs under this Condition are for routine overhead
matters that should have been absorbed by the firm as a )Jsary component of doing
business. For example, on 8/13/92 and 8/18/92 attorney ······· billedforthefollowing·······
work as described In the invoice: "Dralt letter to (RTC sta attorney) regarding hourly
rates in RTC·Westport Federal Savings Bank matter" and "Read fax engagement letter
from [RTC staff attorney] regarding RTC·Westport Federal Savings Bank matter." This
work appears to be directed toward the preparation of bills or routine status reports.

. . . . .~.~J(?.L.
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The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel provides the following guideline on this
issue:
The Legal Division considers its reporting and billing requirements to be part of
the cost of doing business with the RTC, and as a general rule will not pay
OutSide Counsel for the time expended on the preparation of bills and routine

reports.
In its response, the law firm conceded the following:
There is a challenge of some time spent on conflict research, bill
preparation and client status reporting ($1,199). We believe a fair resolution of
these items would be $1,000, and we ask that the draft report be revised so as
to make the total for this category no more than $1,000.
However, the Guide is clear on this point. The RTC will not pay for routine tasks
that are normally absorbed by the firm and considered as an overhead expense related
to conducting business. Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow the entire
amount under this category totaling $1,199.
Condition 9: Other Unallowable Expenses

The auditors questioned $17,803 in unallowable expenses charged to the RTC for
the following three (3) categories: postage charges ($187); overhead charges
($ 13,275); and travel charges ($4;341). The auditors base this recommendation on the
guidelines set forth in the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel which provide that, "The firm
must include in its proposed rates for legal services all 'overhead' and 'profit'."
Postage Charges
In its response, the firm conceded the charge for postage, but argued that the
remaining amounts under the travel and overhead categories are appropriate charges
"for matters of the type involved here." Since the firm accepted the OIG's
recommendation concerning the postage charges, we will not address this issue further.
Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow $187 under this category.
Overhead Charges
A representative sample of the questioned charges was reviewed. The largest
entries in the "overhead" category can be broken down essentially into two types of
bills: appraisal fee and supplies. MT control number 213 of Invoice number 853761
includes a bill dated December 19, 1991 for $4,908.25 from R.E. Analysjs, Inc. of Irvine,
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California for an appraisal performed by this firm. The invoice, In at least two different
places, indicates that the appraisal was approved by the RTC in·house lawyer [MS).
The appraisal was performed as part of a bankruptcy case that arose out of the failure
of Mercury S&L of Huntington Beach, CA, and was undertaken to determine the value
of a property in Santa Ana. This information obtained from the appraisal was then used
in the litigation. From the auditors' notes, it appears that the sole reason for
questioning this expense is because the auditors did not "see [the] original approval
from [the] RTC. " Clearly, this is not an expense that is normally thought of as
"overhead" in nature. The appraisal was undertaken on behalf of and for the benefit of
the client as well as this particular case which the firm was engaged to handle.
The other charges under the general rubric of "overhead" expenses are for
supplies. The charging of normal office supplies that are incidental to doing business is
not a reimbursable expenditure since those expenses are normal and necessary to the
successful operation of a law firm. In that connection, the RIC Guide for Outside
Counsel provides the following guidance:
The firm must include in its proposed rates for legal services all "overhead" and
"profit". The RTC does not pay for the following: secretarial or clerical overtime
(unless such overtime is requested by an RTC Attorney or occasioned by an
emergency situation created by the Corporation); charges for word processing or
computer time (except actual charges for Westlaw or Lexis); time devoted to the
.preparation of bills or routine status reports; or markups on any supplies or
services procured from third parties .. .. As with all costs for supplies and services,
the Legal Division looks to local commercial rates as a benchmark.
However, supplies that are specially purchased and used exclusively in the
prosecution of a case cannot be categorized as routine supplies purchased by the firm
to engage in the practice of law. These particular supplies, identified by the auditors,
are unique and were purchased for the purpose of organizing the documentation in a
case stemming out of the failure of HomeFed Bank. For example, binders were
purchased by the firm to send to interested parties outlining the interrelationships
between HomeFed Bank and Home Capital Corporation. On June 25, 1992, the firm
purchased 60 binders from Kosman Supplies at a unit cost of $18.95 for a total price
with tax of $1,233.65. These binders were drop-shipped to San Diego where the firm
attorneys in charge of the case were working and where Home Capital Corporation was
headquartered. These expenses are extraordinary expenses related to the purchase of
specific supplies related to the case, and are not typical office supplies that a.firm would
purchase in the conduct of its business such as paper, pens, computer disks, and the
like. The firm would not have purchased these relatively expensive binders but for the
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need that arose to use them in this case. Based on our review of the sampled
charges, no disallowances w ill be made under the subcategory of "overhead"
expenses.
Travel Charges
The auditors also questioned $4,341 in travel and entertainment expenses that
are not permitted under the Guide. The applicable sections of the Guide provide the
following guidance on the issue of travel and entertainment expenses:
Hotel accommodations must be moderately priced, as expenses for luxury hotels
or special services are not reimbursable .... Outside Counsel will be provided
evidence that they are traveling on official business for the RTC so that they may
avail themselves of such discounts, and will be expected to make every effort to
obtain the lowest rate available.
If business is conducted during a meal, appropriate time charges may be made
at normal hourly rates. Charges for food, beverages and the like will not be
reimbursed by the RTC unless an attorney ls in travel status and is away from
the home office overnight. In that instance, the RTC will reimburse all
subsistence expenses at RTC standard per diem rates.
The expenses questioned by the auditors under this sub-category include such
unauthorized personal expenditures as laundry service at hotels, room movie at hotels,
health club charges, soda and juice charges, mini·bar purchases in hotel rooms, and
unreasonable room service charges. These expenditures are not permitted under the
Guide and will be disallowed.
Jn addition, the firm billed for meals during working sessions. In one example,
the firm billed $117.18 from Waiters on Wheels for what appears to be a group lunch.
The~ does not permit the reimbursement of expenses related to working lunches
since each individual at the working lunch would be permitted to blll separately for his
or her per diem expenses while in travel status. Therefore, an individual who receives a
per diem allowance in addition to a subsidized lunch would obtain a benefit that is not
authorized under the controlling provisions of the~. Consequently, all of the
travel expenses questioned by the auditors and totaling $4,341 will be
disallowed.
Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow for postage and travel and
entertainment charges and will demarid reimbursement for the full amount
totaling $4,528 under this Condition.
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Condition 10: Legal Research {Westlaw. Lexis) Billed Above the Actual Cost
The auditors questioned $7,197 in expenses billed to the RTC for research
{computer time) at a rate that reflected a 50 percent markup above the actual cost to
the firm during the period covered under the review (1990 through 1993). As indicated
above, the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel is clear on this issue. The ~ provides
that the Legal Division will not pay for "charges for word processing or computer time
(except actual charges for Westlaw or Lexis).... "
In its response, the law firm accepted the OIG's recommendation to disallow
$7,197 "subject only to confirmation that these charges fall within the pertinent statute
of limitations." Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow these charges and
will demand reimbursement for the full amount totaling $7,197 under this
Condition.

Condition 11: Attorneys and Paralegals Billed Fees for Secretarial Functions
The auditors questioned $2,336 in fees billed to the RTC for services performed
by attorneys and paralegals that could have been performed by secretaries at a
reduced rate or considered as "overhead" which would have been absorbed by the firm
as the cost of doing business. The auditors classified the following functions as
administrative or clerical in nature and not chargeable to the RTC: photocopying
documents, organizing documents, organizing documents for storage, supervising file
organization, filing and refiling, collating documents, and processing vendor bills.
Jn its response, the firm indicated the following:
We have reviewed the Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison charges which the
draft report questions. These charges reflect two judgment calls-first by the
attorney performing and recording time for the service (rather than delegating to
a secretary) and second by the oversight attorney (employed by the client) who
reviewed and approved the bills. That review and approval process occurred in a
context-rich setting, and there is no substantial basis for second guessing the
charges years a~er they occurred. This is especially true when, as is the case
here, the persons involved at the FDJC and at Brobeck are no longer readily
available for comment or explanation.
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(b )(6)

The bulk of these questionable charges appears on one invoice and totals
$1,725. 7 MT control number 85 of invoice number 818255 describes seven (7) entries
. . . .b.Y. .paralegalE:Jcharging an hourly rate of $85 per hour, which the auditors
considered secretarial in nature. The work was undertaken during a period beginning
on September 3, 1991 to September 20, 1991 for a total of 20.30 hours of billable time.
The entries are described either as "Preparation of witness binders" or "Preparation of
witness binders for depositions."
It appears from the invoice that shortly after the preparation of these binders,
the firm began a concentrated effort to take a number of depositions. It would not be
unreasonable to ask a paralegal to prepare binders for depositions. Each binder would
be specifically geared to a particular witness with the corresponding exhibits. A
paraprofessional would be in a better position than a secretary to determine which
exhibit to' included in the binder and to have each binder "custom-made" for each
prospective witness. This is not a job for a secretary, but is one better handled by a
paraprofessional who has a full command of the issues.

MT control number 89 of invoice number 836499 billed by attorne{:Jatan
hourly rate of $210 on November 19, 1991 for .60 hours for a billable fee of $126 is
described in the fee bill as follows: "Prepare notice of lodging interrogatory responses
for November 20, 1991 status conference." This is clearly not a function that could be
performed by a secretary. It was appropriate for an attorney to have prepared this
notice and to have billed for it.
Based on our general review of the underlying entries that make up this
Condition, the Legal Division does not believe that any of the work in question should
have been performed by a secretary. Accordingly, no disallowances will be taken
for any of the expenses described under this Condition.
Conditjon 12: Attorneys Billed for Paralegal Functions
The auditors questioned $1,976 in fees billed by attorneys for tasks which could
have been performed at a reduced cost by paralegals. Those tasks included:
preparation of exhibit list, preparation of witness list, preparation of interrogatories
(Form), summarization of depositions, and preparation of records request.
Furthermore, the auditors indicated that these tasks are "classified as common
paralegal functions" by Legalgard, the auditors' legal experts, and, therefore, should
have been billed at the lower paralegal rate rather than the attorney rate.
I

1
The amount originally questioned by the auditors was $4,263, but was reduced to $1,725 prior to
issuance of the draft audit report when the firm provided the auditors additional information to support ·
Its position.

(b )(6)

·································
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The law firm, In turn, objected to the subjective judgments underlying the
questioned items in this Condition. Jn its response, the firm pointed to the following:
Each of the questioned items reflects decision making, by experts who were
closely involved with the problem at the time, about appropriate staffing and
allocation of resources. An a~er-the-fact review by an auditor not familiar with
t he exigencies existing when the work was done is an especially poor vehkle for
review. Great deference should be given to the fact that the bills were reviewed
and approved by a client representative who was fully familiar with both the
requirement that the representation be efficient and with the facts and ·
clrcumstances of the particular matter now under review.

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

The questioned charges were reviewed as itemized in the audit workpapers. For
example, MT control number 83 of invoice number 810326 describes three (3) entries
y_attorne~ho charged an hourly rate of $210. The three entries took place on
~-------;;08/07/91and08/08/91 for a total of 4.10 hours at a cost of $512.50. The entrie.s are
described as follows In the order In which they appear on the invoice: "(d)id Lexis
search for other authorities more on point, and then rea those cases" ( 1. 5 hours on
........... Hlneed ..to...seekpr.otective..........._._ ___(,_
b.:...:
)('-6:.......
) ·
08/07/91); "(i]dentified and located documents
order and sent them to him with cover letter"(.
urs on 08/08/91); and
"[rJesearched California cases on administrative exhaustion and subject matter
jurisdiction challenges, to be used on motion to dismiss for failure to flle timely federal
court action" (2.00 hours on 08/08/91).
It is not improper for an attorney to engage in legal research, or to sort through
documents if his involvement in this work would be more cost-effective than if
performed by a lower-billing indivldual who might not complete such tasks as quickly.
The time invested by an attorney to research a narrow issue is more likely to achieve
desired results and to be less time-consuming than the time devoted to the ta.sk by a
paralegal, if one considers all the different parts of a research assignment which include
the time allotted by the attorney and the paralegal to discuss the issues to be
researched, the actual research time involved, and the time of both professionals to
review the results of the research . Consequently, it was not necessarily improper for
-~ __.attorneir-lo have engaged in this work instead of delegating it to a paralegal. In
......
fact, theTualfors seem to endorse this posltlon in their report. The draft audit report
quotes the following from the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, "[t]he overall objective of
the Legal Division as to litigation is to obtaln the best and earliest resolution at~
lowest oractlcable cost" (emphasis in the report).

Based on the foregoing, the Legal Division will not disallow any amount
questioned under this Condition.
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- 22 Condition 13: A Conf1ict of Interest During the Period Covered Under the LSA
Jn their report, the auditors indicated that a conflict of interest existed in the
firm's representation of a RTC Legal Division employee. Specifically, the report
described the conflict as follows:

(b)(6) .
(b )(6) .

We noted that Brobeck represented an RTC L al em lo ee, formally [sic]
Depu..t:Y.~~giQD.?.1.LC.9uns.eLaUhe ... .. ................
regarding attorney
· alSC'lpline and $.t.f!te6.aLof. . . . . . . .
at the same time that
Brobeck received referrals ram e same RTC field office. The employee was
involved in the decision-making process as to the firms RTC would use to handle
its cases. Brobeck's attorneys spent a total of 300 hours on this case between
1991 and 1993.

Brobeck was in violation of the RTC·LSA at the time it signed the agreements.
Additionally, Brobeck was not in compliance with the RTC and the FDIC
Guidelines in relation to conflict of interest. Per the LSA, Brobeck should have .
stopped working on the RTC cases until this situation was resolved.
The report recommends "that RTC [sic] turn this case over to the OCCC [Outside
Counsel Conflicts Committee] so that the OCCC can make a determination as to
whether this is an actual conflict. Should this situation be deemed an actual cpnflict of
interest, we also recommend that all fees paid to Brobeck during this time period be
disallowed due to non-compliance with the LSA."
The firm was terminated by the joint FDIC/RTC Outside Counsel Conflicts
Committee (''Conflicts Committee") on June 2, 1994 for, inter a/ia, its continued failure
to adhere to RTC conflicts policies. (No disallowance of fees or expenses was ordered
by the Conflicts Committee.) Therefore, any conflict of interest arising from the
representatlon described in the audit report is now moot. In addition, on December 21,
1995, the RTC Executive Committee approved the request of the former RTC Deputy
Regional Counsel for indemnification in connection with the attorneys' fees and
expenses incurred in connection with the matter at issue. Subsequently, payment of
$53,823.17 out of the $56,097.17 billed by the firm was approved and made to the
employee in question for the purpose of paying his attorney's fees. Disallowance of "all
fees paid to Brobeck during this tlme period" as recommended would be inconsistent
with the prior decisions of the Conflicts Committee and the RTC Executive Committee.
Accordingly, no further action will be taken in connection with this
recommendation.
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other Matters
I n addition, the auditors highlighted two separate matters in their report. First,
the auditors indicated that they were unable to verify adequately 18 of the conflict

waiver letters since source documents were not provided by Brobeck. Consequently,
the auditors argued that Brobeck ''may have been working on cases where actual or
potential conflicts of interest existed." Second, the auditors noted that out of 47 cases
reviewed, the firm failed to "outline" the required information and the necessary
documentation on certain case plans. As a result of this omission, the auditors alleged
that the firm "had been working on cases without proper case planning and budgeting
that may have led to overbilling RTC or performing services in a non-efficient manner."
The last LSA in effect for Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison expired on July 6, 1994.
The LSA was not renewed. Jn addition, the firm does not.currently have any open
matters for which it represents the FDJC. Accordingly, these issues raised by the OIG
without recommendation are now moot.
Jn summary, the Legal Division will disallow the following amounts (questioned
costs are in parentheses):
Recommendation

1. Computerized Time Sheets ($4,619,956)

Disallowance

0

2. Professional Fees Biiied for Individuals Without
Prior Written Approval ($281,183)
3. Photocopying Charged in Excess of Actual
Costs ($124,070)

$ 28,315 (rounded)
$ 13,854 (rounded)

4. Supporting Documentation Missing for Paid
Expenses ($74,277)

$ 5,459

5. Payment for Professional Fees and Expenses
That Were Partially Disallowed by RTC ($2,913)
6. Review All Other Exception letters As They Relate
to Condition 5 (-0-)
7. Professional Fees Billed in Excess of LSA Approved
Rates and Approval Letters ($29,824)

$ 2,913
0

$ 29,824
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8. Other Unallowable Professional Fees ($22,729)

$ 1,199

9. Other Unallowable Expenses ($17,803)

$ 4,528

10. Legal Research (Westlaw/Lexis) Billed Above
the Actual Cost ($7,197)

$ 7,197

11. Attorneys and Paralegals Billed Fees for
Secretarial Functions ($2,336)

0

12. Attorneys Billed for Paralegal Functions ($1,976)

0

13. Conflict of Interest (-0-)

0

TOTAL:

$9 3.289

.
The Assistant General Counsel is authorized to make such minor accounting
corrections as may be requested by the OIG, but which do not affect the substantive
positions stated in this memorandum. Collection of disallowed amounts will be initiated
within thirty (30) days of issuance of the final audit report. The Legal Division expects
to complete the collection process within ninety (90) days after receipt of the final
~~
.

Attachments:
Tab A - OIG Draft: Audit Report
Tab B - Firm Response to the Draft Audit Report
Tab C - Analysis of Unauthorized Billers
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FDIC
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Office of Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20434

February 22

1

1999

MEMORANDUM TO: Board of Directors
Audit Committee

FROM:

Gaston L. Gianni, Jr.
Inspector General

SUBJECT:

Report Entitled Legal Fees Paid by RTC to Salem, Saxon & Nielsen
(Audit Report No. 99-012)

Attached for your information is a copy of an audit report the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
recently issued. Also attached is a summary of the report.
This report presents the results of an audit of Salem, Saxon & Nielsen, a law firm hired to provide
legal services to the Resolution Trust Corporation. The report was prepared by the joint venture
Financial Management Associates on behalf of the OIG. Management's response to a draft of this
report provided the requisites for a management decision on each of the recommendations. We
questioned costs in the amount of $61, 110 of which management disallowed $8, 112. The
difference between what we questioned and what the Legal Division disallowed is attributable to
$35 ,277 in unsupported photocopying charges, $9,516 for missing time sheets, and $8,205 for
unsupported mark-ups to fees.
If you have any questions, please call me at (202) 416-2026 or Steven A. Switzer, Deputy
Inspector General for Audits, at (202) 416-2543.
Attachments
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Legal Fees Paid by RTC to Salem, Saxon & Nielsen
(Audit Report No. 99-012, February 11, 1999)
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) has completed an audit of Salem, Saxon &
Nielsen, a law firm hired to provide legal services to the Resolution Trust Corporation
(RTC). The audit was conducted by the joint venture Financial Management Associates
through a contract with the OIG and covered billings paid by RTC during the period
January 1, 1991, through December 31, 1994. The total fees paid to the law finn during
the audit period were $4,223,285. The audit sample covered $2,300,802, or 54 percent of
the total. The audit identified $688, 732 in net questioned costs.

Recommendations
The OIG recommended that the Assistant General Counsel, Legal Operations Section,
Legal Division:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

analyze the qualifications of employees working on RTC matters but not listed on the
finn's legal services agreement, detennine how much of the $292,713 in questioned
costs should be ratified, and disallow any of the charges not approved;
disallow $29,896 for overbillings due to unauthorized rates;
disallow $14,352 for fees written-up from original time records;
disallow $69,580 for fees that did not contain a 20 percent discount agreed to by the
firm and RTC;
disallow $20,015 for unauthorized personnel;
disallow $35,576 for learning curve charges;
disallow $8,205 for fees written-up on pre-bills; and
disallow $160,357 for unallowable, unapproved, or unsubstantiated expenses.

In addition, the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow $58,038 for a variety of
questionable charges.

Management Response
The General Counsel's response to a draft of this report provided the requisites for a
management decision on each of the recommendations. Management disallowed a total
of$8,I 12. Although management's corrective actions differed from the recommended
corrective actions, we consider management's response as providing the requisites for a
management decision.
Specifically, in recommendations 2 and 9, the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow
$29,896 for overbillings due to unauthorized rates. Management allowed $29,007 and
disallowed $889. The Legal Division allowed $21,152 for an attorney whose billing rate
appeared in alternative documentation submitted by the finn and agreed to by RTC. The
Legal Division also allowed $7,855 that, based on further review, was paid by RTC at the

..
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correct authorized rates. The OIG accepts management's explanation and, accordingly,
reduced questioned costs to $889.
Jn recommendation 3, the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow $14,352 for fees
written-up from original time records. Management allowed $9 ,516 related to missing
time records based on an analysis of several factors that were favorable to the firm.
Management disallowed $4,836 related to invoices that were marked-up from original
time sheets because the firm was unable to provide any explanations. However, in the
absence of time sheets, the OIG could not independently verify the time charges.
Accordingly, for recommendation 3, the OIG will continue to question $14,352.
In recommendation 5, the OJG recommended that FDIC disallow $69,580 for fees that
did not contain a 20 percent discount agreed to by the firm and RTC. Management
allowed all the questioned charges. Specifically, the Legal Division stated that the 20
percent discount was not an across-the-board discount. Rather, at RTC's request, the
firm specifically delineated the discounted rates for each attorney in its legal services
agreement. The OIG accepts management's explanation and, accordingly, reduced
questioned costs to $0.
In recommendation I 2, the OJG recommended that FDIC disallow $35,576 for learning
curve costs. Management allowed all the questioned charges. The Legal Division
reviewed the questioned time entries and concluded that the activities actually related to
factual, investigative work for professional liability cases. The OIG accepts
management's explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $0.
In recommendation 13, the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow $8,205 for fees
written-up on pre-bills. Management allowed all the questioned charges. Based on
explanations provided by the law firm and the belief that the firm was entitled to
compensation notwithstanding missing time records, the Legal Division allowed the
charges. Nonetheless, without original time sheets, the OIG could not independently
verify the validity of the fees written-up on pre-bills. Therefore, the OIG will continue to
question $8,205.
In recommendations 24 through 39, the OJG recommended that FDIC disallow $160,357
for unallowable, unapproved, or unsubstantiated expenses. Management allowed
$159,309 and disallowed $1,048. The Legal Division allowed $35,277 for in-house
photocopying charges, $26,319 for unsupported facsimile charges, $12,035 for
unsupported telephone charges, $13, 731 for title insurance policy charges, $47, I 00 for
unsupported consultant charges, and $24,847 for miscellaneous other expenses.
Generally, the Legal Division allowed the expenses because RTC and FDIC guidelines
did not explicitly prohibit the expenses, the law firm provided additional supporting
documentation, or the law firm provided clarifying explanations.
The OJG agrees with $124,032 of the $159,309 in Legal Division allowances. However,
the OIG will continue to question $35,277 for in-house photocopying charges.
Specifically, the joint venture appropriately questioned the charges using the guidelines
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in effect that required a cost study. Therefore, for recommendations 24 through 39, the
OIG will question $36,325 ($1,048 + $35,277).
Finally, the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow a total of $58,038 for a variety of
other questionable fees. Based on explanations and additional documentation provided
by the law firm, a review of the joint venture' s working papers, and application of
guidelines in effect during the period in question, the Legal Division allowed $56,699
and disallowed $1,339. The OIG accepts management's explanations associated with
these reconunendations and reduced questioned costs to $1,339.
Based on the joint venture's audit work, $688,732 was questioned in the draft report
transmitted to management. In addition to the recommendations previously discussed, in
reconunendations 1and11, the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow or ratify $312,728
for work perfonned by unauthorized perso1U1el. Based on a review of the firm's legal
services agreements, case plans, and budgets, the Legal Division ratified or approved all
the questioned charges. The OIG accepts the action taken by management and,
accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $0. After considering $8, 112 in disallowances
taken by management and management's conunents on the joint venture's findings, we
will report questioned costs of $61, 110 (including $44,407 in unsupported costs) in our
Semiannual Report to the Congress.
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FDIC
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Office of Audits
Office of Inspector General

Washington, O.C. 204 34

February 11 , 1999

MEMORANDUM TO:

James T. Lantelme
Assistant General Counsel
Legal Operations Section
Legal Division

l(b)(6)

FROM:

David H. Loewenstem
Assistant Inspector General

SUBJECT:

Legal Fees Paid by RTC to Salem, Saxon & Nielsen
(Audit Report No. 99-012)

This report presents the results of an audit of Salem, Saxon & Nielsen, a law firm hired to
provide legal services to the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC). The Office of Inspector
General (OIG) has an ongoing program for auditing law firm billings to ensure that such billings
are adequately supported and comply with cost limitations set forth by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the fonner RTC. This report was prepared by the joint
venture Financial Management Associates for the FDIC OIG.
The objectives of the audit were to ensure that fee bills were adequately supported and in
compliance with the cost limitations set by FDIC and RTC and that charges for legal services
provided were reasonable. The audit covered billings paid by RTC during the period January 1,
1991, through December 31, 1994. The total fees paid to the law firm during the audit period
were $4,223,285. The audit sample covered $2,300,802, or 54 percent of the total.
The audit resulted in net questioned costs of $688, 732. The OIG made 39 recommendations to
the Assistant General Counsel (AGC), Legal Operations Section, Legal Division, to disallow the
questioned costs. The General Counsel (GC) provided a written response dated December 16,
1998, to a draft of this report. The response from the GC is included as an appendix to this
report.
The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, requires the 010 to report on the status of
management decisions on its recommendations in its semiannual reports to the Congress. To
consider FDIC responses as management decisions in accordance with the act and related
guidance, several conditions are necessary. First, the response must describe for each
recommendation
•

the specific corrective actions already taken, if applicable;
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•

corrective actions co be taken together wich the expected completion dates for their
implementation; and

•

documentation chat will confinn completion of corrective actions.

If any recommendation identifies speci fie monetary benefits, management must state the amount
agreed or disagreed with and the reasons for any disagreement. In the case of questioned costs,
the amount FDIC plans to disallow must be included in management's response.
If management does not agree that a recommendation should be implemented, it must describe
why the reconunendation is not considered valid.
Second, the OIG must determine that management's descriptions of (1) the course of action
already taken or proposed and (2) the documentation confirming completion of corrective actions
are responsive to its recommendations.
In its response to the draft audit report, the law firm explained that some audit findings were
based, at least in part, on unadjusted pre-bills or invoices never billed to RTC. As a result,
certain audit findings were overstated. Based on a review of the audit working papers and
additional infonnation provided by the finn, the OIG verified that, due to an apparent
misunderstanding between the joint venture and the law finn, the joint venture based some audit
findings on unadjusted pre-bills or invoices not billed to RTC. Accordingly, we modified our
position on several audit findings as subsequently described.
The GC's response to a draft of this report provided the requisites for a management decision on
eac!1 of the recommendations. Therefore, no further response to these reconunendations is
required . Management disallowed a total of $8, 112. Although management's corrective actions
differed from the recommended corrective actions, we consider management's response as
providing the requisites for a management decision. A summary of theGC's response to
reconunendations2 through 10, and 12 through 39 and our analysis follows.

Disallow $29,896 for overbillings due to unauthorized rates (questioned cost)
(recommendations2 and 9). The GC's response allowed $29,007 and disallowed $889. The
Legal Division allowed $21, 152 for an attorney whose billing rate appeared in alternative
documentation submitted by the finn and agreed to by RTC. The Legal Division also allowed
$7 ,855 that, based on further review, was paid by RTC at the correct authorized rates. The OIG
accepts the Legal Division's explanations and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $889.

Disallow $14,352 for fees written-up from original time records (questioned cost)
(recommendation 3). The GC 's response allowed $9, 516 and disallowed $4, 836. Specifically,
the Legal Division allowed $9 ,516 related to missing time records based on an analysis of several
factors that were favorable to the finn. The Legal Division disallowed $4,836 related to invoices
that were marked-up from original time sheets because the finn did not provide an explanation
for the discrepancies. However, in the absence of time sheets, the OIG could not independently

2
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verify the time charges. Accordingly, for recommendation3, the OIG will continue to question
$14,352.

Disallow $1,823 for time billed in excess of 15 hours in a day (questioned cost)
(recommendation4). The GC's response allowed all the charges because no evidence supports
the conclusion that outside counsel performed inefficiently merely because they worked long
hours. In addition, the Legal Division; s guidelines did not specifically set a standard regarding
the maximum number of hours outside counsel could bill in one day. The OIG accepts the Legal
Division's explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $0.
Disallow $69,580 for fees that did not contain a 20 percent discount agreed to by the firm
and RTC (questioned cost) (recommendations). The GC's response allowed all the
questioned charges. The Legal Division stated that the 20 percent discount identified by the audit
was not an across-the-board discount. Rather, at RTC' s request, the firm specifically delineated
the discounted rates for each attorney in its legal services agreement. The Legal Division
determined that the firm billed in accordance with the rates in the legal services agreement. The
OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $0.
Disallow $5,488 in professional fees resulting from allocation mistakes and the firm's billing
of unreasonable costs (questioned cost) (recommendation 6). The GC 's response allowed all
the questioned costs. The law firm explained that the allocation methodology used was directed
and approved by RTC supervising attorneys. The Legal Division stated that the firm's
explanation is consistent with the methodology used by RTC at the time. Based on a review of
the working papers, the OIG agreed to reduce questioned costs to $0 because of a lack of
sufficient details as to which specific entries were questioned by the joint venture.
Instruct the firm to review its previous allocated billings, perform an adequate review,
reduce those charges found to be unreasonable and refund FDIC accordingly
(recommendation 7). In light of the GC's decision to allow the questioned costs from
recommendation 6, the Legal Division will not take any corrective action for recommendation 7.
The OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation.
Secure assurance from the firm that a revised billing procedure has been implemented
ensuring adequate billing supervision and control over allocated entries (recommendation
8). In light of the GC's decision to allow the questioned costs from recommendation6, the Legal
Division will not take any corrective action for reconunendation 8. The OIG accepts the Legal
Division's explanation.
Disallow $7,120 for invoices certified by a former RTC attorney that covered services
provided when the attorney still worked for RTC (questioned cost) (recommendation 10).
The GC's response allowed the questioned charges pending further review by the Outside
Counsel Conflicts Conunittee. On December 21, 1998, the Outside Counsel Conflicts
Committee determined that the firm did not violate any requirements warranting sanction. The
OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $0.
3
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Disallow $35,576 for learning curve costs (questioned cost) (recommendation 12). The GC's
response allowed all the charges. The Legal Division reviewed the questioned time ep.tries and
concluded that some activities were not learning curve charges but, rather, were factual,
investigative activities relating to professional liability cases that were being pursued by the finn
on RTC's behalf. In other instances, the questioned time entries were related to needed legal
research. The OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation and, accordingly, reduced
questioned costs to $0.
Disallow $8,205 for fees written-up on pre-bills (questioned cost, all of which is
unsupported) (recommendation 13). The GC 's response allowed all the questioned charges.
The law firm provided explanations to the Legal Division for the questioned entries. Based on
the firm's explanations and the belief that the firm is entitled to compensation notwithstanding
missing original time sheets, the Legal Division allowed the charges. Nonetheless, without
original time sheets, the OIG could not independently verify the validity of the fees written-up on
pre-bills. Therefore, the OIG will continue to question $8,205.
Determine whether the law firm currently qualifies as a Minority/Women-OwnedLaw Firm
(MWOLF) (recommendation 14). The Legal Division verified that the law firm is a qualified
MWOLF firm until March 1999, when its eligibility status must be renewed and re-determined
by the Legal Division. The OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation.
Review the appropriateness of the law firm receiving title insurance premiums while also
representing RTC (recommendation 15). The Legal Division concluded that the law finn's
dual roles representing RTC on real estate transactions and serving as agent for the title insurance
company that issued title insurance policies was appropriate. The Legal Division stated that
closing attorneys typically perform such multi-faceted roles. Further, the firm's roles were fully
disclosed on Housing and Urban Development forms as required by Federal law . The OIG
accepts the Legal Division's explanation.
Disallow $3,100 for unsubstantiated charges for deposition attendance (questioned cost)
(recommendation 16). The GC's response allowed all the questioned charges. The Legal
Division did not agree that time billed for depositions exceeded the amount of time actually spent.
Specifically, the joint venture compared billed deposition time to the time recorded by the court
reporter. However, the court reporter's time did not include time spent by attorneys preparing
for depositions, which legitimately can be billed. The OIG accepts the Legal Division's
explanation and, according! y, reduced questioned costs to $0.
Disallow $2, 154 for fees related to overstaffing (questioned cost) (recommendation 17). The
GC's response allowed all the questioned charges. The Legal Division stated that theRTC Guide
for Outside Counsel did not set forth a minimum of one lawyer per deposition. Further, the
Legal Division did not believe a detennination of excess staffing could be made based merely on
the number of staff used to attend a deposition, unless the excess is glaring which was not the
case in the questioned entries . The OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation and,
accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $0.
4
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Disallow $7,338 for travel costs billed in excess of 50% of the approved hourly rates
(questioned cost) (recommendations 18 and 19). Tqe GC's response allowed all the questioned
charges. Based on a review of the working papers, the Legal Division concluded that $3,683 of
the questioned charges involved substantive work. Since travel was combined with substantive
work, then the regular (not discounted) hourly rates were applicable. With regard to another
$3,655 in questioned travel costs, the Legal Division determined that the firm billed at properly
discounted rates. The OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation and, accordingly, reduced
questioned costs to $0.
Disallow $11,660 for costs related to preparing fee bills and status reports (questioned cost)
(recommendation20). The GC's response allowed $10,924 and disallowed $736. The law firm
provided additional support showing that some entries were not billed to RTC and represented
entries used by the firm for administrative recording purposes. In addition, RTC oversight
attorneys had authorized compensation for certain case plans and budgets, and some entries
reflected substantive work such as preparing bills and budgets for settlement discussions
regarding RTC cases. However, the Legal Division disallowed $736 for time entries that solely
reflected overhead charges. The OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation and, accordingly,
reduced questioned costs to $736.
Disallow $6,863 for training and educational expenses (questioned cost) (reconunendation
21). The GC's response allowed $6,638 and disallowed $225. Specifically, the Legal Division
allowed $6,311 for amounts that appeared on the firm's pre-bills but not on its invoices submitted
to RTC for payment. Further, the Legal Division did not consider another $327 in charges to be
for unallowable training as defined by the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel. The Legal Division
disallowed $225 related to an in-house training session sponsored by the law firm. The OIG
accepts the Legal Division's explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $225.
Disallow $12,056 for overhead and administrative charges (questioned cost)
(recommendation 22). The GC 's response allowed all the questioned charges. The Legal
Division reviewed the audit working papers and additional materials provided by the firm and
concluded that, for several reasons, the charges were not overhead or administrative. For
example, many of the questioned items contained more extensive explanations than merely
"organization" or "file maintenance" and, consequently, were clearly more substantive than just
simple overhead or administration. The OIG accepts the Legal Division's explanation and,
accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $0.
Disallow $436 for costs related to the firm's research of their own conflicts of interest
(questioned cost) (recommendation23). The GC's response allowed $58 and disallowed $378.
The Legal Division allowed $58 that the firm demonstrated was not billed to RTC. The OIG
accepts the Legal Division's explanation and, accordingly, reduced questioned costs to $378.
Disallow $160,357 for unallowable, unapproved, or unsubstantiated expenses (questioned
cost, $152,090 of which is unsupported) (reconunendations 24 through 39). The GC 's
response allowed $159,309 and disallowed $1,048. Specifically, the Legal Division disallowed
$102 for unsupported travel charges, $82 for duplicate charges, $41 for unauthorized taxi
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charges, $83 for unsupported express mail charges, and $740 for miscellaneous unsupported
expenses. The Legal Division allowed $35 ,277 for in-house photocopying charges, $26 ,319 for
unsupported facsimile charges, $12, 035 for unsupported telephone charges, $13, 731 for title
insurance policy charges, $47,100 for unsupported consultant charges, and $24, 847 for
miscellaneous other expenses. Generally, the Legal Division allowed the expenses because RTC
and FDIC guidelines did not explicitly prohibit the expenses, the law firm provided additional
supporting documentation, or the law firm provided clarifying explanations.
Based on the law firm's and Legal Division's explanations, additional support provided by the
firm, and a review of the audit working papers, the OIG agrees with $124,032 of the $159 ,309 in
Legal Division allowances. However, the OIG will continue to question the $35 ,277 for inhouse photocopying charges. Although the Legal Division's decision to allow the charges is not
unreasonable given that the Legal Division revjsed its guidelines to allow finns to charge up to
$.08 per page, the joint venture appropriately questioned the charges using the guidelines in
effect at that time which required a cost study. Therefore, with regard to recommendations 24
through 39, the OIG will question $36,325 ($1,048 + $35,277), of which $36,202 is
unsupported.
As a result of the joint venture' s audit work, $688, 732 was questioned in the draft report
transmitted to management. In addition to the recommendations previously discussed, in
recommendations 1 and 11, the OIG recommended that FDIC disallow or ratify $312, 728 for
work performed by unauthorized personnel. Based on a review of the firm's legal services
agreements, case plans, and budgets, the Legal Division ratified or approved all the questioned
charges. The OIG accepts the action taken by management and, accordingly, reduced questioned
costs to $0.
After considering $8, 112 in disallowances taken by management and management's comments on
the joint venrure's findings, we will report questioned costs of $61, 110 (including $44,407 in
unsupported costs) in our Semiannual Report to the Congress.
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I. BACKGROUND
A.

rNIRODUCTION

The Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) was authorized by the Financial Institutions Refonn,
Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FJRREA), Public Law 101-73, to contract with law
finns for legal services to assist in the fulfillment of its statutory mandate. Initially the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) managed the legal services provided by outside counsel.
On September I 0. J 99 J. a separate RTC Legal Division was created. The law firm of Salem,
Saxon & Nielsen. P.A. (SS&N) was engaged as outside legal counsel on behalf of RTC. On
February 20, 1991 , SS&N and FDIC. on behalf of RTC, entered into a 2·year legal services
agreement (LSA). On February 18, 1993, a successor LSA was entered into directly with RTC.
Before February 20. 1991. work was perfonned under various informal agreements with
institutions under RTC receivership.
The LSA identified the SS&N professionals and corresponding billing rates for attorneys and
paralegals authorized for RTC engagements. The general responsibilities of SS&N penaining to
ethics, reporting requirements. bi!Jing information, professional services, non·reimbursable
charges, conflicts of interest. and other items are set forth in the FDIC Guide for Legal
Representation (1989). RTC Guide for Outside Counsel (1992), predecessor Guides, and the
LSA. The specific detailed billing procedures and requirements are set forth in the FDIC Outside
Counsel Fee Bill Payment Program lnsrrucrion Manual and RLIS Forms and Procedures
Deskbook for Outside Counsel. in addition, the firm received periodic instructions from RTC
related to billing procedures and other administrative requirements. The firm also entered into
separate agreements with RTC to perform services on certain legal matters at reduced hourly
rates and to absorb other costs related to the performan~e of such matters.
The RTC Office of Inspector General (OIG) engaged Financial Management Associates (FMA)
to perform an audit of legal services provided by SS&N on RTC matters for the period of
January I. 1991. through December 31. 1994, in accordance with Governmenr Auditing
Standards. The audit was conducted from the date of the entrance conference, February 9, 1995,
to Mav 31. 1995, and incJuded concentrated field work at the firm's Tampa, Florida office from
March 20, 1995, to April 21. 1995. On July 25, 1995, the firm's representatives provided
comments to the auditor's findings in an exit conference.

1
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B.

SUMMARY

The objective of the audit was to determine whether the legal services performed and charges
billed to RTC were fair and reasonable. adequately supported by documentation. and within the
terms of applicable agreements. guidelines and regulations. Issues identified included:
•

Use of employees either not listed on any LSA. or subsequently approved by
RTC.

•

Billings at hourly rates that exceeded arnowits authorized
agreements.

•

Billing practice of allocating time for the same task over multiple bills that
resulted in billing mistakes and overbillings. In addition. this billing practice
did not permit adequate biJling supervision or review.

•

Inappropriate billings ofleaming curve costs and research.

•

Inappropriate billings of travel time.

•

Billings for unsubstantiated expenses.

in

LSAs and

We also examined the firm's policy, procedures and internal controls for detecting and disclosing
conflicts of interest. and compliance with applicable RTC statutory and contractual requirements.
We found that SS&N had an adequate system for monitoring and generally resolving
representational conflicts of interest. The firm complied with the condition of a conflicts waiver
granted by RTC in November. 1993 .

2
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II. ACRONYMS

ABA

American Bar Association

A.PP

Accelerated Payment Program

CFR

Code of Federal Regu lation

FIRREA

Financial Institutions Reform. Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989

FMA

Financial Management Associates

LSA

Legal Services Agreement

MWOLF

Minoriry/Women Owned Law Finn

occ

Outside Conflicts Committee

OIG

Office of Inspector General

PLC

Professional Liability Claims

PLS

RTC Professional Liability Section

RLIS

RTC Legal Information System

RTC

Resolution Trust Corporation

SECO

RTC Southeast Consolidated Office

SS&N

Salem, Saxon & Nielsen, P.A.
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Ill. OBJECTIVES, CONCLUSJONS, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

A.

Objectives and Conclusions

The objectives of the audit were· to detennine:

I.

Whether the firm maintained an ad eq uate system of accounting records and
internal controls for providing legal services to RTC.
CONCLUSION: Based on the audit procedures perfonned, the accounting records
adequately supported and contained infonnation related to the billings to and collections
from RTC.

2.

Whether the firm billed professional fees aod expenses based on reasonable services
and incurred reimbursable expenses reasonably with adequate supporting
documentation and in accordance with the FDIC Guide for legal Representation,

RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, FDIC Outside Counsel Fee Bill Payment Program
Instruction Manual, RLIS Forms and Procedures Deskbook for Outside Counsel,
LSAs, RTC policies a nd procedures and applicable laws and regulations.
CONCLUSION: Based on our audit testing, we found the following compliance
failures:

Billing Practices - Genera)
Page
The finn:
Billed for professionals not authorized by LSA at the time
hours were incurred

•

•
•
•

14

Billed fees in excess of LSA approved rates

16

Billed hours in excess of time reported on source
documents

17

Billed for time incurred in excess of 15 hours in a day
by individual professionals

18

•

Allocation of time between files resulted in billing mistakes
and overcharges

21

•

Made fee adjustments without adequate supporting
documentation

29

•

Billed for unsubstantiated expenses

40

6
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Non·Compliance with Legal Sen•ices Ag reements and Other RTC Agreements

Page
The firm:
• Did noc provide a 20 percent discount on professional fees

.,

J.

19

•

Did not comply with the legal budget process

20

•

Billed for professionals at hourly rates that exceeded the
Pioneer agreement

24

•

Billed for professionals not authorized by the Pioneer
agreement

27

l

Whether the firm performed the legal services to RTC as described on invoices and
did so competently, professionally, timely and commensurate with the duties to be
performed, and in accordance with aU guidelines, agreements and re~Jations.
CONCLUSION: FMA's Legal Group selected 21 rnaners for substantive examination
totaling $2, I06,53 I in fees. or 54 percent of RTC billings during the audit period.
Generally, the maners examined were perfonned competently, professionally and timely.
However, within these files, we detected evidence of the following:
Substantive Review

Page

•

Inaccurate timekeeping for attendance at depositions

•

Inappropriate

•

Inappropriate billings related to travel time

35

•

Inappropriate billings for status reports and fee bill preparation

37

•

Inappropriate billings for training and education

38

•

Inappropriate billings for overhead expenses

38

•

Inappropriate billings related to the firm's research of their
own conflicts

39

~taffing

used

34
35

i
;,
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4.

Whether the firm maintained an adequate system for: identifying and resolving
conflicts or potential conflicts of interest to ensure compliance with applicable
professional rules and guidelines, including the requirements of 12 CFR §1606.

CONCLUSION: We detennined that SS&N maintained an adequate system for
monitoring and resolving representational conflicts of interest. The finn complied with a
conditional conflicts waiver. dated November 23. 1993. Prior to the start of fieldwork in
March 1995, FMA and the finn discussed arrangements for examining non-RTC clients
to detect conflicts compliance. In February 1996, FMA examined the firm's client list
and attorney time records for the audit period and concluded there were no
representational conflicts.
The records assembled and reviewed. while incomplete in certain areas. were sufficient for us to
express our findings and recommendations in this report.
This repon is intended for the Office of Inspector General and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation management. However. this repon is a maner of public record and its distribution is
not limited.

(b)(6)

Baltimore, Maryland
July 25, 1995

Financial Management Associates
a Maryland Joint Venture
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B.

Scope and Methodology

To address the audit objectives. we conducted the following tests:

•
•

Reconciled RTC information related to invoices and payments to SS&N Ledger
History Report (LHR).
Selected and tested a judgmental sample of invoices (as shown in Table l) basing
our selections on matters representing the largest amounts billed to RTC and other

smaller matters. Our tests included. but were not limited to. maners representing the
actual rates billed to RTC compared to LSA rates and related expense

reimbursements.
•

Selected and reviewed a judgmental sample of matters for substantive legal review
as discussed in more detail on page 32.

Our legal fee audit was conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards issued by
the ComptroUer General of the United States. The audit tested the accuracy of fees and expenses
accounted for on invoices and the management of legal matters identified on the invoices for the
audit period January I. 1991. through December 31. 1994.
The total invoice population represented by the firm during the audit period was $4,223,285.
Our audit program yielded testing of $2, I 06.53 l of the fees billed, representing 54 percent, and
$1 94.271 of the expenses billed. representing 56 percent. In total, we substantively tested
$2.300.802 or 54 percent of total RTC billings.

Table 1: RTC Invoice Population
Description
SS&N Detailed Time & Expense Data

#of
Invoices

Fees

Expenses

2.331

$3,875,910

$347 ~375

Source: Balances from Ledger History Reporu provided to FMA by SS&N on electronic media.

We developed data bases of time, expense and billing records provided in computer form by
SS&N, as well as computer data received from RTC. The following data bases were developed
during the course of the examination:

(I)

SS&N "Ledger History Report" Internal Accounting Infonnation as Provided on

Electronic Media ("Data Base I");
(2)

RTC Payment Records ("Data Base II"); and

(3)

SS&N Time and Billing Records (" Data Base III").

9
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..
We used the data bases to generate detailed and summary profiles of biJiing activity for all
anorneys and for fee and expense categories. Additionally. we determined whether professionaJ
fees were charged as required and that all professional personnel were approved on the appl icable
LSA or amendments thereto.
We also used the data bases tO identify matters for which the firm incurred significant time
charges which aided our judgmental selection of maners that we examined on a substantive legal
work product basis. The scope included the examination of a judgmental sample of legal case
matters undertaken by the fi rm for RTC. including an evaluation of the overall efficiency of case
management and a determination of the appropriateness of legal fee charges. These files
included routine and complex litigation and transactional maners.
Case Management Examination - Scope and Methodology

An in-depth analysis was conducted by FMA's legal group of the legal services and work
products related to 21 matters performed by SS&N selected from repons generated by Data
Base I. The 21 maners included billings totaling $2.106.531 in fees (see substantive legal review
on page 32.)
We analyzed these matters to determine whether the billed fees and expenses were
commensurate with the services rendered and in compliance with RTC agreements, guidelines
and professional codes of responsibility. The analysis followed a computer analysis of billing
activity to establish a profile of the firm's billing policies and. practices. We also reviewed
correspondence. research materials. pleadings. transcripts. and other documents in each case file.
We conducted interviews with supervising attorneys, ..other attorneys and paraprofessionals. A
primary objective of the case maner review was to evaluate the overall efficiency of case
management and the firm's compliance with the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, FDIC Guide
for Legal .Representation. RLIS Forms and Procedures Deskhook for Outside Counsel, Legal
Services Agreements. RTC policies and procedures and 12 CFR §1606.
We also evaluated the finn's compliance with professional codes of conduct, including the ABA
Code and Rules.
Summary of Audit Procedures
Among numerous audit procedures and testing, we performed the following procedures to audit
SS&N billings to and collections from RTC for professional fees and reimbursable expenses:
•

Compared the list of professional staff authorized in the LSA to those on the
invoices.

•

Compared the professional staffs authorized billing rates with actual billing rates.
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•

Verified the accuracy of fees charged by comparing hours billed with ori ginal source
documents (time sheets} when provided.

•

Reviewed the billing histories fo r multiple payments by RTC.

•

Verified that hours _charged by SS&N attorneys were reasonable and not excessive .
including instances in which anorneys billed a total of more than 15 hours per day on
RTC matters.

•

Determined if SS&N billed RTC fo r researchi ng its own conflicts of interest,
preparing legal bills or budgets. or more than 50 percent of the hourly rate for
attorney travel.

•

Verified that reimbursable expense charges were related to the applicable RTC
matter.

•

Identified the elements comprising reimbursable expense charges and determined
whether the charges compl ied with LSA and RTC guidelines.

•

Determined if reimbursable expense charges were adequately supported.

•

Determined if reimbursable expense charges were billed to RTC at cost.

•

Determined if SS&N received approval from an RTC supervising attorney for
reimbursable expense charges. where applicable.

•

Reviewed reimbursable expense charges to detennine if the use and cost appeared
reasonable and were not excessive.

•

Documented the methods used to retain any

third~party

services, where applicable.

FMA attorneys performed the following procedures on 21 case files:

. .·~···

•

Analyzed legal bills to identify attorneys initially assigned to RTC matters and
docwnented any changes in assignments to ensure RTC was not charged excessively
for new attorneys to review files, motions, pleadings, or any other activity to
familiarize themselves with the case.

•

Reviewed legal bills to determine if attorneys were spending substantial time reading
background information, reviewing research and case law, or reviewing files.

•

Determined if services billed by attorneys and paralegals were commensW'ate with
the duties typically associated with professionals with comparable expertise.

•

Reviewed written products prepared by SS&N anomeys and paralegals to determine
whether the time charges incurred on specific issues were commensurate with the
scope and complexity of those issues .

11
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•

Evaluated the qualifications of paralegals assigned to RTC cases to ensure paralegals
were not perfonning clerical or secretarial tasks.

•

Evaluated the degree of diligence by billing anorneys to avoid errors. overbillings
and compliance with the applicable LSA.

•

Reviewed the applicability of the LSA schedule of fixed fees or other fee
arrangements to selected files.

•

Evaluated whether professional fees were advanced for services that subsequently
were not perfonned.

Scope Limitation
The firm did not maintain required time records in a manner that would allow us to evaluate the
reasonableness of $228.335 in lega1 fees billed to RTC. Specifically, the Jaw finn combined
numerous activities by individual attorneys into single time entries rather than recording the time
spent on each activity. The firm's practice of block billing prevented FMA from applying
auditing procedures to satisfy ourselves as to the reasonableness of these fees billed to RTC by
the firm. The scope of our work was not sufficient to enable us to express, and we do not
express. an opiruon on these fees. The RTC Legat Division ruled that its policy and procedures
in effect at the time period covered by this audit did not prohibit this practice .
...
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V. GENERAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMEND ATIO NS
A.

~on-Compliant

Billing Practices - General

Our audit testing of the professional fees billed to RTC indicated that SS&N charged $318,34 7
for services that did not confo rm with the tenns of the LSA and RTC guidelines. These charges
do not include the billings related to the Pioneer Savings & Loan matter that are considered on
pages 23 - 30.

Table 2: Summary of Professional Service Fees Questioned Due to
,Von-Compliant Billing Practices
Activity Questioned
Fees Questioned
Billed for Professionals Not Authorized by LSA
$295,903
at the Time Hours Were Incurred
Fees Billed in Excess of LSA Approved Rates

7.889

Billed for Hours in Excess of Time Reported on
Source Docwnents
Total

14,555
$318,347

Source: FMA analysis of RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.

1.

SS&N Billed for Professionals Not Authorized by LSA at the Time Hours Were
Iocurred

Our examination determined that SS&N billed RTC $295,903 in professional service fees
for employees not approved under the LSA rate schedule. The LSA provides for the
addition of personnel by 'Nrinen mutual agreement of the firm and FDIC. The RTC Guide
for Outside Counsel. February 1992. page 10 stated, "... the finn also must provide ·a
matrix that identifies all attorneys and paraiegals the f um offers to provide service to the
Corporation, and which sets forth. for each anorney and paralegal, the following: (I) state
licenses; (2) panicular area(s) of expertise; (3) years in practice; (4) time with the firm;
(5) status within the firm as panner or shareholder, senior associates, associate or
paralegals; (6) billable rates in accordance with the finn's usual rate structure;.... " The fees
questioned relate to timekeepers not listed on the respective LSA or subsequently
approved by the RTC.
We questioned billings of $52,188 ($51,964, net of adjustments for other findings) for the
work of SS&N employees not listed on any LSA and $243,715 ($240,749, net of
adjustments for other findings) for the work of employees Wllisted at the time services
were rendered, but who were subsequently approved on an LSA or amendment.

14
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During fieldwork. FMA provided the firm its analysis of the LS A and amendments as they
related to approved personnel and rates. We requested that the finn provide us comments
regarding our analysis. We incorporated the firm's comments into our analysis.
Table 3: Reconciliation of Questioned Cosr
Activity Questioned

Fees Questioned

Not Authorized on Any LSA

$52.188

Less Duplicative Costs Questioned:
Inappropriate Billings for Status Repons
and Fee Bill Preparation

(104)

I

Billed Hours in Excess of Time
Reponed on Source Document - General
Total Duplicative Costs Questioned

(120)
(224)

I

Total

$51.964

Source: FMA analysis of RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.

Table ./: Reconci/iarion of Questioned Cost

Activity Questioned

... .

~ -.

Fees Questioned

Subsequently Approved on LSA

$243,715

Less Duplicative Costs Questioned:
Inappropriate Billings for Status Repons and Fee
.
Bill Preparation

( l, 186)

Inappropriate Billings Related to Travel Time

(530)

Billed Hours in Excess of Time Reponed on
Source Document - General

(224)

Allocation of Time Between Files Resulted in
Billing Mistakes and Overcharges

(59)

Billed Hours in Excess of Source Docunients
Billed for Professional Fees in Excess of 15
Hours in a Day

(929)
(38)

(2,966)

Total Duplicative Costs Questioned

$240.749

Total
Source: FMA analysis ofRTC Guidelines, SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.
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Recommendation
(I)

We recommend that FDIC require responsible personnel to (i ) analyze the
qualifications for employees working on RTC maners. but not listed on the LSA,
(ii) detennine how much of the $292.713 ($51.964 T $240.749) in net questi oned
cost for these charges should be retroactively ratified, and (iii) disaJlow any of
these charges not approved.

Firm Response:
finding.

.~!

1he exit conference. the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the derails as requesred bur has nor received any further
communication.

2.

SS&N Billed Fees in Excess of LSA Approved Rates
Our examination detennined that SS&N billed RTC at hourly rates greater than those
authorized in the LSA. resulting in overbillings to RTC of $7.889 ($7.855 net of
adjustments for other findings ). 1
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel stated that absent compeHing reasons. no increase in
the fe e or rate schedule attached to the LSA is permined during the effective term of the
LSA. Furthermore, the LSA states. " ... [t]he hourly rates for each attorney and paralegals
in the finn who is to work on FDIC (RTC] maners is set forth on the Rate Structure,
attached hereto and incorporated herein... "

Table 5: Reconcilia1ion of Queslioned Cost
Fees Questioned

Activity Questioned

$7.889

Billed Fees in Excess of LSA Approved Rates
Less Duplic:ative Costs Questioned:

-

Inappropriate Billings Related to Travel Time

(34)
(34)

Total Duplicative Costs Questioned

$7.855

Total
Source: FMA analysis of RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.

Recommepdation
(2)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $7,855 in overbillings due to unauthorized
rates charged by the firm (questioned cost).

The number represents the difference between the approved billing rate and the actual billing rate
multiplied by the number of hours billed at the excessive rate.

16
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Firm Response: At the exit conference. rhe firm reques;ed the details comprising this
finding.
FMA Response: F.'v!A provided 1he derails as requesred bur has no r received any further
communicarion.
3.

SS&N Billed Hours in Excess of Time Reported on Source Documents
FMA identified ~9.63 hours billed on invoices to RTC rhat exceeded entries on
timekeeper diary reports and pre-bills totaling $4.836 for time that was either
(1) "wrinen-up" fro m timekeeper diary repons to invoices: (2 ) not reponed on
timekeeper diary reports. but billed on invoices: or (3) "wrinen-up" from the pre-bill to
the invoice. In addition. we identified 129 other time entries totaling 86.80 hours and
$9, 719 in fees on invoices which could not be agreed to the corresponding time sheet.
Our abiJiry to increase the sample size for this procedure was limited by the absence of
numerous attorney timekeeper diaries and time slips.
As a result of this analysis we also identified an invoice containing dates that were
changed on the pre-bill. accompanied by the notation~ "When changing entries to 12/30
please be sure that [an anorneyJ doesn't end up with too many hours in a day.'1 · This
attorney billed 2.5 hours for $250 to the RTC on the date indicated by the notation.

The LSA provided that "the firm shall keep all of its billing records for at least three (3)
years from billing date."
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel. February. 1992. page 31. stated "... Outside Counsel
is required to retain copies of all bills and underlying documentation. including original
time sheets and other time and expense adjustment records for four years after payment"
The FDIC Outside Guide for Counsel. 1991. page 33. stated. " ... Outside Counsel is
required to retain copies of all bills and underlying documentation, i.ncJuding original
time sheets ... for four years after payment ... "

Further, it is a generally accepted internal control procedure to document adjiistments
affecting an original time entry.
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Table 6: Reconciliation of Quesrioned Cost
Activity Questioned

Fees Questioned

Hours Billed in Excess of Time Reported
on Source Documents
Less Uuphcauve Costs Quesuoned:
Billed for Professional Fees in Excess of
15 Hours a Day

$14,555

(63)

(140)
Inappropriate Staffing Used
Total Duplicative Costs Questioned

(203 )

Total

$14,352

Source: FMA analysis ofRTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.

Recommendation

(3)

We reconunend that FDIC disallow $14.352 in payments for fees written-up from
originaJ time records (questioned cost).

Firm Response: At the exit conference. the firm requested the details comprising this
finding.
FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requesred bu1 has not received any further
communicarion.
~.

SS&N Billed for Time Incurred by Individual Professionals in Excess of 15 Hours in
a Day

We found seven instances of individuals billing more than 15 hours a day on RTC
matters. These individuals billed $37, 791 of which $1,823 represented billings for hours
in excess of 15 in a day. We question the amount billed in excess of I 5 hours in those
instances.
The RTC RLIS Forms and Procedures Deskbookfor Outside Counsel, dated June 1993,
page 4-5, stated, "... the amount charged should be time efficient and reasonable in all
respects."
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel. dated February 1992, pages 19 and 20, stated, " The
Legal Division also expects Outside CoWlsel to control time carefully and to avoid both
unnecessary review of documents and files and over-polishing of documents."

18
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The RTC RLIS Forms and Procedures Deskbook for Outside Counsel. dated June 1993.
page 4.5 and 4-6. stated. "There are certain billing practices that are subject to CLOSE
SCRUTINY by the RTC. Examples of such practices include a substantial time
expended in review and revision of documents prepared by the firm, numerous
intra-office conferences between anorneys and paralegals for the purpose of providing
instruction or status. multiple anorneys performing services in each matter... "
Recommegdation

(4)

We recorrunend that FDIC disallow $1.823 for time billed in excess of 15 hours in
a day (questioned cost).

Firm Response: At the exit conference. the firm requested the details comprising this
finding.

!

r

1

FMA Respon.se: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any farther
communication.

B.

Findings of Non-Compliance With the LSA

FMA found several examples of non-compliance with provisions of the LSA, including:
1.

SS&N Did Not Provide a 20 Percent Discount From Their Standard Rate to RTC

In I 990, the firm submitted a revised proposal to RTC and offered a 20 percent discount
off its standard "in-office" hourly rates applied to all clients. On January 17, 1991. RTC's
Eastern Regional office recommended granting an LSA to the firm, noting the firm's
revised agreement to provide "a 20 percent discount from its standard rates" for a 2-year
period, and a 50 percent discount from "standard rates on travel time. " The LSA effective
February I, 1991, provided that "travel time is compensated at 50 percent of the firm's
regular billing rates ... ". However, Exhibit C of the LSA contained no reference to the 20
percent discount and listed the authorized billers at the same "in-office" rates submitted in
the firm's 1990 proposal.

We also noted that as a condition of the LSA, the firm was required to offer rates lower
than those prov.ided non-RTC clients. We noted, however, an attorney was billed at $100
per hour to non·RTC cli.ents, which was substantially below the rate charged to RTC.
Our test of invoices from February 20, 1991, until execution of the second LSA on
February 18, 1993, indicated, (a) the great majority of fees billed were at full "in-office"
rates used by the firm for non-RTC clients; (b) the 20 percent discount was not applied;
and (c) occasional discounts ranging between 5 percent • I 0 percent of the "in-office"
rates of several timekeepers. Fees in excess of the agreed rates totaled $69,580.

19
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The circumstanc~s are distinguished from fi ndings made in which the finn billed at rates
in excess of those prescribed in the LSA (see page 16).
Recommendation
(5)

We recommend -that FDIC disallow $69.580 in payments for fees that do not
contain the ~ O percent discount agreed to by the firm and accepted by the RTC
(questioned cost).

Firm Response: SS&N co uld not provide any information in justifying the firm 's
avoidance of its commitment to give RTC a 20 percent discount off in-house billing rates.
At the exit conference, the firm requested the derails comprising this finding.
FMA Response: One explanation of the increase rates could be that RTC simply decided
10 require the discount.
However, if the firm took advantage of an RTC
adminisrrarive oversight, we believe it had an e1hical responsibility to advise the client oj
its prior commirmenr. FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any
farther communication.

nor

2.

SS&N Did Not Comply With the Legal Budget Process

A budget is an imponant control element R TC used to monitor costs associated with legal
matters . The RTC Guide for Ou1side Counsel, February 1992, page 30 stated, ''estimates
are used on an ongoing basis to measure the progress of a matter and to determine its
cost· effectiveness. Budgets are prepared in conjunction with the cl ient and reflect the
firm's best judgment of the costs of anticipated legal services." In reviewing SS&N
invoices and pre -bills. we noted numerous instances of billable hours transferred from
one budget matter to another. The pattern was evident in numerous related matters
handled by the firm.
O ur review disclosed that occasionally, whenever charges against a particular budget
approached or exceeded the estimated maximum amount, the firm transferred the charges
to a corresponding budget with sufficient funding. The firm was required to report
promptly to RTC instances of depleted budgets. The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel,
February 1992, page 30 stated, "estimates are used in the development of business
decisions therefore they must be as accurate and current as possible, and any changes
must be reported promptly."
We could not estimate the doUar impact of these budget transfers. Based on our case
reviews, the use of multiple budgets inflated the estimated costs and therefore, indirectly,
did not pemiit the RTC to properly monitor or control excessive costs. On June 19, 1992,
the firm submitted a budget to RTC of $386,000 for the preliminary investigation phase
of the Pioneer matters. This budget was increased to $406,000 by amendment dated
June 26, 1992. Prior counsel's budget for this work was $48,000.
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In response to FMA's request. the firm explained that as budgets were exhausted, RTC
directed the firm to redirect work under other budgets rather than amending budgets. The
firm did not respond to FMA's request to provide evidence of these RTC directives .

Firm Response: The firm advised FA1A rhar RTC insrrucrions on budget matlers were
generally provided orally.
C.

Allocation of Time Between Files Resulted in Billing Mistakes and Overcharges
Throughout the audit period. FMA detected instances where the firm did not identify on
invoices time entries allocated between or among numerous bills. ln addition, in other
instances where allocations were noted, the total time billed was unreasonable for the
services described.
Our analysis indicated that 21.661 entries, totaling $856, 780, were allocated among files.
Tiris represents 29 percent and ~2 percent. respectively, of the total entries and fees in the
audit period. The allocations were made among an average of 3.6 files. This practice
resulted in mistakes and overcharges to RTC as the practice did not permit either RTC, or
the firm's billing anorneys a basis to evaluate the reasonableness of the time or cost to
perform the professional services. The firm advised us that daily timesheets were not
reviewed internally for accuracy.
As described above, during the course of our substantive review. we fowid examples of
mistakes, overcharges and unreasonable time allocation resulting from the firm's practice
of allocating time among multiple bills. FMA selected 21 billing allocations to determine
the reasons for the resultant overcharge. We. reviewed work product and related time
sheets to evaluate support for time entries. As a result of our testing, we questioned
$5,488 ·related to this sample of data enuy mistakes and unreasonable time allocations.
For example, in one instance we noted that an attorney billed 25.2 hours during one day.
The biller allocated 3 entries to six RTC matters. Based on the review of supponing
documentation (memo , invoices, daily timesheets, letters, etc.) related to this instance,
FMA determined 6.2 hours to be a reasonable time to complete the task perfonned. An
analysis of the time sheet indicated that the biller wanted to bill 6.2 hours, however, the
data entry created billings for 25.2 hours for the day. The remaining 19 hours of billed
ti.me was, therefore, excessive and wrreasonable. This mistake and overcharge is a good
example of the firm's practice of allocating time over multiple cases and the inherent
difficulty in detennining the reasonableness and accuracy of time billed.
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We noted the firm's effort since August 1993 to identif): certain allocated entries on
invoices by incl ud ing in the description "apportioned among files" or "pro rated between
cases" and. at times. citing the number of affected files. However. this improved billing
practice was not applied consistently by many of the timekeepers . In some cases. the
timekeepers identified only a portion of the allocated entries. In March 1994, an RTC
supervising anorney rejected both the form of allocated entries on six of the finn's
invoices and the substance of certain charges found to be unreasonable. The firm was
instructed to consolidate all six into one invoice. After reviewing total time spent on
individual tasks, the firm reduced the charges accordingly resulting in a write·off of this
time.
We believe that the fi rm has an obligation to review all of its billings throughout the audit
period and to determine the extent of overbillings to the RTC. The Florida Supreme
Coun in The Florida Bar v Jobn P. Kjnz (445 SO. 2nd 576 Fla 1984) affirmed a Referee's
finding that the attorney charged an excessive fee in violation of Florida Bar Code of
Professional Responsibility, Disciplinary Rule 2· 106(A). In response to the attorney's
claim that the overcharge was due to a bookkeeping error, the Referee stated, in pan,
"Even though it may be concJuded that the overcharge was not intentional, yet the
obligation of the lawyer is to keep his books of account in such order as not to
make a careless mistake to the detriment of his client"

Recommendations
We reconunend that FDIC:
(6)

Disallow $5.488 in professional fees resulting from aHocation mistakes and the
fi rm's billing unreasonable fees (questioned cost).

(7)

Instruct the firm to review its previous aJlocated billings, perfonn an adequate
review, reduce those charges found to be unreasonable and refund FDIC
accordingly .

(8)

Secure assurance from the firm that a revised billing procedure has been
implemented ensuring adequate billing supervision and control over allocated
entries.

Firm Response: At the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this
finding.
FjK.4 Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any further
communication.

.. .. .

·.},
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D.

Non·Compliaot Billing Practices: Services Related to Pioneer Savings & Loan

Pursuant to an agreement with RTC and another firm (Co-Counsel), from April 1992. to
June 1993 . SS&N and the finn's Co-Counsel generated fees and expenses of $350.897
representing RTC in a professional liability maner for Pioneer Savings & Loan
("Pioneer"). The agreement stated that SS&N's participation was subject to certain
conditions contained in its proposaJ and adopted by RTC. including reduced hourly rates.
limitations on travel expenses. and the agreement of the firm to absorb "learning curve"
costs .
.Aul RTC "Memorandum for Authoriz.ation to Retain Substitute Outside Counsel," dated
April 7, 1992. discussed the basis for recommending SS&N as part of the Co-Counsel
venture:

"They have represented to this office that they are willing to absorb the costs
involved in the learning curve in order to become familiar with handling
professional liability claims. They have also agreed to reduce their current hourly
rates on their LSA... "
This reconunendation was approved by the Assistant General Counsel, PLS, and the Joint
Venture was retained to handle the Pioneer PLS investigation.
We found several problems related to SS&N's billing practices related to Pioneer, which
resulted in additional legal costs of $I 04.366 to RTC. as summarized in the following
table:
Table 7: Summarv of Findings Related to the Pioneer .-\,fatter

Item

Questioned Fees

ProfossionaJs Billed at Hourly Rates that Exceeded the
Pioneer Agreement

$24.376

SS&N Employee (Fornier RTC Attorney) Certified
Fimi Billings to the RTC for Work Performed When
the Employee Was Employed by RTC

10,018

Professionals BiJJed but Not Authorized by the Pioneer
Agreement

25.636

Unallowable Leaming Curve Fees for Pioneer Work

36~131

Inappropriate Fee Adjustments Without any
Supponing Documentation

8,205
$104,366

Total
Source: FMA analysis ofRTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.
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1.

SS&N Modified Pioneer Billing Arrangement Without RTC Approval
SS&N's second LSA with RTC. effective February 18. 1993. included significantly
higher rates for all attorneys and para-professionals working on Pioneer maners than
those approved in the separate Pioneer Agreement. We interpreted the tenns of the finn's
Pioneer fee arrangementwith RTC as applicable from April 1992, through the duration of
the engagement. However. one month after the higher rates were approved in the new
LSA, the firm submitted an amended budget for Pioneer and included the revised rates as
shown on the new LSA. We found no evidence that RTC approved the rate increases for
Pioneer. In addition, the rate increases were applied retroactively to the effective date of
the new LSA. Nonetheless. SS&N billed RTC fees for services related to Pioneer at the
new LSA rates, which exceeded the agreed upon hourly rates in the Pioneer agreement.
We believe the finn had an obligation to clarify any such billing modifications in
accordance with the fiduciary standards of the attorney/client relationship. The Florida
Supreme Court endorsed this principle in Halstead vs. Florence Cirrus Growers
Association, stating that modifications to a fee agreement between client and
anomey.. ."While not presumptively void. the burden of showing fairness where the
question is raised rests upon the attorney."

2.

SS&N.Professionals Billed at Hourly Rates that E:iceeded the Pioneer Agreement
The firm billed RTC $24,376 of fees for Pioneer matters _that exceeded the hourly rates
for anomeys included in the Pioneer agreement. Therefore, we questioned $24,376
related to these billings. For example. on June 26. 1992, RTC approved the addition of
an anorney (as an associate at SS&N) to the I..SA matrix at a billing rate of $135/bour.
The agreement for billing on Pioneer matters inciuded specific ranges of hourly fees for
SS&N professionals. Three categories were established:
Rate Per Hour
$125-150
$75-125
$55

Partner
Associate
Paralegal

Under the firm's arrangement .with RTC on Pioneer, the authorized ''associate" rate was
$125/hour. However, we found that the attorney was billed immediately and consistently ·
at $150/hour on all Pioneer matters.
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Table 8: Reconcil iarion of Questioned Cost
Activity Questioned
'

Professionals Billed at Hourly Rates That
Exceeded the Pioneer Agreement

'
'

Less Duplicative Costs Questioned:

I

Fees Questioned

I
I

S24.3761

II

I

Unallowable Leaming Curve Fees for
Pioneer Work
Allocation of Time Between Files
Resulted in Billing Mistakes and
Overcharges

I
I
I

(2.1 35)

!
'
;
I

(200) I

I
I

I
I
I

Total Duplicative Costs Questioned
Total

I

(2.335)

t

$22.041 .

i

!i

Source: FMA analysis of RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Protcssional Service Fees.

l
'~
;

Recommendation

~

l

(9)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $2:2.041 in fees m excess of Pioneer

'i

agreement rates (questioned cost).

j

Firm Response: The firm took the position that changes 10 1he original billing
arrangements for Pioneer rates and authorized personnel were orally consented 10 by the
RTC The firm also provided FMA with an amended Pioneer budget. da1ed June 26.
J992. thar lists the arrorney ar SJ 50/hour.
FMA Response: At a minimum. the Assistant General Counsel. PLS. who approved rhe
1erms of the engagement should have consented to hourly rate increases. The firm could
nor subs1anriare that such increase was either justified. or appropriate in light of the fact
1ha1 the more experienced Co-Counsel's billing rare remained at SJ 50/hour for the entire
Pioneer engagement.

I
Ii

i

J

l

i
f,

Concerning the amended Pioneer budget, we found no evidence that this single line entry
in an ex1ensive budget/case plan constituted eirher recognition. or approval of a higher
hourly rare by RTC In addition. no reference was made in the budget/case plan as 10
whether the a/torney was being hired as a partner or as,sociate. We questioned the
difference between the approved associate ra1e of SJ 25/hour for this attorney's work on
Pioneer and the SJ 50 per hour rate charged by the firm.
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0

3.

SS&N Employee (Former RTC Attorney) Certified Firm Billings to the RTC for
Work Performed When the Employee was Employed by RTC

Table 9: Reconciliation o_f Questioned Cost
Activitv Questioned

i

I

Fees Questioned

SS&N Employee (Fonner RTC Anorney) Certified !

Firm Billings to the RTC for Work Perfonned

1I

When the Employee Was Employed by RTC

f

Less Duplicative Costs Questioned:

$I 0.018

ff

'

!
i

Inappropriate Billings for Training and Education I
Unallowable Leaming Curve Fees for Pioneer
Work
:

(2;665)

I

(233)

Total Duplicative Costs Questioned

I

(2~898)

Total

:

$7.120

I

Source: FMA analysis or' RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Proiessional Service Fees.

Although the fi nn corrunenced work on Pioneer in Apri l 1992. the first invoices were
submitted in July l 992. under the certification of the ~onner RTC Attorney. All of these
billings . were for services incurred when the former RTC Attorney was employed by
RTC. In fact. some of the billings were for periods when the former RTC Attorney was
supervising the firm's work on Pioneer matters. We questioned $10,018 ($7,120, net of
adjustments for other findings ) related to these billings.
Re corn mendatjon

(10)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $7.120 of billings related to work perfonned
in April. May and June of 1992, until such time as new billing certifications are
executed and submitted to the FDIC and the FDIC has an oppomm.ity to evaluate
the appropriateness of the billings (questioned cost).

Firm Response: At the exit conference, the firm replied that the amount was immaterial
and requested the details comprising this finding.
FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requesred but has not received any further
communication.
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4.

SS&N Billed for Professionals Not Authorized by the Pioneer Agreement

Table 10: Reconciliation of Questioned Cosr
Activity Questioned

I

Fees Questioned
$25,636

Professionals Billed But Not Authorized
by the Pioneer Agreement
'

Less Duplicative Costs Questioned:
Unallowable Learning Curve Fees fo r
Pioneer Work

(5.621 )
(5,621 )

Total Duplicative Co.sts Questioned

$20.015

Total
Sourc:e: FMA analysis o( RTC Guideli nes. SS&N LSAs and Professio nal Service Fees.

The firm's proposal to RTC for the Pioneer work became the basis of the firm 's agreement
with RTC and identified firm and co·counsel partners, associates and paralegals
authorized to perform services for the engagement. Our testing discovered the firm's use
of unauthorized billers. including several who were involved for only a few number of
days, weeks or months. We questioned $25.636 ($20,01 5 net of adjustments for other
findings related to the use of unauthorized billers). We also questioned the necessity or
reasonableness of using some of these professionals on Pioneer matters for such a brief
time period.
Recommendatjop
(11)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $20,015 of costs related to unauthorized
professionals working on Pioneer matters (questioned cost).

Firm Response:

At the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

finding.

FMA Response: FMA provided the derails as requesred bur has nor received any farther
communication.
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5.

SS&N Billed Unallowable Learning Curve Fees for Piooe·er Work

Table 11: Reconciliarion of Questioned Cosr

!

Activity Questioned
Unallowable Leaming Curve Fees for
Pioneer Work
Less Duplicative Costs Questioned :

Fees Questioned

I

$36. 131

Allocation of Time Between Files
Resulted in Billing Mistakes and
Overcharges

(225)

Inappropriate Billings for Training and
Education

(270)

Professionals Billed at Hourly Rates that
Exceeded the Pioneer Agreement

(60)

(555)

Total Duplicative Costs Questioned

$35.576

Total
Source: FMA analysis ol RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.

As a condition of the Pioneer assignment, the firm agreed to "absorb the costs involved in
the learning curve in order to become familiar with handling professional liability
claims." We reviewed all Pioneer timekeepers and billing entries (3 ,265 hours over a 14
month time period) to evaluate whether the _firm's admitted inexperience in handling
professional liability cfaims increased the cost to the RTC. Numerous attorneys and
paralegals only worked on the project for short periods of time. As an example, a
paralegal only worked one day (2.7 hours) "reading and organizing" various litigation.,
financial and bank information. We could not detennine any value to the progress of the
Pioneer matters or to the RTC from this work. Examples of other learning curve
acti vities that were biUed include the following:

"Attend team meeting and training "
"Investigation and gathering of factual infonnation on various pending cases
brought by FDlC/R.TC against various accounting firms for malpractice ... "
"Create files for drafts of ATS and Position letters"
"Review. Evaluate and give additional direction on review of loan files at RTC
Investigations"
''Consult with Paralegal on review of file for possible securities claim"
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"Attempt to reschedule client meeting"

G

"Prepare fo r team meeting"
"Conduct li tigation depanment meeting and training-RTC overview"
"Assemble binders containing samples and research"
"Prepare memorandum regarding binders and PLS information in library"
"Assess staff assigrunents through August 15"
Finally, we question the hours incurred performing various research projects. As an
example, 24.2 hours and $1,607 was billed for a law clerk to prepare a general memo on
the "Financial Privacy Act" (124SC§3401 ). A firm with experience in professional
liability claims would find linle relevance or use for this general memorandum in dealing
with PLS cases.
Our examination of all Pioneer maner billings found $36,131 ($35,576, net of
adjustments for other findings) as questionable fees related to "learning curve" costs that
should have been absorbed by the firm rather than paid by the RTC.
Recommendation
··· ~.

02)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $35 .576 of professional fees that the firm
agreed to absorb as learning curve costs (questioned cost).

Firm Response:
finding.

At 1he exit conference. rhe firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received an.v furth(lr
communication.

6.

SS&N Made Fee Adjustments Without Adequate Supporting Documentation

FMA detected numerous adjustments of time on prebills without supporting
documentation. However, our ability to conduct an extensive examination of the
adjusunent problem was limited by the firm's inconsistent policy of retaining prebills.
We questioned $8,205 related to undocumented write-ups.
Recommeodatjon

(13)

We recommend that the FDIC disallow $8,205 of fees related to increases to the
Pioneer prebill without any supporting documentation (questioned cost, all of
which is Wlsupponed).
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Firm Response:

At the exit conference. the firm requesred the details comprising this

finding.

FMA Response: FA1A provided the de1ails as requesred bur has nor received any further
communication.

E.

Other Matters

I.

SS&N's Status as an MWOLF

Eight months after the finn executed the first LSA with FDIC in February 1991 , an
opporruruty developed for SS&N to obtain starus as an MWOLF. In October 1991,
RTC's acting General Counsel released a memorandum to all RTC Legal Division
personnel advising that. effective immediately, individuals with disabilities would be
included in the definition of the term "minority" for purposes of the Minority Outreach
Program established by the RTC Legal Division. This policy was established to ensure
that RTC was in compliance with the recently enacted Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990, 42 U.S.C. 12 10 l ~ ~ · which followed the enacunent of FIRREA. Thereafter,
SS&N was granted MWOLF status on the basis that an 85 percent equity ownership was
held by a disabled male shareholder.
Internal RTC memoranda reviewed by FMA indicated the possibility that the policy was
rescinded officially in 1993 or 1994. If the policy is no longer effective. we question the
firm's current MWOLF status and the accuracy of any representation assening such status
or that the firm is a women-owned firm as defined in the current MWOLF regulations.
Recommendatjon

( 14)

We reconunend that FDIC determine whether the firm currently qualifies as an
MWOLF.

Firm Response: At Jhe exit conference, the firm indicated that the memorandum has not
been overruled or superseded and as a result, they currently qualify as an JvfWOLF

2.

Poteotial Duplicate Payments

In certain engagements involving the sale of real estate, the firm represented RTC as
seller's cowisel and also served as agent for the title insurance underwriter. In both
capacities, the firm's primary responsibility was to perform title work. The firm
acknowledged receiving both an hourly fee as RTC's counsel and a major ponion of the
titie insurance premium payment as underwriter's agent. We questioned the fi.nn 1s
participation in rwo revenue sources for substantially the same services and requested the
firm to identify and explain these circumstances. We also questioned whether RTC was
aware of the finn's substantial participation in this activity.
30
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In our opinion, the firm should not have billed the RTC for: this type of work since the
firm was receiving a portion of the title insurance premium for perfo rming these identical
services.
Recommenda tiop

(15)

We recommend that FDIC review the appropriateness of the firm receiving title
insurance premiums while also representing RTC.

Firm Response:
finding.

At the exit conference. the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the derails as requested but has nor received any further
communication.
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VI. SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL REVIEW

A.

Overview of Testing

FMA analyzed the legal services and work product related to 21 matters performed by SS&N as
selected from repons generated by Data Base I (see page 9). These maners included fee billings
of $2. l 06.531 listed in Table 12 below:

Table J2: Jfauers Selected.for Substantive Legal Review

I

Client/Maner

Billings

452789-070 I 0

$392,41 l

452648-06000

186,228

012497-03030

185,331

012497-28000

167,120

452789-07020

143,331

012497-44000

141,554

452648-05000

115.044

452649-08010

93,155

01497-49001

83,757

452789-04000

83,022

012497-26008

67,908

012497-45000

66.609

012497-03160

66.465

452649-05000

61,913

402861-05001

51.982

452648-07000

45,046

452649-07000

38,731

452648-08000

37,653

402621-01003

37,330

452649-08000

23,708

012497~7001

18,233
$2, I 06,531

TOTAL SELECTED
TOTAL RTC

$3,875,910

54 percent

Planned Test Percentage
Source: FMA Analysis
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The substantive analysis was performed to determine whether billed hours and expenses were
conunensurate with the services rendered and in accordance with the operable agreements and
guidelines. Our computer analysis of invoices provided by SS&N in Data Base I established a
profile of the firm's billing policies and practices. We reviewed the correspondence. research
materials, pleadings and transcripts in each matter selected. Interviews were held With
supervising ·and participating anorneys and paraprofessionals. We were able to perform a
satisfactory analysis on JOO percent of the selected files. However, as noted on page 12, our
substantive review was impacted by the firm's practice of block billing and allocating time over
multiple bills. In many cases. the bi lls did not identify the allocation procedure or the other
affected entries.

FMA evaluated SS&N's compliance with the Legal Services Agreements, including the FDIC
Guide for Legal Representation. RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, RLIS Forms and Procedures
Deskbookfor Outside Counsel. RTC and FDIC policies and procedures and 12 CFR §1606, all of
which are incorporated by reference in the LSA. The finn had separate billing agreements with
RTC for Pioneer and Security First matters. We also evaluated the finn's compliance with
professional codes of conduct. including the ABA Code and Rules.
Below is a sununary of our findings in the substantive testing area of the audit:

Table I 3: Summary of Questioned Costs Based on Substantive Legal Review
Item

Questioned Fees

Inaccurate Timekeeping for Attendance at Depositions

$3,710

Inappropriate Staffing Used

2.154

Inappropriate Billing Related to Travel Time

8,152

Inappropriate Billings for Starus Reports and Fee Bill
Preparation
Inappropriate Billings for Training and Education
Inappropriate Billings for Overhead Expenses
Inappropriate Billings Related to the Firm's Research of
Their Oml Conflicts

11,732
6.863
12,056
436
$45,103

Total
Source; FMA analysis of RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.
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B.

Description of Detailed Testing

I.

SS&N Used Inaccurate Timekeeping for Attendance at Depositions

Table 1-1: Reconci/iarion of Questioned Cosr
i
Activity Questioned
!

Fees Questioned

i

Used Inaccurate Timekeeping for
Attendance at Depositions

I

$3. 710

I
I

Less Duplicative Costs Questioned:

I

!
Inappropriate Billings Related to Travel j
Time

Total Duplicative Costs Questioned ·

(610)

(610)

$3.100

Total
Source: FMA analysis ofRTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Proiessional Service Fees.

We detected numerous examples of inaccurate or questionable time recorded by SS&N
attorneys representing RTC at depositions in cenain of the matters selected for
substantive review. From the test of Database III for entries described as "attend
deposition". we selected a sample of 15 deposition transcripts and found that in 11 cases,
the SS&N attorney attributed more time to the testimony than recorded by the court
reponer. Numerous other entries reflecting deposition attendance could not be tested due
to the firm's practice of block billing. For example. time descriptions worded. "prepare
for and anend deposition" prevented the auditor from isolating the separate activities of
preparation and attendance. Other activities within the sample could not be tested due to
the absence of starting or ending times on the transcripts. or because the transcripts were
not available for inspection.

The concept of accurate timekeeping by attorneys engaged by RTC is so elementary that
the RTC Guide' For Outside Counsel ("Guide'') does not address the matter directly. At
page 17 of the Guide. the Legal Division's litigation philosophy is stated "... to pursue an
approach that is assenive, forthright and consistent with the RTC's overaH objective of
conducting litigation in an expeditious and cost-effective manner."
Rec om megdatiop

(16)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $3,100 m unsubstantiated charges for

deposition attendance (questioned cost).
Firm Response:
·finding.

At the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this
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FMA Response: Flvf.A provided rhe dewils as requested bur has nor received any further
communicarion.

2.

SS&N Used Inappropriate Staffing
On a number of occasions the firm participated in depositions with Co-Counsel and did
not charge for that time. However. on other occasions. more than one member of the firm
charged for attending deposirions or hearings. We question $2.154 of fees relating to
overstaffing. The Guide provided on page 19, "... the Legal Division expects Outside
Counsel to avoid the following: taking unnecessary staff to meetings, depositions or
hearings; overstaffing in general: rotating out from assignments anorneys already
proficient on RTC issues; or using only projects for purpose of training new personnel at
RTC expense." The Guide funher provided that any additional staffing should be
discussed in advance and be pre-approved by the responsible RTC attorney. We found
no evidence that RTC approved additional staffing.
Recommendation
(17)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $2.1 54 of fees related to overstaffing
(questioned cost).

Firm Response:
finding

At .the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FM.A provided the de1ails as requested but has nor received any further
communication.

3.

SS&N Inappropriately BiJJed For Time Incurred Related to Travel

Table 15: Reconciliation of Questioned Cost
Activity Questioned

Fees Questioned

Inappropriate Bill ings Re lated to Travel
Time

$8.152

Less Duplicative Costs Questioned:
Allocation of Time Between Files Resulted
in Billing Mistakes and Overcharges

(319)

lnappropriate Staffing Used

(495)

(814)

Total Duplicative Costs Questioned

$7,338

Total
Source: FMA analysis of RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Professional Service Fees.
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a) Inconsistent with LSA
We fo Wld on numerous occasions billing entries for travel that were inconsistent with
the fi rm's LS A which provided that "Travel Time is compensated at 50 percent of the
firm's regular billing races except for time spent on substantive work on a matter."
We question travel entries totaling $3.980 ($3.683. net of adjustments for other
fi nd ings) billed in excess of 50 percent or that do not describe the performance of
substantive work.
Rec9mmeudatiop

( 18)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $3,683 of travel costs billed in excess of 50%
of the approved hourly rate (questioned cost).

Firm Response: At the exit conference, the firm requested the derails comprising this
finding.

FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has nor received any farther
communication.
b) General Bank Maner
We also found 41 trips made by the finn that did not comply fully with its agreement
to waive travel time for work performed in Miami on the General Bank matter. The
time was waived because the firm was willing to make this accommodation.to secure
the work. We question $4.172 ($3.655, ne~ of adjustments for other findings) related
to these non-compliant billings.
Recommendatiog

(19)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $3 ,655 ·of travel costs in excess of 50%
specifically related to the General Ban1c, FSB matter (questioned cost).

Firm Response:
finding.

Al the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any farther
communication.

·..
..•.·... .
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·'-

SS&N Inappropriately Billed-for Status Reports and Fee Bill Preparation
Table 16: Reconciliation of Ques1ioned Cose
Activity Questioned

I

Fees Questioned

Inappropriate Billings for Status Reports
and Fee Bill Preparation
!
Less Duplicative Costs Questioned:

I

I
I

Employees Billed Subsequently
Approved on LSA
Inappropriate Billings for Training and
Education
Billed Fees in Excess of LSA Approved
Rates

I
I
I

Total Duplicative Costs Questioned

$11.732

(26)

(13)

(33)

(72)
$11,660

Total
Source: FMA analysis of RTC Guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Proicssional Service Fees.

We identified numerous instances where the finn billed for the preparation of fee bills
and status reports to RTC with no evidence that RTC approved any additional costs
related to non·routine reports. Accordingly, we question $11.732 ($11,660. net of
adjusunents for other findings) for inappropriate billings related to preparation of fee bills
and status repons.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel provided that "the Legal Division considers its
reponing and billing requirements to be pan of the cost of doing business with the RTC,
and as a general rule will not pay Outside Counsel for the time expended on the
preparation of bills and routine repons. If a non·routine report is panicularly
burdensome, Outside Counsel may request authorization from the responsible RTC
attorney to bill, at cost, for its preparation... 11

Recommendation
(20)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $11 ,660 related to preparation of fee bills and
status reports (questioned cost).

Firm Response: The firm requested the details comprising this finding.
FMA Response: FMA provided the derails as requesred but has not received any farther
communicarion.
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5.

SS&N Inappropriately Billed for Training and Education

We identified $6.863 of training and education costs billed by the firm to RTC. The RTC
Guide for Outside Counsel. February 1992. provided:
''It is the poli cy of the Legal Division not to pay for the educational or developmental
costs of Outside Counsel becoming familiar with relevant statutory and case law pertinent
to the Corporation." The firm had an obligation to absorb such costs.
Recommendation

We reconunend that FDIC disallow $6.863 of costs related to training and
education (questioned cost).

(21)

Firm Response:

At the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

finding.
FMA Response: FlvfA provided the derails as requested but has not received any farther
communication.

6.

SS&N Inappropriately Billed for Firm Overhead Expenses

'

f

[

~

~

We identified numerous instances of the firm billing for it_ems considered overhead, such
as filing. We are questioning $12.056 related to these items in the absence of the firm's
demonstration that these overhead costs were approved by RTC.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel provided on page 13 that the rates for professional

services include all overhead and profit. Funhermore, the LSA included as Exhibit E a
Certification that states "No charges have been included for bill preparation or other
overhead charges, such as secretarial services. typing or filing."
Recommendation
(22)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $12,056 of billings related to firm overhead
(questioned cost).

Firm Response:

At the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

finding.
FMA Response: FMA provided the de1aiis as requesred but has not received any further
communication.

38
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7.

SS&N Inappropriately Billed For Time Incurred Related,to the Firm's Research of
Their Own Conflicts

We are questioning $436 of costs related to research of the firm's potential conflicts of
interest. The RTC Outside Counsel Desk Book provided that "the fee or cost charged
should not represent a service that is customarily included in the normal overhead or
administrative expense of running a law firm." We believe the analysis of a potential
conflict of interest is included under this provision.

I

Recommendation

(23)

We recorrunend that FDIC disallow $436 of costs related to the firm's research of
their own conflicts of interest (questioned cost).

Firm Response:
finding.

Ar the exit conference. the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any farther
communication.

J

i

f

I

I

>.
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iI'

VII. EXPENSES: FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
0

A.

f

Background

i

The firm billed RTC during the audit period for $347.375 of reimbursed expenses. We examined
$194.27 J. or 56 percent. of this population. The following table swrunarizes the breakdown of
expenses by category.
Table 1 ?: Summary of Expense Tesring
Major Expense
A.mount
!
Category
Billed

,/

,...,.

I

Amount

Tested

Percent
Tested

Questioned
Cost

$63,721

$22.411

35.2

$39,972

Telephone and Facsimile

38.941

5.967

15.3

38.354

Outside Database Services

29.825

11.928

40.0

5,684

3.206

l.749

54.5

140

Travel

26.458

19.814J

74.9

8.440

Courier and Express Mail

23.880

27.7

83

Deposition and Filing Fees

25.015

6.6051
10.945

43.8

5.944

Miscellaneous

49.359

34.546

69.9

14.640

86,970
$347,375

80.306

92.3

47.100

$194.271 1

55.9

$160.357

!

Expen Witness and Consultant .
!Total
Source: FMA

ana~vs1s

of RTC guidelines. SS&N LSAs and Expenses

B.

Fipdjggs

(1)

Document Reproduction

Table 18: Summary of Expenses Questioned - Document Reproduction

Questioned Costs

Description
In-House Copying

$35,277

4.695

Unsupponed Outside Copying Charges

$39,972

Total
Source: FMA analysis of RTC guidelines. SS&N LSAs and E.xpenses

40
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"

Document Reproduction

!Process Servers

I

IJ

!

I

~

.
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a)

In-House Copying
FMA identified 1.532 entries of in-house copying not supponed by a cost study.
The description field found in SS&N invoices consistently contained the copy
counts charged at $.08 per copy. We selected. at random, 16 test counts in the
amowu of $8.597 ( 107.484 copies ar $.08 per copy). In all cases. the copy counts
were supponed by a printout from the firm's computer system.
The RTC Guide for Ou1side Counsel. stated "... Charges for photocopying shall be
at firm's acruaf cost, not to exceed eight cents per page unless supported by a cost
study."
The firm did not produce a cost study in response to FMA's request. Accordingly,
we question $35.277 for in-house copying, representing the entire amount billed.

Recommendation

(24)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $35,277 unsupported in-house copying
charges (questioned cost. all of which is unsupported).

Firm Response:
finding.

At rhe exit conference. the firm requested the derails comprising this

FMA Response: FJ1.A provided the details as requested bur has not received any farther
communication.
b)

Unsupported Outside Copying Charges

For outside copying charges. we randomly selected 25 entries contained in SS&N
invoices totaling $13.814. Rates charged varied widely from $.20 at the law
library to a $1.00 per copy for certified copies. The firm was unable to produce
adequate support for $4,695 of the selected entries. We question $4,695 for
outside copying charges.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, stated " ... Outside Counsel is required to
retain copies of all bills and underlying documentation, including original time
sheets and other time and expense adjustment records for four years after
payment."
Recommendation

(25)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $4,695 for wisupported outside copying

charges (questioned cost, aJJ of which is wisupported).
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At the exir conference. The firm requested the details comprising this

Firm Response:

finding.
FMA Response: FMA provided 1he derails as requested bur has nol received any farther
communication.

(2}

Facsimile and Telephone

Table J9: Summary of Expenses Questioned- Facsimile and Telephone
Description

Questioned Costs

Unsupported Facsimile Charges

$26,319

Unsupported Long Distance Telephone Charges

$38,354

Total
Source: FMA

a)

12,035

ana~vsis

of RTC guidelines. SS&N LSAs and £.xpenses

Unsupported Facsimile Charges
We selected 20 test page counts totaling $5,967. ln most cases, the counts were
supponed by a printout from the finn 's computer system and we noted a standard
$1. 00 per page charge. However, the firm did not perfonn a cost study and
therefore. could not support the per page charge. Accordingly, we question
$26.319 for unsupported facsimile charges.

RTC Guide for Ourside Counsel. stated "... Outside Counsel is required to retain
copies of all bills and underlying documentation~ including original time sheets
and other time and expense adjustment records for four years after payment."
Recommendation
(26)

We reconunend that FDIC disallow the $26,319 of unsupported facsimile charges
(questioned cost, all of which is unsupponed).

Firm Response:
finding.

At the exit conference, rhe firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received al1}' further
communicarion.
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b)

Unsupported Long Distance Telephone Charges

Finn personnel were required to enter a client-maner code for long distance
telephone calls. This informatjon was electronicalJy downloaded monthly into the
finn's billing system. Completed calls were charged to each client-matter during
the month and aggregated into the bill as a total. The amount billed was
determined by multiplying the total elapsed time by predetermined rates built into
the telephone system. We proposed a test by comparing the rates charged RTC to
the rates paid the long distance telephone carrier using four different monthly long
distance bills. However. the firm was unable to provide us with a rate schedule,
and we could not determine that the amounts charged for long distance telephone
were at the firm's actual rate. Because the firm could not adequately support the
Jong distance telephone charges we consider the $12,035 paid as questioned and
unsupported costs.
Recommendation
(27)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $12,035 of unsupponed long distance
telephone charges (questioned cost all of which is unsupported).

Firm Response:
finding.

At the exit conference. rhe firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FM.A provided the derails as requested but has not received any farther
communication.
(3}

Outside Database Services

Table 20: Summary of Expenses Questioned- Outside Database Services
Description
Questioned Costs

Unsupported Charges

$1,934

Unusual Charges for Which RTC Approval Was
Not Obtained

3,750
$5,684

Total
Source: FMA anaiy:ris ofRTC guidelines, SS&N LSAs and Expenses

a)

Unsupported Charges

The firm billed $29,825 for outside database services. We selected 18 charges
totaling $11,928 for testing. In most cases the charges were supponed by a
vendors invoice. However, the firm could not produce supponing documentation
for $1,934 of the charges. We, therefore, question $1,934 in unsupported
database expenses.
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RTC Guide for Ourside Counsel. stated " ...Outside Counsel is required to retain
copies of all biJls and W1derlying documentation. including original time sheets
and other time and expense adjustment records fo r fo ur years after payment."
Recom mepdatjon
(28)

We reconunend that FDIC disallow $1. 934 of W1Supported outside database
charges (questioned cost, all of which is unsupported).

Firm Response:
finding.

.-ll

1he exit conference. the firm reques1ed the derails comprising this

FMA Response: FlvfA provided the details as requested but has nor received any further
communication.

b)

Unusual Charges for Which RTC Approval was not Obtained
Included in our test counts. described above, was a $3,750 charge for "universal
and detail on-line search" services paid to Prentice-Hall Legal & F inancial
Services for a national asset search. Due to the unusually high charge, we
requested support of RTC approval for the -charges.
RTC Guide for Outside
Counsel stated. "... fees and expenses (including Westlaw and Lexis charges)
generated as a consequence of unauthorized and wmecessary research will not be
paid. " The firm was not able to provide documentary evidence that the expense
was approved by the RTC. We consider these unapproved charges of $3, 750 as
questioned costs.

The

Recommepdatjop
(29)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $3,750 of unapproved legal search
charges (questioned cost).

Firm Response:
finding.

Al the exit conference, rhe firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any farther
communication.

(4)

Process Servers
The firm billed $3.206 for process servers. We selected 15 test counts in the amount of
$ J, 749. In all but one case the charges were supported by a vendor's invoice. The firm
could not provide support for $140. We, therefore, question $140 of unsupported process
server fees.
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The RTC Guide for Ou/side Counsel. stated "... Outside ·G:ounsel is required to retain
copies of all bills and underlying docwnentation. including original time sheets and other
time and expense adjustment records for four years after payment. "

Recommendatjoo
(30)

We reconunend that FDIC disallow the $140 for unsupported process server
charges (questioned cost, all of which is unsupponed).

Firm Response:
finding.

Ar the exit conference. the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the derails as requested but has not received any further
communication.

(5)

Travel
Table 21: Summary of Expenses Questioned - Travel
Description
Unsupponed Travel Costs

Questioned Costs
$3,063

Billings Were Not For Actual Cost

860

Unapproved Charges - Multiple Personnel

3,504

Unallowable Costs

1,013

Total

-

$8.440

Source: FMA analvs1s of RTC guidelines. SS&N LSAs and E..:fpenses

a)

Unsupponed Travel Costs
The firm billed $26,458 for out-of-town travel expenses. We selected 37 test
counts totaling $19,814 of charges. In most cases, the travel expenses were
adequately supported by properly completed travel vouchers. However, the furn
could not provide documentation for $3,063 of billed travel costs. We consider
the $3,063 as W1$Upported questioned costs.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, stated " ... Outside Counsel is required to
retain copies of aJJ bills and underlying docwnentation, including original time
sheets and other time and expense adjustment records for four years after
payment."

Recommendation
(31)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $3,063 of WlSupported travel costs
(questioned cost, all of which is wisupported).
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Firm Response:
finding.

At the exit conference. 1he firm reques1ed the details comprising this

FM4 Response: FA1.A provided the derails as requested bur has nor received any further
communication.
b)

Billings Were Not For Actual Cost

In one case we observed that the travel costs were bilJed on the basis of time and
not at actual cost. The RTC was billed 2.4 hours at $275/hr ($660) and 8.0 hours
at $25/hr ($200} for a rota! of $860 (It is possible the billing attorney or clerk
miscoded the billing as travel rather than fees). We consider the $860 as
questioned costs. The Rl!S Forms and Procedures Deskbook for Outside
Counsel provided detailed instructions for reimbursement of travel expenses.

Recommepdation
(32)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $860 of unsupported travel costs
(questioned cost. all of which is unsupported).

Firm Response:
finding.

At rhe exit conference. the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided rhe de/ails as requested bur has not received any further
communicalion.
c)

Unapproved Charges· Multiple Persoooel

Our test counts identified seven instances, where two -Or more attorneys traveled

for the same function such as depositions, settlements. cJosings, meetings and
documentation review. The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel ("Guide"), stated the
legal division expects outside counsel to avoid "taking unnecessary staff to
· meetings, depositions or hearings". The Guide further provides "if outside
counsel believes it needs to take additional staff to meetings, depositions or
hearings, or believes staffing changes in the middle of a case are necessary, the
legal division expects those staffing recommendations to be discussed in advance
with, and be pre-approved by, the responsible RTC attorney". In another section,
the Guide stated "it has been the experience of the legal division that travel by
more than one attorney is frequently unnecessary and not justified." In response
to our request for RTC approval, the billing attorney attested to RTC's approval
and provided justification for attendance by more than one attorney; however,
independent confinnation was not provided. We consider the $3,504 of travel
costs for the additional personnel (attorneys or paralegals other than the senior
attorney) as questioned costs until the finn can provide independent confirmation
ofRTC's approval.
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Recommendation
(33)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the SJ.5 04 for unauthorized travel expenses
(questioned cost).

Firm Response:
finding.

At the exit conference. 1he firm requested the details comprising 1his

FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any further
communication.
d)

Unallowable Costs

On a travel voucher, the attorney billed $41 to RTC for taXi service to and from di.Mer.
The RLIS Forms and Procedures Deskbookfor Outside Counsel, stated " ... transportation
to obtain meals is not reimbursable." In another instance, two attorneys anending a
deposition stayed overnight and billed RTC for a total of three nights. Both attorneys had
included the hotel charge ($82) for the junior attorney on their respective travel vouchers,
thus duplicating the cost. We consider the $41 taxi service cost and the $82 duplicated
hotel charge as questioned costs.

.
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The firm billed $890 of travel expenses for an attorney to attend a "conference" . We
could not determine that attendance was necessary to effectively represent RTC nor that
the charges were not for a service customariJy included in a Jaw firms normal overhead or
administrative expenses. The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, stated " .. .it is the policy of
the legal division not to pay for the education or developmental costs of Outside Counsel
becoming familiar with relevant statutory and case Jaw pertinent to the Corporation."

Recommendation
(34)

We reconunend that FDIC disallow the $1,013 ($82 + $41 + $890) m
non-reimbursable travel expenses (questioned cost).

Firm Response:
finding.

At the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the derails as requested but has not received any farther
communication.

(6)

Courier I Express Mail
The firm billed $23,880 for courier services and express mail. We selected 23 test counts
in the amount of $6,605. In I 00 percent of the test counts of Federal Express invoices,
the firm billed the RTC at actual cost net of any discount.
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In all other charges the RTC was billed at actual cost. In most cases the charge was
supported by a vendor invoice: however. the finn could nor substantiate $83 of charges.
We consider the $83 as questioned costs (all unsupported).

!

The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, stated "... Outside Counsel is required to retain
copies of all bills and underJying documentation. including original time sheets and other
time and expense adjustment records for four years after payment."

I

Recommendation
(35)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $83 of unsupported express mail charges
(questioned cost, all of which is unsupported).

Firm Response:
finding.

f

!

At Jhe exil conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

i

!

FMA Response: FMA provided the derails as requested bur has not received any further
communication.

I

l

i

(7)

'

Deposition and Filing Fees

l

•

Table 22: Summary of Expenses Questioned - Deposition and Filing Fees
Description
Questioned Costs

f.

!:
i:

Unsupported Charges

$3,882

Unreasonable Charges

2,062
$5.944

Total
So urce: FMA analysis of RTC guidelines, SS&:N lSAs and Expenses

I

I

i
f;

.i

a)

t

Uosupported Charges

~

The firm billed $25,015 for deposition and hearing transcripts, court fees and filing
fees wider 14 di:f.ferent expense codes during the audit period. We selected 21 test
counts in the amount of$ I 0,945. In most cases, the charges were supported by a
vendor's invoice and billed to the RTC at actual cost. However, the firm could not
provide supporting documentation for $3,882 of the charges for recording powers
of attorney in 67 Florida counties. However, from the documentation provided,
we could not establish that the amoWlt billed was the actual cost. We consider the
$3,882 as questioned costs.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, stated " ...Outside Counsel is required to
retain copies of all bills and Wlderlying documentation, including original time
sheets and other time and expense adjustment records for four years after
payment."
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Recommendation

(36)

We recommend that FDIC disallow $3.882 of unsupported filing fees (questioned
cost, all of which is unsupported) .

Firm Response:
finding.

At 1he exit conference. the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: Flvf.A provided the derails as requested but has not received any further
communication.
b)

Unreasonable Charges

The finn billed $2,062 fo r deposition services (e.g. coun reporter, copy of
transcript). In response to our request for justification for the charge we were
infonned the deposition was handled on an expedited basis over a 2-day period
foHowing oraJ approval by the RTC supervisory attorney. However, independent
confinnation of RTC approval was not obtained. We consider the $2,062 as
questioned costs.
Recommendation
(37)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $2,062 in unsupported deposition charges

(questioned cost. all of whi_ch is unsupported).

Firm Response:

Ar the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

finding.
FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any farther
communication.

(8)

Miscellaoeous

The fi.nn billed $49,359 of miscellaneous charges (i.e. IRS, Division of Motor Vehicles,
advertising, lien and other cost before sale of property, etc.) under 21 different expense
codes. We selected 43 test counts arnolUlting to charges of $34,546. In most cases, the
charges were supported by a vendor's invoice. However, the firm could not produce
supporting documentati on fo r $14,640 of which $ 13,73 1 was the cost for a title insurance
policy. From the documentation provided we could not establish that the amount billed
was the actual cost. Until the firm can provide proper supporting documentation, we
consider the $14,640 as questioned costs.
The RTC Guide f or Ourside Counsel, stated "... Outside ·Counsel is required to retain
copies of all bills and underlying documentation, including original time sheets and other

time and expense adjusunent records for four years after payment."
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Recommendation
(38)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $14~640 of unsupported miscellaneous
expenses (questioned cost. all of which is tlllsupported).

Firm Response:
finding.

At the exit conference, rhe firm requesred the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the derails as requested but has not received any farther
communication.
(9)

Expert Witness and Consultant
The finn billed $86,970 of expenses for this category. We selected 19 test cotints totaling
$80,306 in charges. In all but one case the firm provided proper supporting
docwnentation.
The firm billed RTC $47,100 for work perfonned by Peterson
Consulting. The vendor invoice did not include any detail of the charges. Consequently,
we could not evaluate the reasonableness of the charges. FMA requested SS&N to obtain
details from Peterson Consulting. The firm produced a Peterson invoice for $47, I 00 that
did not contain supporting detail of charges. We consider the $47,J 00 as questioned
costs.
The RTC Guide for Outside Counsel, stated " ... Outside Counsel is required to retain
copies of all bills and underlying documentation, including original time sheets and other
time and expense adjustment records for four years after payment."

Recommendatiog
(39)

We recommend that FDIC disallow the $47.100 of unsupported consultant
charges (questioned cost, all of which is unsupported).

Firm Response:
finding.

At the exit conference, the firm requested the details comprising this

FMA Response: FMA provided the details as requested but has not received any farther
communication.
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VUI. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST A.ND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

FMA examined the firm's policy, internal procedures and controls for detecting and disclosing
conflicts of interest. preserving confidentiality and complying with applicable starutory and
contractual requirements. including codes of professional responsibility.
A.

Analysis of Firm's Policies and Internal Procedures for Conflict of Interest

The firm's records contained limited suppon to demonstrate compliance with the conflict of
interest requirements of the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel ("Guide''), February 1992. In the
absence of a written policy, the firm prepared various documents at our request describing its
internal controls and procedures for identifying and resolving conflicts or potential conflicts. We
also examined applications for professionaJ liability insurance for consistency of representations.
Our initiaJ request to perform a conflicts audit by examining daily time sheets and other
infonnation was resisted by the firm on the grounds of confidentiality. During fieldwork
however, the finn agreed to provide access to such infonnation. We detennined that SS&N
relied on informaJ recognition procedures to detect conflicts, rather than a computer-aided
approach. The principal method was the monitoring of conflicts by the managing partner and
supervising attorneys using meetings, electronic mail and annual questionnaires for professional
insurance applications. We were unable to express an opinion regarding the adequacy of the
firm's internal controls for detecting conflicts until its non-RTC clients were examined.
The selection of independent contractors by RTC and FDIC was made in accordance with
standards for qualification and ethics codified at 12 C.F.R. 1606 et. seq. These regulations apply,
inter alia, to contracts for services entered into by RTC/FDIC with law firms. 12 C.F.R. 1606. l
(c). The regulations were promulgated in an effort to ensure that aJI independent contractors met
minimum standards of competence, integrity, fitness, experience and ethical conduct, and
provided for the d.i5qualification of contractors who fell below these standards. 12 C.F.R. 1606. I
(b ). Outside legal cowisel were held to the highest ethical standard in their relationship with
RTC/FDIC and expected to observe the ABA Rules. 1606.8 (a)(l) provides that in connection
with the performance of JegaJ services, a law firm or attorney shall not act for the RTC/FDIC in
any matter in which either the firm or attorney, or any related entity, has a conflict of interest
unless the RTC/FDIC detennines that such representations are appropriate.
B.

Examination of Firm's Client List and Time Records

The firm provided a list of all non~RTC/FDIC clients during the audit period. Our examination
of clients identified in daily time records substantiated the accuracy of the finn 's client list. We
identified approximately 75 clients that by name, or matter description, warranted an
examination to determine if the firin represented any of the following: debtor-in-possession,
trustee in bankruptcy, receiver in any court or administrative proceeding where RTC or FDIC
had an interest as a creditor; insurance carrier, stockholder or class of stockholders in actions
against a director or officer of an insured depository institution, or represented an insured
depository regarding a regulatory matter; or other matter relating to the RTC, FDIC, or the
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fonner FSLIC. From our analysis of time entries for each of these clients throughout the audit
period, and from discussions with finn's anorneys responsible for billing such clients. we
·concluded there was no evidence that the finn represented clients with conflictmg imerestS to
those of RTC, FDIC or the fonner FSLIC.
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SUBJECT:

Audit of Legal Fees and Expenses Paid by the RTC to the Law
Finn of Salem, Saxon & Nielsen (Tampa. Florida)

f

I
I

This memorandum constitutes the Legal Division's response to both the draft audit report
(Exhibit A) of the Office of Inspector General (OIO) on payments made by the RTC to the law
firm of Salem, Saxon & Nielsen ("Finn") and the Firm's voluminous responses, dated July 24
and August 28, 1998, to the report (Exhibit B). The report covered a judgmental audit sample of
$2,300,802 in fees and expenses paid to the Finn by the RTC from January 1, 1991 through
December 31, 1994. Th.is sample represents 54% of the $4,223,285 paid by the RTC to the Finn
for professional services rendered by the Fimrduring the audit period. The audit was conducted
by an independent public accounting finn ("IPA") contracted by the OIG from February 9, 1995
to May 31, 1995. The IPA issued its report on July 25, 1995 and the OIG issued its draft audit
repon to the Legal Division on February 10, 1998. Because the draft audit repon did not include
any schedules correlating questioned amounts to invoice amounts, detailed examination of the
audit work papers was necessary. The report originally identified $688,732 in questioned costs.
After reviewing the report, the auditors' work papers, and the Finn's responses, the Legal
Di vision will disallow $8, 112 in fees and expenses paid to the Finn.
The Legal Division's position regarding each audit condition is explained below in the
order in which it appears in the report.

1

Tbe attachments referred to in the Legal Division's response are not included in this
appendix.
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Recommendation 1: The report r~commends that the FDIC require responsible
personnel to analyze the qualifications for employees working on RTC matters but not
listed on the LSA, determine how much oftbe $292,713 in net questioned costs should be
retroactively ratified, and disallow any of these charges not approved.
The report questions $292,713 (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs relating to
attorneys and paralegals in the Finn who either performed services prior to their being listed as
approved on an LSA or were never listed on an LSA. In particular, $240,749 of the net
questioned costs is for attorneys and paralegals who were eventually listed on subsequent LSAs
with the Firm; the remaining $51,964 is for personnel who were never added to an LSA.
A review of the auditors' work papers discloses that many of these charges primarily
evolved around the Firm's representation of the RTC in a professional liability matter pertaining
to the General Banlc, FSB. The Finn informed the RTC oversight attorney about additional
personnel needed in coJUlection with this maner. [Response at Tab 12, Letter from Finn to RTC
Oversight Attorney dated May 31, 1994.) This RTC oversight attorney indicated that she was
ay.oare of additional Firm personnel that were used for another professional liability matter who
were not included as listed personnel in the original case plans.(and by inference on the original
LSAs) for that matter. However, this oversight attorney stated that "every addition of staff to the
team was accomplished with my prior approval." [Response at Tab 4, Letter from RTC
Oversight Attorney to the Finn, dated December 20, 1995.] It is likely that lead oversight
attorneys were generally aware of all additions to projects assigned to the Finn.
We have reviewed the hourly rates charged by such additional staff. For attorneys
subsequently listed, the rates charged before their listing were equivalent to those charged
afterwards. for attorneys never listed on a LSA, the rates charged for such attorneys were
consistent with rates charged for attorneys listed on the LSA. Accordingly, in light of these
circumstances, the Legal Division will ratify' payment for the use of all such personnel.
Accordingly, the Legal Division will not disallow any questioned costs under tbi.s
recommendation.
Recommendation 2: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow S7,85S in
over billings due to unauthorized rates.
The report questions $7,855 (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs because of
billings by the Finn at hourly rates that were purportedly greater than those authorized in the
applicable LSAs. Our review of the work papers indicates that the auditors did not base this
finding on the actual invoices that the Firm used to receive payment by the RTC for the hourly
rates the Firm charged the RTC. Indeed, the Firm states in its response that:

' Since the General Counsel has complete delegated authority regarding hiring and paying outside counsel with
respect to issues raised by the repon, his signing of this memorandum should be deemed a ratification or approval of
billing rates and fees incurred to the extent indicated herein.
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The work papers relied upon by the Auditors for this recommendation
are clearly computer printouts, not invoices. Of the 692 questioned entries, 622
had no validity whatsoever, as they were either billed correctly or never billed to
the RTC at all. There arc numerous discrepancies with other entries listed below.
The erroneous universe of information utilized by the Auditors has caused SS&N
to spend over 4 days reviewing almost 700 time entries when we should only have
been reviewing 70 entries, at most. Absolutely no confirmation was done to
validate these purported questionable costs by comparison with the actual
invoices. SS&N had to pull a voluminous number of invoices and manually
compare each and every entry. [Supplemental Response at 2.J
ln the "Scope and Methodology" section of its report, the IPA stated that it "developed
data bases of time, expense and billing records provided in computer form by SS&N, as well as
computer data received from RTC" and that it "used the data bases to generate detailed and
summary profiles of billing activity for all attorneys and for fee and expense categories."
Accordingly, it appears that the IPA audited the Firm's computerized records rather than actual
invoices presented to the RTC for payment.
We understand that this recommendation has been re-assessed by OJG staff. Hence, the
Legal Division will not disallow any of the costs questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 3: The re port recommends that the FDIC disallow $14,352 in
payments for fees written-up from original time records.
The report questions $14,352 (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs for fees
written-up from original time records. The work papers show that the questioned costs under
this recommendation may be broken down as follows: $9,719 is based on the absence of time
sheets to support entries on pre-bills and invoices - the auditors evidently believed a "mark-up"
occurs whenever original time sheets cannot be found to support entries on pre-bills or invoices.
It should be noted that the auditors have not found any mark-ups from the pre-bills to the
invoices with respect to the $9,719 in questioned costs. As disclosed in the work papers, the
remaining $4,836 in costs questioned under this recommendation is based on mark-ups from
original time sheets found by the auditors to the invoices.
The Firm disagrees with this finding and stated that:
We spent a considerable amount of time explaining our entire billing procedure to
the Auditors, which they appear to have ignored in this recommendation.
Secretaries enter time based solely upon timesheets completed by timekeepers.
That time is then converted to draft bills for each client matter. Simply because
we were Wlable to locate every single timesheet, when there were literally
thousands encompassed in the audit, does not mean that the time was written-up.
To the contrary, the time appears on the draft bills which means that there had to
have been timesheets with that time reflected thereon. [Firm Response at 8.J
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As the report correctly indicates, the applicable Guide for Outside Counsel requires the
retention of supporting documentation for services performed and expenses incurred, including
o riginal time sheets, for at least four years after final payment. The report reveals that the Finn
did not have original or copies of time sheets supporting $9,719 in fees paid to the Firm.
As previously accepted by the Audit Committee in December 1996 and November 1997,
this office applies a sliding scale concept that addresses the appropriateness of disallowing
questioned costs that result from missing time sheets. Application of our sliding scale factors in
the instant maner is as follows:

(i)

The proportion of audited fees which were not adequately supported due to

missing time sheets. The costs questioned due to missing time sheets represent Jess than .5% of
the total amount of fees covered by the audit ($9,719/$2, 106,531 ).
(ii)
Whether the audit revealed any variances between fees billed and the time sheets
which were examined. The auditors found minor instances of variances between fees biUed and
corresponding figures on time sheets properly kept by the Firm. The remaining $4,836 in costs
questionea under this recommendation represent the only discovered instances of variances
between the recorded fee entries on time sheets and the actual invoices used for payments. This
represe nts less than .3% of the total amount of fees covered by the audit ($4,836/$2, 106,531).
(iii)
Whether the audit revealed any indicia of fraud . The audit did not disclose any
indicia of fraud; the audit does not indicate that any of the questioned costs are the product of
deceit or defalcation of funds.
(iv)
The reasons why the time sheets were missing. The Firm has not offered any
reasons why the time sheets were missing and we decline to speculate on the reasons why the
time sheets were missing.
(v)
Were the legal bills that were ouestioned by missjp2 time sheets otherwise
reasonable and did they represent charges for which the FDIC has received benefit? Although
the report does not specifically address this factor, the charges disclosed in the work papers
appear reasonable. The Firm continues to provide services to the FDIC on several outstanding
matters and current oversight lawyers have indicated that the Legal Division has received good
value for such services.
Our application of the sliding scale results in our determination not to disallow any
of the questioned costs derived from missing time sheets under this condition. Our view is
bunressed by four of the five sliding scale criteria being favorable to the F.iilll. However, with
regard to the remaining balance of questioned costs due to mark-ups from original time sheets to
invoices, the Firm has not explained such discrepancies. Therefore, the Legal Division
disallow S4,836 in costs questioned under this recommendation.

wm
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Recommendation 4: The report r ecommends that the FDJC disallow Sl ,823 in
costs for time billed in excess of 15 hours in a day.

The report questions $1,823 in costs because of"excess" hours billed by Firm personnel.
Evidently, the auditors de1ennined that any hours billed in excess of 15 hours for any given day
were questionable. The auditors appear to believe that such excess hours might have implied
inefficient performance of services, contrary to the RTC general guidelines on work efficiency
found in the Guide for Outside Counsel and RTC Deskbook for Outside Counsel. As the report
states:
We found seven instances of individuals billing more than 15 hours
per day on RTC matters. These individuals billed $37,791 of which
$ J ,823 represented billings for hours in excess of I5. We questioned
the amount billed in excess of 15 hours in those instances. [Report at
18.)
We believe there is simply nothing in the record to support any implication about the
efficiency of services performed by outside counsel merely because outside counsel logged long
hours. In other words, we do not believe one can judge the efficiency of outside counsel work
simply on the basis of hours spent on the j ob. Jn our view, any assessment of efficiency must
take into account the demands of the work itself, which the auditors have failed to do. Moreover,
there is simply no "15-hour" standard in any published guideline adopted by the Legal Division.
This alone would warrant the LegaJ D ivision not taking any action with regard to this condition.
Nonetheless, we no te that the so-called ''excess" hours spent by the Firm do not seem
dubious in light of the Firm's explanations for several of the entries lhat would otherwise arouse
concern. For instance, the Firm states that two entries that show 25.2 and 20.3 hours of billable
time was actually apponioned to other matter projects and portions of that time were disallowed
by the RTC oversight anomey. 2 [Response at 8.) In another entry that shows 19.1 hours of time
for recording instruments with the appropriate recording.clerks in Florida, the Finn explained
that the RTC was not billed for this time since the RTC and Firm had negotiated a fl at rate for
the recording services. [Response at 8.) As previously noted, the IPA apparently did not audit
actual invoices submitted to the RTC for payment (see Recommendation 2 above). Thus, the
Legal Division will not disallow any questioned costs with reKard to this recommendation.

2
We do not have any additional material to suppon ihc Firm's explanation. However, we note that these and other
allocation mistakes are covered under recommendation 6, which originally quesiioned $5,488 in coslS that was later
reduced to S2,701. As noted in our response to recommendation 6, lhe auditors have not supplied any "back-up"
suppon for that recommendation. Accordingly, we have no reason to question the Firm's explanation of aclions
taken by the RTC oversight lawyer to correct the allocation mistakes.
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Recommendation 5: The report recommends that the FDIC di~allow $69,580 in
payments for fees thal do not contain the 20 percent discount agreed to by the firm and
accepted by the RTC.

The report questions $69,580 in costs on the basis of a 20% discount in hourly rates that
the auditors claim the Finn was obliged to provide to the RTC upon the Firm's commencement
of services 10 the RTC. The auditors appear to base this discount on information the Firm gave
the RTC when the Finn applied for RTC work. Our review of the LSA executed by the Firm and
the RTC discloses that the Firm did in fact show in an exhibit attached to the LSA that its rates
were discounted by 20%. Moreover, the Finn states:
The RTC has never required an across the board 20% discount in biJling rates
from the Finn. v..'hen the RTC requested that the Finn specifically delineate the
discounted rates for each of the attorneys on our LSA, SS&N specifically noted
the discounts as to each attorney and provided an average of the overall discount.
[Response at 8, 9.J
Inasmuch as the Firm billed the questioned costs at issue in accordance with the
in its LSA, the Legal Division wiJJ not disallow any questioned costs
relating to this recommendation.
rates

eoum~rated

Recommendation 6: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow SS,488, later
reduced to $2,701, in costs from allocation mistakes and the firm's billing of unreasonable
fees.

The IPA noted that 21,661 audited entries totaling $856,780 were allocated among
different RTC billing files by the Finn. The report originally questioned $5,488 in costs because
of purported billing allocation mistakes. The costs questioned under this recommendation are
not easily understood since the auditors identify only one such allocation mistake (regarding an
attorney who billed 25.2 hours) that appears to have been corrected by the RTC oversight
lawyer. This corrective action by the RTC oversight lawyer resulted in disallowances taken by
the RTC against the Finn over this charge. The auditors have failed to explain these pW'ported
mistakes as well as the basis upon which questioned costs of $5,488 under this recommendation
have been reduced by nearly 50% to questioned costs of $2, 70 I . Finally, there is nothing in the
work papers to substantiate the auditors' findings.
In response to this recommendation, the Finn states that it was directed to allocate
various entries by RTC oversight lawyers, and, in.the few instances in which allocation mistakes
occurred, RTC oversight lawyers made the appropriate corrections. As stated by the Firm:
The Auditors have been critical of the fact that on various matters the time spent
in providing legal services was "allocated" among various files. This
meihodology was not only necessary, but directed, by the RTC on such matters.
For example, in the area of professional liability investigations, prior to the
6
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institution of the RLIS billing system, there was just one maner utilized for an
entire investigation. Once the RLIS system was instituted, the RTC required a
separate billing number for each of the six areas of investigation inherent in a due
diligence review of an institution for potential claims. Inasmuch as there is a
basic body of documents which must be reviewed at the outset to determine
whether there are any claims, such as board of directors minutes, reports of
examination for the relevant years, directors committee minutes, institution
committee minutes, target loans, and the like, the time spent cannot actually be
attributed to any specific file, but rather benefits all of the matters. Accordingly,
the allocation process was instituted at the direction of the in-house RTC
supervising attorneys. • • •

In all instances where this allocation process was used, the supervising attorney
was very well aware of, and was in total agreement with, the use of this
methodology. In one instance, as indicated by the Auditors at page 22 of the
Audit Report, the RTC supervising attorney disallowed some of the allocation on
those files and had them consolidated into one file. [Response at l 0.)
The Legal Division will not disallow any costs under this recommendation since
su bstan t ia lion for this fin ding is lacking and the Firm's explanation is consistent with RTC
practice at the time.
Recommendation 7: The report recommends, on the basis of its earlier finding
regarding allocation mistakes, that the FDIC instruct the firm to review its previous
allocated billings, perform an adequate review, reduce those charges found to be
un reasona ble and r efund FDIC accordingly.
The Legal Division will not take any action under this recommendation since it is
premised on an earlier recommendation that lacks substantiation.
Recommendation 8: The repon recommends, on the basis of its earlier finding
regarding allocation mistakes, that the FDIC secure assurance from the firm that a revised
billing procedure has been implemented ensur ing adequate biUing supervision and control
over allocated entries.
The Legal Division will not take any action under this recommendation since it is
premised on an earlier recommendation that lacks substantiation.
Recommendation 9: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $22,041 in fees
in excess of Pioneer agreement rates.

(b)(6)

The report questions $22,04 I (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs relating to
purported increases in hourly rates for two lawyers and one paralegal that were beyond the rates
established. b~ th: Finn f°.r..':".~aining to Pioneer FSB. Nearly $21, 100 of this finding
........ reJatestobdhngs by attomeyt:::..J
7
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(b )(6)
(b )(6)

Evidently, the RTC oversight lawyers and the Finn established hourly rates in connection
with the Firm's work on Pioneer that varied from the rates established in the LSA. As the work
papers indicate, rates for senior partners and several paralegals for the Finn were lower in the
Pioneer arrangement than the otherwise applicable rates in the LSA. However, the hourly rate
.............................f9.r...~enior.ass.ociater=-la fonner RTC attorney with substantial PLS experience, was higher
............... (~}.?..9.J.f<:'I.:'.".9Ik9n1':i:O:iie"erthanl="late ($135) in the LSA. The auditors questioned MBR's
billings in accordance with this ~eer arrangement. Jn reading the report, one may sunnise
that the auditors questioned the billings ofMBR because they came to the conclusion that rates

in the Pioneer arrangement were not legally effective. The auditors state that "[a]t a minimum,
the Assistant General Counsel, PLS who approved the terms of the engagement should have
consented to hourly rate increases. The firm could not substantiate that such increase was either
justified, or appropriate in light of the fact that more experienced Co-Counsel's billing rate
remained at $150/hour for the entire Pioneer engagement." [Report at 25.]
This is puzzling. The finding suggests that the so-called Pioneer fee arrangement was
appropria re and legally binding on the RTC, except for the higher rate established for
(b)(6 ) . -~----(The wording of this recommendation is that " [The auditors] recommend that FDIC
sa ow $22,04 1 in fees in excess of Pioneer agreement rates".) Indeed, the auditors have not
addressed or questioned the billings of senior partners who may have billed at lower rates on
Pioneer matters. Further, we are troubled by the auditors' re-assessment of this Pioneer
arrangement on the basis of the auditors' qualitative judgments on appropriate billing rates for
MBR's work on the Pioneer matter.

C

We thus agree with the Finn's response concerning this finding as it relates to G a s
stated below:

(b )(6)

(b)(6)

.........

[T]he billing rate charged for Attorney r-:=J,..aformCf....RTC.. professionaL
li~:tJiJityr.1JtQm~y,withregardtoEJwo~e Pioneer matter, was in
accordance with the Finn agreement with the RTC. Not only wasc:::Jte
verbally approved with RTC Attomeyc:::::3..one:0f..the...primary.r.e.11$.Q1l~JC>.~ ..
submitting the revised June 29, 1992 budget was to include c::::::::Jasone.ofJh~
senior attorneys handling this matter. Indeed, contrary to the representations of
··
................................................................................ ...........J..h.e...Auditor.s,r::::-1 was not included in the original Investigative Case Plan and
Budget (the "1'raii")for Pioneer. Thus, the on)i:,reference to[::;::Jwas.inthe.. . ..
revised June 29. 1992 Plan which clearly has L:J·rate-·d elmeated.as .$15..0...pe.r..hoYJ.., _

(~)(?.)
j~)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(or
·· ·]~)(~r

(b)(6)
1~)(6)

The Audit report also questions the justification of this rate for c::::;:}in-light-of.________ (b )(6)
~~-the alleged fact that more experienced co-counsel was being billed at the same
rate for the Pioneer en a ement. As is pointed out in detail in the Summary of
(b)(6 )
· - - -- -ln¥esti.g.ation.at-+ab+, is an exceedingly experienced professional lfability
co-cowisel] is a far more experienced trial
(b)(6 ) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ ....~nd,-Whil~tt&rney (b)(6 )
ttomey~has far more experience in the areas which are critical to a time
sensitive investigation. [Response at 10.J
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Nonetheless, our review of the work papers indicates that several billings r o Gand ·

(b)(6 )

.. . .... . . . E:J a paralegal and attorney, did in fact exceed the rates they were supposed to charge under

. . . . . ..(~!(?.) ..

the Pioneer arrangement by $789 and $ 100, respectively. Therefore, the L egal Division will
disallow $889 under this recommendation.
R ecom m enda tion 10: The report recommends tha t the FDIC disallow $7,120 of
billings related to work perfo rmed in April, M ay and June of 1992, un til such time as new
billing certifications a r e executed a nd submitted to the FDIC a nd the FDIC has an
opporlunity to evaluate the a ppropriateness of the b illings.

(b)(6)

The report questions $7, 120 (net of adj ustments for other findings) in cos ts relating to
Firminv.oi ces that .were .certifi.edby....attomeyE::Jto the RTC. The auditors observe that:
Although the finn commenced work on Pioneer in April 1992, the first invoices
were submitted in July 1992, under the certification of the former RTC Attorney.
All of these billings were for services inc urred when the fonner RTC Attorney
was employed by RTC. Jn fact, some of the billings were for periods when the
former RTC Attorney was supervising the finn's work on Pioneer matters.
[Report at 26.]

The Finn states:
(b)(6 )

(b)(6 )

(b)(6)

- - ----- - - ----- · · ·

. WhenE:Jwas at the RTC and was approached by SS&N for possible
employment, she immediately rec used herself from having any further contact
with the Finn or the Pioneer matter. Gi1so ..specificaUy 4.i~.~)()S,f?,d on

(b)(6)
documentation pres~ to the Tam pa RTC's Legal Division, Eth'ics officer,--- - - - - - - - - - - ---.a.rttomey-fH6J;that J . 'as the attorney who referred this matter to the joint
venture between the Williams, Reed law firm and SS&N, but that she had never
reviewed an y billings that had to do with this matter. Furthermore, j
·---1.W.~----not the attorney who approved any of the budgets submitted in the Pioneer matter. - - - (~)( 6 )
SS&N could not submit any invoices for payment until after the SS&N budgets
.
had bee~ approved. Document~tion evidencingr=:lreclls.~LW.~ P.~~Y.\.~~~ !~. --(b)(6)
the Auditors; however, none of it was relayed b~ contained in the work
-------papers of, the Auditors. It is attached hereto at Tab 5. [Response at 11 .)
We have been informally advised by the FDIC's Ethics Section that under certain
circumstances a fonner RTC attorney's s ubmission of finn bills and the execution of an invoice
certification could constitute a violation of applica ble post-e mployment restrictions found at 18
U .S.C. §207 and 5 CFR 2637. The Firm has s~d a new certification by a senior partner in
.... the Finn to replaee theprior een ifrea·tions ..byt:_Jin an effon to cure any potential problem
which may have existed with the prior cenificauons. The L egal Division will n ot disallow any
costs q uestioned under this recommenda tion at this time, but wiJI r efer the m a tter to the
Outside Counsel Conflicts Committee for furthe r action, including determining wbether
there was an et hical violation by lbe firm and/or the attorney and if so, the nature of any
sanctions to be imposed. A supplemental response will be s ubmitted incorporating the

9
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C onflicts Committee's decision.

Recommendation 1 J: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $20,015 in
costs relating to unauthorized professionals working on Pioneer matters.
The repor1 questions $20,01 5 (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs relating to
professionals who the auditors claim were not authorized to work on Pfoneer matters. The
auditors' finding is premised on the conclusion that case plans and budgets prepared by the Firm
in connection with Pioneer matters served to limit the personnel the Firm was authorized to use
on such matters. We arc unaware of any legal support for such a restrictive reading of a case
plan and budget, since that instrument is primarily a budget tool (and may, as in the instant case,
serve to cap rates). The case plan and budget does not limit personnel who may be used by our
outside counsel; only the LSA serves to limit personnel. In response to this recommendation, the
Firm states, with substantial supponing documentation, that all of the personnel used on Pioneer
matters were authorized by the RTC oversight attorney and listed under the applicable LSA.
Additionally, the Finn points out that the auditors were simply wrong about seven individuals jdentified as unauthorized staff by the auditors - who were in fact listed in case plans and
budgets. [Response at 11,1 2.J Accordingly, the Legal Division will not disaHow any costs
questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 12: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow SJS,576 of
profession al fees that the firm agreed to absorb as learning curve costs.

The report questions $35,576 (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs relating to
certain learning curve costs that the auditors believe that the Firm agreed to absorb in connection
with its work on the Pioneer maners. The Firm stated that it "disputes this recommendation in its
entirety" and enclosed a letter dated December 20, 1995 from the PLS oversight anomey stating
her opinion that it would not be appropriate for the Finn to absorb any additional learning curve
costs on the Pioneer matter. [Response at 12; Tab 4.) Even aside from any specific undertaking
by the Firm in connection with Pioneer matters, the RTC did not pennit a finn ' s learning curve
expenses to be passed on to the RTC under its Guide for Outside Counsel. By "learning curve"
expenses, we simply mean those activities or expenses incurred by a firm that an otherwise
proficient law firm would not need to incur to enable it to handle RTC or FDIC matters. In other
words, if an activity or expense is incurred to enable a firm to come up to the learning curve ofa
firm proficient in handling our matters, then we expect the finn to absorb the cost of such
activity or expense.
The auditors identified numerous instances of purported "learning curve" ac1ivities. We
have reviewed many of these instances and disagree with the auditors' conclusions. With few
exceptions, these instances pertain to factual, investigative activities relating to PLS cases that
were being pursued by the Finn on behalf of RTC - this would hardly qualify as "learning
curve" costs. We expect every firm we employ as outside counsel to become well grounded in
an understanding of the facts of a particular PLS investigation and to appropriately marshal those
facts in preparation for any potential litigation or settlement demands. Thus, the instances cited
by the auditors in the report are not illustrative oflearning curve charges. [Report at 28, 29.] In
10
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entry, client 452648). Additionally, m those cases where the auditors grounded their findings on
non-investigative activities such as legal research, we disagree that the charges were learning
curve related.
For instance, the auditors identify 24.2 hours oflegal research relating to the Financial
Privacy Act as an instance of a learning curve charge. "A firm with experience in professional
liability claims," the auditors observe, "would find little relevance or use for this general
memorandum in dealing with PLS cases." [Repon at 29.) However, the Financial Privacy Act
could clearly be relevant to discovery of fi nancial records of targets in a PLS case. The
circumstances in which that Act may apply to banking regulators or government custodians
(receivers or conservators) of failed depository institutions frequently require an assessment of
the Act. Indeed, the Finn states that in doing research on this statute:
SS&N specifically followed RTC guidelines in first receiving information
through the RTC Research Bank on this topic and then undertaking this
research with specific approval of the then supervising RTC attomey,r:::J
ln addition, the research was done at a proper law clerk level. EvidenCe"'Or
this Firm's compliance with the guidelines and the undertaking of this
research is confinned by a Jetter dated July 16, 1992, from the RTC
professional liability attorney, [PM], to [the Firm], transmitting information
from the RTC Research Bank on the right to privacy act and indicating that
the RTC was looking forward to receiving the resulting memo on this topic.
[Response at J 3.)

(b)(6)

·· · · · · · · · . . . . (b.)J.?.}.,,

Additionally, we find the other instance of legal research disclosed in the work papers (inv.

............- . . . ... _______#A5.6A.S...Q.S.OO..O. l-QE:}ntry) not to amount to learning curve charges: "legal research
concerning holding a parent corporation liable for a subsidiary company 's actions under the
enterprise liability theory and alter ego theory." Accordingly, the Legal Division will not
disallow any questioned costs under this recommendation. .
Recommendation 13: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow SS,205 offees
r elating to increases in Pioneer pre-bills without any supporting documentation.
The report questions $8,205 in costs relating to mark-ups of pre-bills pertaining to the
Finn's work on Pioneer matters. The work papers disclose that the mark-ups were not tied to
any original time sheets, which could not be found by the auditors. The Legal Division would
ordinarily treat the absence of original time sheets to support actual invoice charges under the
sliding scale method, as was the case in Recommendation 3 above. However, here the sliding
scale method would not be appropriate because these are mark-ups of pre-bills that taint the
application of the sliding scale. Nonetheless, the spirit behind the sliding scale approach is that
our outside counsel should not go uncompensated for services perfonned on our behalf merely
because of the absence of original time sheets. In other words, the workman who neglects to
punch the time clock still gets compensated when he submits his bill for payment, provided his
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client knows of the time, effort, and work he performed, and his request for payment is not
tainted by other discrepancies. Accordingly, we believe that even though the Finn does not have
original time sheets to support the pre-bills, which have been marked-up, this does not destroy
the Finn's entitlement to compensation for work it unquestionably performed, assuming it can
explain the mark-ups of pre-bills.
We believe the Firm has adequately explained in general the mark-ups of its pre-bills in
its original response to the draft audit and has supplemented that response with detailed
explanations for each and every mark-up of a pre-bill. In general, the Firm explains that many of
the purported marked-up entries were for billings of its co-counsel, not the Firm; that a number
of purported marked-up entries were in fact combinations or consoHdations of other reported
entries; and that several mark-ups were just adjustments to correct errors in time recording.
[Response at 13.) Additionally, the Firm provided a specific explanation of each entry.
[Supplemental Response atJ 9-25.) In sum, the Legal Division wlll not disallow any costs
questioned under this recommendation.

Recommendation 14: The report Terommends that the FDIC determine whether
the Firm currently qualifies as an MWOLF.
The report questions the current status of the Firm as an MWOLF on the basis of
purported changes in RTC policy that the auditors claim may preclude the Firm from continuing
as an MWOLF. Apparently, the auditors claim that the Firm only obtained MWOLF status
because the RTC had a policy permitting individuals with disabilities to be accorded MWOLF
status and that "an 85 percent equity ownership was held by a disabled male shareholder." ·
[Report at 30.) From this premise, the auditors further contend that u[i]nternal RTC memoranda
reviewed by [the auditors] indicated the possibility that the policy was rescinded officially in
1993 or 1994. If the policy is no longer effective, we question the firm's current MWOLF status
and the acclU'acy of any representation asserting such status or that the finn is a women-owned
firm as defined in the current MWOLF regulations."
In response, the Firm states that "[t]here is no question regarding the Firm's MWOLF
status. SS&N provided specific information with regard to tllls issue to the auditors, which is
neither referenced in the Audit Report, nor included in the audit work papers." [Response at 13.]
Moreover, this recommendation is based on speculation; the auditors have not supplied any
documents to support their findings. Additionally, we checked with our MWOLF program unit
and the Firm does continue to qualify as an MWOLF until March 1999, when its eligibility status
must be renewed and re-determined by the Legal Division. The.Legal Division has determined
thaC the Firm qualifies to maintain its MWOLF status.

Recommendation 15: The report recommends that the FDJC review the
appropriateness or the Firm receiving title insurance premiums while also repre.senting
RTC.
The report questions the Finn's dual role on certain RTC real estate transactions in which
the Finn represented the RTC, as well as serving as agent for the title insurance company that
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issued title insurance policies in the transactions. Although the auditors do not specifically
question the Firm's receipt of payments in the course of this representation, the report implies an
impropriety with this arrangement, which is common in both commercial and residential real
estate transactions where closing attorneys perform multifaceted roles and multi-representation is
not an aberration. We note parenthetically that the work papers do not include infonnation
supporting the auditors' sense of impropriety, nor do they include any evidence describing the
magnitude of "potential duplicate payments." The report states the following:
Potential Duplicate Payments
In certain engagements involving the sale of real estate, the firm represented RTC
as seller's counsel and also served as agent for the title insurance underwriter. In
both capacities, the firm's primary responsibility was to perfonn title work. The
firm acknowledged receiving both an hourly fee as RTC's counsel and a major
portion of the title insurance premium payment as underwriter's agent. We
questioned the firm's participation in two revenue sources for substantially the
same services and requested the firm to identify and explain these circumstances.
We also questioned whether RTC was aware of the firm's substantial
participation in this activity.
In our opinion, the firm should not have billed the RTC for this type of work since
tile finn was receiving a portion of the title insurance premium for performing
these identical services. {Repon at 3 I.]
We do not believe this arrangement is inappropriate. While it is true that the Finn would
be "receiving title insurance premiums" as a closing attorney, the Finn merely receives such
payments as agent of the title insurance company, which in tum issues a title policy .for the real
estate in question. Even were the Firm to receive payments from a title insurance company for
''title work" such as a title opinion or search, we would not find such muhi·representational roles
troublesome. A closing attorney's multifaceted role is quite common to all parties in a real estate
transaction. In residential transactions, the disclosure of such a role is made in the standard
HUD-I required under Federal law; the Firm's response indicates that it used this fonn for
commercial real estate transactions, as weU. [See Response at Tab 1 I .J Additionally, we accept
the Firm's explanation of this arrangement:
Once again, SS&N had provided specific information with regard to this issue to
the Auditors which is neither referenced in the Audit Report, nor included in the
audit work papers. More specifically, a memorandum was prepared on July 25,
1995 from MBR to [the auditors' legal specialist), a copy of which is attached at
Tab 11. As indicated in that memorandum, the issuance of title insurance by
attorneys, who act as authorized agents for title insurance companies, is routine in
Florida. The Auditors' supposition that there was in any way duplicate payments
for work done on closings representing the RTC as seller when SS&N was also
issuing the title insurance is contrary to the law and wholly without merit. Florida
Statutes §629. 9541 specifically prohibits any "rebate or abatement" of charges
13
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incident to the issuance of title insurance. The finn, with the full knowledge and
approval ofRTC, charged the RTC as seller, the minimum promulgated rate for
issuance of a title policy - the same amount the RTC would pay under Florida law
to any issuer of a policy. [Response at I 4.]

The Legal Division will not take any action under this recommendation.

Recommendation 16: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $3,100 in
unsubstantiated charges for deposition attendance.
The report questions $3,100 (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs relating to
"excess" billings for depositions in which Firm lawyers were involved. The basic problem
identified by the auditors was that they had "selected 15 deposition transcripts and found in I I
cases, the SS&N attorney attributed more time to the testimony than recorded by the court
reporter." [Report at 34.]
Unfortunately, this finding fails to appreciate the lawyer's craft in deposition work. The
Legal Division expects its trial lawyers, in-house or outside counsel, to expend sufficient time in
preparing for depositions. We recognize that work involved in depositions is seldom, if ever,
measured solely by the time recorded in a deposition transcript. Even a short deposition of one
hour or less could involve major expenditures of time for preparation, particularly if the
deponent could be a key witness in the case in chie( It is not uncommon for lawyers to spend
days preparing for the deposition of one witness, especially an expert witness such as a forensic
accountant, that may ultimately last a few hours. Moreover, "off-the-record" exchanges before
and after the coun reporter has begun or completed the "recording time" of the transcript may
consume substantial work, time and effort. These exchanges could involve various stipulations
regarding the type of objections to be made during the deposition, the scope of any privileges, or
the use of exhibits during the deposition.
We thus agree with the following response of the Firm:
The Auditors examined the starting time and ending.time of a deposition based
upon the transcript, and then reached the faulty conclusion that the time spent by a
timekeeper at a deposition should match that exactly. Of course, such an
assumption fails to recognize the realities of an attorney involved in a deposition.
For example, most of the depositions taken in the RTC cases were taken pursuant
to either subpoenas "duces tecum" or notices of taking depositions "duces tecum,"
where documents relating to the subject matter of the case were to be provided at
the deposition. It takes time to review those documents prior to going on the
record with the court reporter to commence the taking of the deposition. ln
addition, in many instances, a deposition is scheduled to start at a certain time,
and for a wide variety of reasons, people arrive late for the deposition. Also,
counsel often have meetings prior to and after depositions with regard to other
logistics in the case, particularly when the depositions are out of town, giving the
attorneys an opportunity to address issues face-to-face. [Response at 15.)
14
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The Legal Division will not disallow any costs questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 17: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $2,154 in fees
relating to overstaffing.

The report notes that "(o)n a number of occasions the firm participated in depositions
with Co-counsel and did not charge for that time." However, the report then questions $2,154 in
costs that were considered by the auditors to be the result of"overstaffing" on depositions in
which the Finn was involved. Apparently, the auditors believed that overstaffing occurred
whenever the Finn sent more than one lawyer to attend a deposition. The Guide for Outside
Counsel does not set forth a minimum of one lawyer per deposition; it merely enjoins our outside
counsel to avoid "unnecessary staff' and advises our outside counsel that additional staffing
should be discussed and approved by the RTC oversight attorney. While there may be situations
where auditors could properly question the number of staff used to attend a deposition, it is
virtually impossible to tell whether "excess" staffing for a deposition has occurred by merely
counting the number of lawyers in attendance. Unless the excess is so glaring in numbers, we do
not believe one can appropriately detennine "staffing excesses" without a thorough
understanding of the particular case, witness, and trial tactics: We certainly do not think two
lawyers on any given deposition can, by itself, be considered overstaffing, as the auditors found.
Finally, the Firm states that it always obtained the approval of the RTC for attendance of
more than one attorney at a deposition. It states that:

As we explained to the Auditors, but what does not appear in the audit repott, is
that we did not have more than one timekeeper attend a deposition without prior
approval from the RTC supervising attorney. Sometimes, due to the
circumstances, the specific approval would be verbal rather than written, although
SS.&N would confirm our understanding in writing, as is noted by the copy of the
letter at Tab 12. In any event, as was pointed out initially, all of our bills were
approved by a supervising attorney, who was well aware of the staffing on a case
and who would have written the bill down if the staffing had been inappropriate.
. [Report at 15.J
The Legal Division will not disallow any costs questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 18: The report recommends that the FDJC disallow $3,683 of
travel costs billed in excess of SO% of the approved hourly rates.
The repon questions $3,683 (net of adjustments for other findings) in travel costs that the
auditors contend the Firm billed in excess of the discounted rates that apply to Finn staff for
travel time. The auditors conectly point out that the LSA requires that "[t]ravel time is
compensated at 50 percent of the firm's regular billing rates except for time spent on substantive
work on a matter." (Emphasis added.) This requirement plainly means that we compensate
outside counsel's time in travel on our behalf --when nothing else is accomplished but movement
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from one part of the country to another ·· at 50 percent of a fi rm's regular hourly rate. However,
a necessary corollary of this rule is that if travel is combined with substantive work, then the
regular, not discounted, rate applies.
The auditors reported that the questioned travel time entries "do not describe the
perfonnance of substantive work." Nonetheless, our review of the questioned items shows that
substantive work was either recorded with the travel or that the travel was only a slight aspect of
substantive work described in the entry. Thus, we agree with the Firm's position that "the entries
encompassed more than travel," and the Firm has demonstrated specifically for each questioned
entry that this was the case. Additionally, lhe Firm has demonstrated that where the entry
showed travel to be more than a slight aspect of the work billed, oversight lawyers appropriately
took a disallowance against the entry. [Supplemental Response at 25·27.) The Legal Division
will not disallow any costs questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 19: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow S3,655 of
travel costs in excess of 50% specifically related to the General Bank, FSB matter.
The report questions $3,655 (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs relating to
certain travel incurred by the Finn on the General Bank, FSB matter. We are puzzled by this
recommendation since it appears to state on the one hand that the Firm did not provide the
normal 50% discounted rate in connection with certain travel relating to the General Bank
matter. On the other hand, the na1Tative explanation suggests that the Finn specifically waived
all compensation for travel time to M1ami, Florida relating to the General Bank matter. The
auditors state as follows:

We also found 4 J trips made by the finn that did not comply fully with its
·agreement to waive travel tjme for work performed in Miami on the General
Bank matter. The time was waived because the finn was willing to make
this accommodation to secure the work. We question $4,172 {$3,655, net of
adjustments for other findings) related to these non·compliant billings.
[Report at 36.)
The work papers do not include any infonnation substantiating this purported waiver of
travel time around Miami to secure work on the General Bank matter. Moreover, our review of
the questioned invoices shows that several of them involve travel from Tampa, FL and·to
TaJJahassee, FL, Atlanta, GA, and West Palm Beach, FL. Nevertheless, the F1rm has treated this
recommendation as an "excess" billing of travel time finding, as was the case in recommendation
18 above, and we will treat it likewise based on the stated recommendation in the report. Our
random review of a number of invoices shows that the Finn billed at the discounted travel rate.
More importantly, the Finn has specifically demonstrated that this was the case for all of the
questioned entries under this recommendation. (Response at 16· l 7; Supplemental Response at
27-33.)
The Legal Division will not disaJlow any costs questioned under this recommendation.
:;

~
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Recommendation 20: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $11,660 in
costs relating to the Firm's preparation offee bills and status reports.
The report questions $ 11,660 (net of adjustments for other findings) in costs relating to
the Finn's preparation of fee bills and status reports, which, if accurately found by the auditors,
would constitute overhead charges. As the auditors correctly point out, the Guide for Outside
Counsel does not permit reimbursement for such charges. The Firm's response includes a
detailed account of each invoice entry questioned under this recommendation. [Response at 17;
Supplemental Response at 33-44.J This detailed response indicates that:

•
•

•
•

many questioned entries cover items in which a flat rate supplanted the particular hourly rates
reflected in the entries,
a number of entries were not billed to the RTC and represented entries used by the Finn for
administrative/recording time purposes,
RTC oversight lawyers authorized compensation for preparation of case plans and budgets
for several complex PLS cases, and
various entries reflect substantive work such as preparing bills and budgets for settlement
discussions regarding RTC cases handled by the Finn.
We will accent the Finn's resoonse for all invoices, except the following:· ·

(b )( 4 },(b )(6)
·····················································-·························

Jn our view, these invoices, which total $736, solely reflect overhead charges relating to
budget preparation activities. The Legal Division will disallow $736 in costs questioned
under this recommendation.
·
·

Recommendation 21: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $6,863 in
costs relating to training and educational expenses incurred by the Firm.
The report questions $6,863 in costs relating to a number of invoices that suggest that the
Finn improperly billed for training related activities. The auditors correctly note that the Guide
for Outside Counsel does not permit reimbursement for such charges, when the training relates to
efforts by outside counsel to become "familiar with relevant statutory and case Jaw pertinent to
the Corporation." [Report at 38, quoting the Guide for Outside Counsel.] However, the Finn
expl!J.ins that $6,310.50 of the questioned items does not represent actual billed invoices to the
RTC, but represented pre-bills that captured internal administrative "billings" for tracking, not
17
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payment purposes. Additionally, where the actual invoices were' used to support this finding, we
found only one invoice that meets the standard for training mentioned in the Guide. This invoice
(b)(6) _ _ _ _...,.._.---'(in~ #45264.8..0.S.O.OO-O J-O,l=""l:ntry, 7/9/92) item of$225 covers an in-house training session
of the Finn designed to p;~n overview of the RTC and its PLS litigation. In contrast, we
do not consider as improper training charges, as the auditors found in the only other invoice
reviewed, the Firm 's efforts to understand the specific, and ever-changing, intricacies ofRTC
seller financing guidelines and the Finn's billing of $198 for those efforts.

!

!I

Il

Accordingly, the Legal Division will disallow $225 of questioned costs under this
recommendation.
Recomm enda tion 22: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $ 12,056 of
billings relating to certain overhead and administrative charges.

The report questions $12,056 in costs relating to certain billing items which according to
the auditors cover inappropriate overhead and administrative charges. Both the Guide for
Outside Counsel and RTC Outside Counsel Desk Book instruct our outside counsel not to bill
separately for overhead and to reflect such a cost in counsel's hourly rate structure. By overhead
and administrative charges we simply mean, in the language of the RTC Outside Counsel Desk
Book, "a service that is customarily included in the normal overhead or administrative expense
of running a law firm." (Report at 39, quoting RIC Outside Counsel Desk Book.]
After reviewing the work papers and the Firm's prodigious response to this finding, we
are convinced that this recommendation is not factually grounded: First, 63% of the purported
overhead items cited by the auditors had no back-up papers. Audit exceptions and findings have
to be based on adequate support in the auditors' record, namely, the work papers. Second, the
work papers disclose in summary schedules that the auditors primarily audited by " word search"
to flag overhead items. For instance, the auditors treated as overhead every billing entry that
contained the words "organization and file maintenance" notwithstanding the fact that such
words in a number of cases were immediately followed by "for deposition in connection with
discovery requests." Obviously, the parsing of such language to support such a finding is not
consistent with providing a complete, appropriate accounting for such entries. Third, the Firm
has demonstrated that the so-called overhead entries pertained to substantive work, in all the
instances in which the Finn could respond to the auditors' findings. [Supplemental Response at
45-51.]
The Legal Division will not disallow any costs questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 23: The report recommends that the FDic; disallow $436 of costs
relating to the Firm' s r esearch of their own conflicts of interest.

The report questions $436 of costs relating to the Firm's check of potential conflicts of
interest arising from its representation of the RTC. Such checks would constitute overhead or a
cost of doing business with the RTC that cannot be reimbursed by the RTC. The Finn response
indicates that $58 .50 of the questioned costs was never billed to the RTC. As to the remaining
18
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questioned costs, the Finn argues that the Finn made other write-offs from its pre-bills to the
actual invoices or that the RTC made disallowances to the actual invoices. We do not believe
these "reductions" justify countennanding the auditors' remaining questioned costs. The preinvoice write-downs, which were unrelated to the questioned entries, merely show good billing
j udgment of the Finn and cannot be accorded the status of a "credit." Also, the disallowances do
not appear related to the costs questioned by the auditors and thus the Firm is not being
questioned twice for the same invoices. Therefore, the Legal Division will disallow $378 in
costs questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 24: J'he report recommends that the FDIC disallow $35,277 in in·
house copying charges.
The report questions $35,277 in costs for "in-house copying" of documents because the
Firm did not justify its photocopying rate of $.08 per page with a cost study. The auditors
correctly note that the Guide for Outside Counsel states that "[c ]harges for photocopying shall be
at firm's ac tual cost, not to exceed eight cents per page unless supported by a cost study."
Consistent with our past practice, we do not believe this finding is appropriate.

It has been the practice of both the FDIC and the former RTC Legal Divisions to permit
firms to bill at the maximum "cap" rate applicable for the ti me period involved; The FDIC
specifically incorporated this "fixed rate" policy into its Guide for Outside Counsel in December
l 99 1, and it was not the intent of the RTC to impose a differing standard on its outside counsel.
The FDlC's new 1996 Guide, published in April 1996, continues this policy and states:
Charges for photocopying shall not exceed the eight cents per page cost
limitation set by the Legal Division. The FDIC has established criteria that
outside counsel must satisfy to seek a waiver of the per page cost limitation
and these criteria may be obtained from the FDIC supervising attorney. A
cost study must be submitted in support of the requested waiver. As with all
costs for s upplies and services, local commercial rates will be used as a
benchmark.
The new Guide is consistent with the fact that the RTC and FD£C Legal Divisions have
only required law finns to conduct cost studies for photocopying expenses if they wished to bill
more than the maximum allowable rate. An approach which mandated that all photocopying
expenses must be refunded if a finn does not produce a cost study would be unjustified and
unwarranted. Accordingly, in order to avoid imposing unintended standards on outside counsel,
and to be consistent with past practices and explicit FDIC policy since 1991, the Legal Division
has detennined that it will disallow only those charges which are in excess of the maximum
allowable rate. For RTC charges, this means that $.08 per page is allowable after publication of
the RTC Guide for Outside Counsel in February 1992, and the maximum applicable LSA rate is
allowable prior to that time.
The Legal Division wiJJ not disallow any costs questioned under this recommendation.
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Recommendation 25: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $4,695 for
unsupported outside copying charges.
The repon questions $4,695 in outside copying charges on the basis that lhe Firm could
not produce adequate support for these charges. In response, the Firm has produced requisite
invoices, cancelled checks, and adequate explanations for charges in which invoices were
lacking(~. emergency copying at RTC auction). [Response at 19; Supplemental Response at
25.] We will accept the Finn's documentation and explanations. The Legal Division will not
disallow costs questioned under this recommendation.
Recommenda tion 26: The report recommends tha t the FDIC disallow S26,3 19 in
unsupported facsimile charges.
The report questions $26,3 l 9 in costs relating to facsimile charges incurred by the Finn.
This fi nding is based on a test perfonned by the auditors, which was then extrapolated to lhe
universe of all facsimile charges in the audi t sample, as described by the following:
We selected 20 test page counts totaling $5,967. In most cases, the counts
were supported by a printout from the firm 's computer system and we noted
a standard $ J .00 per page charge. However, the firm did not perfonn a cost
study and therefore, could not support the per page charge. Accordingly, we
question $26,3 19 for unsupported facsimile charges. [Report at 42.}
The work papers do not meaningfully describe the 20 test page counts sampled by the ·
auditors and the work papers do not sufficiently describe the actual invoice entries from which
this finding is made. This is particularly troublesome since the work papers only show a
schedule representing the facsimile charges and the schedule itself indicates that the Finn made
adjustments to the amounts it billed the RTC for facsimile charges. Accordingly, we question
the reliability of this finding in its extrapo lation to the universe of facsimil e charges incurred by
the Firm, especially since neither the repon nor the work papers disclose any reliable or valid
statistical sampling techniques or protocols used by the auditors.
Nonetheless, we would also not disallow any costs questioned under this recommendation
because the flat rate charge of$ l .00 per facsimi le page is consistent with the past practice of: FDIC
RTC oversight lawyers, in general. Though the applicable LSA clearly states that the Finn
was obliged to bill ar the "actual cost" of the fax transmission, the practice of oversight lawyers
was to accept a reasonable flat rate charge.

and

The current Outside Counsel Deskbook has clarified that telephone long distance charges
(line charges) are the only allowable fax charges, so this will no longer be a recurring problem.
The Legal Division will not disallow costs questioned under this recommendation.
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Recommenda tion 27: The r eport recommends that the FDIC disallow $12,035 in
unsupported long dista nce telephon e charges.

The auditors state that Jong distance charges billed were "determined by multiplying the
total elapsed time by predetermined rates built into the telephone system ... (but] the finn was
unable 10 provide us with a rate schedule, and we could no t detennine that the amounts charged
for long distance telephone were at the finn's actual rate." The work papers only contain a
summary schedule of the long distance charges, which does not sufficiently describe the invoices
from which 1he queslioned charges derive. The Finn in its original and supplemental response,
which includes itemization of the Jong dis1ance charges, essentially states that it billed long
distance charges ii incurred on behalf of the RTC at the cost it was charged by the telephone
carrier. It has funher indicated that it did not receive any discounts to pass on to the RTC.
(Response at 20; Supplemental Response at 53.J The Legal Divisio n a cc epts the firm ' s
response and will no l disa llow cosls queslioned under this recommend a tion.
Recommendation 28: The re port recommends that the FDIC disallow $1,93 4 in
unsupported outside da tabase charges.

The report questions outside database charges that lacked vendor invoices. The Firm
states that it provided the invoices to the audi tors. It has provided a copy of the invoices in its
response. which we accepl as adequate documentation. The Legal Divisio n will not disallow
cosls ques tioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 29: The report r ecommends that the FDIC disallow $3,7SO in
costs relating to una pproved legal search cha rges.
The report questions $3,750 in costs incurred by the Firm for a na1ional asset search that

it ordered a nationally recognized search firm to conduct on behalf of the RTC. As explained in
the Firm's response, an asset management contractor of the RTC authorized these charges. On
th e bas is of t his authoriz.ation, the Lega l Division wiU n ol disallow costs q uestioned und er
this recom mendatio n.
Recommendatio n 30: The repo r t recommends that the FDIC disallow Sl40 in
unsuppo rted process server charges. ·

The report questions a $140 charge incu rred by the Firm that lacked a vendor's invoice.
It has provided a copy of the invoice in its response, which we accept as adequate documentation.
The Legal Division will not disallow costs questioned under this recommendation.
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Recommendation 31: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow S3,063 in
unsupported travel charges.
The report questions $3,063 of unsupponed travel costs. The Firm response indicates
that $ J ,905 of these questioned costs was previously disallowed by the RTC, as reflected in Tab
22 of the Response. The Firm also includes in its response vendor invoices and bills supporting
$1,056 in questioned coSIS. The Legal Division will disallow the remaining amount of $102
questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 32: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $860 in
unsupported travel costs.
The report questions $860 in travels costs relating 10 a chartered flight that the Firm
incurred on behalf of the RTC. In its Response at Tab 25, the Firm has supplied the actual
invoice for the chartered flight as well as documents indicating that the flight was authorized by
1he RTC. The Legal Division will not disallow costs questioned under this recommendation
as a result of this supporting documentation.
Recommendation 33: The report recommends that. the FDIC disallow $3,504 in
unauthorized travel expenses.
The repon questions $3,504 in costs that were purponedly unauthorized by the RTC
because they involved !ravel expenses of two or more attorneys. In sum, the Finn in its response
has demonstrated the RTC's prior authorizalion of these questioned items and pointedly observes
that back-up support for many other questioned coses cannot be found in the work papers.
[Supplemental Response at 53-56.J See also lhe response to Recommendation 17 above
(overstaffing). The Legal Division will not disallow costs questioned under this
recommendation.
Recommendation 34: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $1,013 in
non-reimbursable travel expenses.
The report questions $1,013 in travel expenses. According to the auditors, $890 in !ravel
expenses was incurred for a Firm lawyer to attend a conference that the auditors suggest was
inappropriate, $82 represents a duplicate charge, and $41 was incurred for taxi fare for three on a
trip to get dinner. The Finn response demons1rates that the RTC oversight lawyer, who attended
the conference as well, had authorized the Firm to send a lawyer to the conference in which RTC
business was conducted. [Response at 22.J The remaining questioned items, however, should
nol have been reimbursed. With respect to taxi fare charge, we are unaware of any authority that
permits transportation to dinner to be a reimbursed item whether incurred by contractors or
employees of the RTC or FDIC. The Legal Division will disallow $123 in costs questioned
under this recommendation.
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R ecommendation 35: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow S83 in
unsupp orted express mail charges.
The report questions $83 in express mail charges that were incurred by the Firm, but for
which the Finn could not provide supporting invoices. These questioned costs were made in
light of $23,880 in courier and express mail c harges incurred by the Finn of which $6,605 was
"tested" by the auditors. The auditors have found no impropriety with the Firm's express mail
charges other than not having invoices for $83 of such charges. The Finn explai ns that it could
not find the invoices for courier service by the Federal Express Company; however, it has
explained the specific background of these RTC related charges. We cannot accept the Finn's
after-the-fact support of these expenses without any supporting documentation. The Legal
Divis ion will disallow $83 in costs questioned under this recommendation.
Recommendation 36: The report recommends that the FDIC dis allow $3,882 in
unsupported filing fees.
The report questions $3,882 in fi ling fees that the auditors detennined lacked any
substantiatio n. The response of the Firm includes support documentation for these expenses,
which consisted of recording fees and certified copy charges imposed by the· court clerks of 67
counties in Florida for filing 3 record instruments. [Response at 23; Supplemental Response at
57.] As reflected in the copies of recorded instruments included in the Firm's response, court
clerks charged $45 for recording the 3 instruments ($1 5 per power of attorney). By our
calculations, the filjng fees alone would amount to $3,0·15. Additionally, the cost of obtaining
certified copies of the fili ng as well as other pertinent record documents would have been
substa ntial as one court clerk charged $4 .00 per page fo r certified copies. [Supplemental
Response at Tab 39.] The Legal Division will not dis allow costs questioned under this
recommenda tion.
Recommendation 37: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $2,062 in
unsupported deposition charges.
The report questions $2,062 in court reporting transcription services. The auditors
apparently questioned these charges because "independe nt continnation ofRTC approval was
not obtained." During the audit and in its response to the d raft report, the Firm indica ted that it
received the oral approval of a specifically identified RTC o versight attorney to incur the court
repo rting transcription se rvices on an expedited basis which appears respons ible for the high
charges. There is no question that the court reporter billed for these services in light of the
invoices submitted to the Finn by the reporter. As the specifically named RTC oversight
attorney is no longer with the FDIC, we have not been able to obtain "independent confirmation"
from her that statements made about her - that she approved the ordering of transcripts on an
expedited basis - are true. However, we do not have a basis for challenging the veracity of the
Firm's statements and thus we will accept them as true. The Legal Division will not disallow
any costs questioned under this recomme ndation.
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Recommendation 38: The rep or t recommends tha t the FDIC disallow $14,640 in
uns upported miscellan eo us expenses.

The report questions $14,640 in costs relating to I 0 expense items that the auditors
detemiined lacked adequate support. The Finn has provided adequate support for two items
totaling $ 13 ,900 in its response, which we wi II accept. One of the items was the cost of a title
insurance policy incurred by the Firm at $13 ,731. The Finn's response includes a letter from the
title insurance company indicating a premium payment from the Firm that reflects the cost of the.
policy. [Supplemental Response at 57 and Tab 4 1.J The other item of $169 relates to postage
charges; the Finn's response includes the relevant invoices for these charges. [Response at 24
and Tab 30 .] The Finn has nol addressed the remaining items covering $740. T he Legal
Division will disallow $740 in costs questioned under this reco mmendation.

i

I

I

Recommendatio n 39: The report recommends that the FDIC disallow $47,IOO io
unsupported consultant cha r ges.

We understand that OIG has accepted support documentation supplied by the Finn to the
auditors for the charges reflected in this recommendation. The Legal Division will not disallow
any costs questioned under this recommendation.
Summary of Recommendations of the OIG and Response Therelo by Legal Division.

The Legal Division will pursue a recovery of$8, l l 2, as summarized below (questioned costs are
indicated in parentheses) :
Disallowance

Recommendation/Q uestioned Costs

!. Unauthorized staff/LSA ($292,71 3)

$

· 0-

.o.

2. Unauthorized rates ($7,855)
3. Fees marked-up ($1 4,352)

4,836

4. Excess hours ($1 ,823)

-0-

5. 20% discount of fees/Pioneer ($69,580)

-0·

6. Allocation mistakes ($2,70 I )

·0-

9. Excessive hourly rates/Pioneer ($22,041 )

889

10. Billing certifications ($7,120)

-0-

11. Unauthorized staff /Pioneer ($20,0 l 5)

-0-
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12. Leaming curveJPioneer ($35,576)

-0-

13. Fees marked-up/Pioneer ($8,205)

-0-

16. Excessive time for depositions ($3, 100)

-0-

17. Overstaffing for depositions ($2, I 54)

-0-

l 8. Travel costs/discounts ($3,683)

-0-

19. Travel costs/waiver ($3,655)

-0-

20. Bill and status reports ($ l l ,660)

736

21. Training ($6,863)

225

22. Overhead ($12,056)

-0-

23. Conflicts check {$436)

378

24. Jn-house copying ($35,277)

-0-

25. Out-side copying ($4,695)

-0-

26. Facsimile charges ($26,3 I 9)

-0-

27. Phone calls ($12,035)

-0-

28. Database charges/unsupported ($1,934)

·-0-

29. Unapproved asset searches ($3,750)

-0-

30. Process server charges/unsupported ($140)

-0-

31. Travel expenses/unsupported ($3,063)

102

32. Travel expenses/unauthorized flight ($860)

-0-

33. Travel expenses/multiple staff ($3,504)

-0-

34. Travel expenses/unallowable costs ($1,013)

123

35. Courier charges/unsupported ($83)

83
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36. Filing fees/unsupported ($3,882)

-0-

37. Deposition expenses/unsupported ($2,062)

-0-

38. Expenses/unsupported ($ 14,640)

740

39. Consultant fees/unsupported ($47, I00)

·0-

TOTAL:

$ 8,J 12

The Assistant General Counsel is authorized to make such minor accounting corrections
as may be required by the OJG but which do not affect the substantive positions stated in this
memorandum. The Legal Division expects to complete the collection process within 90 days
from the issuance of the final audit repon by the OIG.
Attachments:

Tab A • OIG Draft Audit Report
Tab B - Finn 's Response (and Supplemental Response)
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